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This is a book that upholds revolution and communism. That
fact alone marks its significance. For this is a critical historical
hour. The international guardians of the status quo are trumpeting
the triumph and permanence of capitalisrn "Can't you smell the
coffee? There is no use fighting for a different kind of world, and
you might as well get used to this one." In a thousand different
ways we are told that history has judged communism to be a
"grand failure," that revolutions inevitably lead to nightmare.
This ideological offensive is an undisguised celebration of everything that is vile about capitalism and its vicious New World
Order. Yet even among those who are not the celebrants, the
message takes its toll-in the lowering of sights, in the narrowing
of horizons.
Amidst thisbarrage and disorientatiory Bob Avakian has written a defiant and powerful manifesto. No, this is not the best of all
possible worlds but a cruel and ouhnoded global system that cries
out for deep-going change. Yes, there is a liberating and practical
alternative to a social order based on comiretitiveness, greed, and
social division. And far from being that radical alternative, the
system that collapsed in the Soviet Union was a counterfeit
socialism whose oppressive economic and political structures
were those of capitalism.
This book is addressed to a broad audience. To the millions in
the ghettos and barrios, in the housing projects and prisons, who
yearn to be free of exploitation and the daily degradation and
horror that is this system. To those itching to get it on with these
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world-class oppressors, and who want the science to be able to do
so. To rebel youth checking out different philosophies and ideologies. To veterans of various revolutionary struggles and move
ments bying to sort through the lessons of recent history. To those

who refuse to grve up their dreams of liberation but who are
confused by the political earthquakes of the last few years. To the
newly awakened and outraged who want to know how to end
poverty, racism, war, and the very destruction of the eartfu who
want to know the truth about and relevance of revolutionary
communism.
The collapse of the former Soviet bloc has raised big questions
in the minds of many who have been committed to revolutionary
change and socialism. Why is it that genuine socialist revolutions
have gone sour, with more than a few of their leaders cormpted?
Have the theoretical and organizational foundations of socialist

revolution as practiced

in this century

been fundamentally

flawed? Are the historic goals and methods of socialism still valid,
or must socialism be "reinvented"? This questioning and debate
are also part of the backdrop of this book and the theoretical work
that has engaged Bob Avakian over the last few years. And these
are hardly academic matters. Because the struggle to defend and
define a revolutionary vision, and to correctly evaluate the advances and setbacks along the road of bringing classless society

into being, is completely bound up with the struggle to forge
curent situation.
This book has a twofold purpose. First, it answers head-on

ahead in the

some of the mostimmediateand cherished charges leveled against

communisrn These run the gamut-from argurnents about
human nature being incompatible with socialist values, to mis.
representations of how planned economies work, to claims that
communism is a form of modern tyrarury. Second, the book grap
ples with laqger, more world-historic questions that have been
thrown up by the experience of revolution and counterrevolution
in this century. Tough and knotty questions involving such core
issues as the defense and spread of proletarian revolutions in a
world dominated by imperialism; or how the struggle to create a
new society can change not just economic structures but also

Preface

t,

people, and how the basic people can in fact become the rulers.
Avakian approaches these questions both with historical sweep
and with an eye to the current state and dernands of the world.

Here, as in previous studies, Avakian the visionary shines
thrcugh: he shows the communist revolution to be an epochal
transformation of property relations and ideas that touches the
most fundamental aspects and pattems of human efstence.
At the same time that this book is being published, A World to
Win magazine is publishing a special issue containing a major
essay by Bob Avakian entitled 'Democracy: More Than Ever We
Can And Must Do Better Than That." That essay answers aqguments put forward by the Central Reolganisation Committee,
Communist Party of India (Marxist-kninist) and expands uPon
some of the themes of this book. In particular, it examines and
assesses the basic historical experience of the dictatorship of the
proletariat and the leading role of a communist party. The way the
question basically poses itself is this: Are such forms obstacles or

for the proletariat, and ultimately all humanity, in
Avakian argues that the experience of
liberation?
achieving
proletarian revolution since Marx, including the contributions of
Lenin and Mao, has been basically right on these questions.
Taken together that essay and this book form a two-volume
work. It adds up to a spirited defense and presentation of revolutionary communism, of the capacity of Marxism to confront the
most complex and burning issues that face humanity at the dawn
of the twenty-first century, and of the necessity and possibility to
advance human society beyond its present foundations of commodity production, exploitatiory and social fragmentation. And in
summing up the proletaria(s historical experience in creating a
new world-both the achievements and the mistakes-Bob
Avakian points to key lessons for the next wave of revolution.
Which is after all the point To understand the world in order to
change it More so than ever.

necessities

lntroduction
Two major events in recent times have had significant
worldwide effects: the victory of U.S. imperialism and its
"coalitioni' in its war against Iraq; and the coup/countercoup
events in the Soviet Union in the summer of 7997, which resulted

in what the world Powers and their media insist on calling the
"defea('----and they insist it is the "final" or all-but-final defeat--of
"communism."
These two events are, of course, objectively related to each
other. The overwhelming victory for U.S. imperialism and its
"coalition" in the Persian Gulf war would not have been possible
if it werenjt for the changes that had already taken place within the
Soviet Union and in its role in the world, even before the more
recent coup/countercoup events. And, at the same time, this
overwhelming military victory for U.S. imperialism in many
ways sharpened the contradictions within the ruling circles of the
Soviet Union and played a role in bringing those contradictions to
a head.

Butbeyond tha! the imperialists-and the U.S. imperialists in
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particular-have seized on these events and tied thern together in
an intensified prcpaganda offensive aimed at impressing on both
rival powers of various kinds and the masses of people throughout the world that these imperialists are all-powerful. That there is
no real possibility of really standing up to them and defeating
them militarily. And furthermone that there is no real alternative to
their system anyway-that this is afterall thebestpossible, or only
possible, "way of life" and that any attempt to replace this with
something radically different-in particular communism-is
bound to end in disaster. Therefore the only thing to do is to accept
the world as it is-as it is dictated from above-and at most to
aspire to climb higher within the confines of this system. Over and
over this message is blared, in triumphal toneg thrcugh all the
media and mouthpieces of the ruling powers.
We cannot say that this is having no effect. It is affecting the
morale and the vision of the people, induding the masses of
proletarians and other oppressed people. It is, of course, not extinguishing the hatred of these masses for the reality of what this
system means for them-the hardship, suffering, exploitatiory op
pressiory and degradation that it means for them daily, hourly, and
continually. Nor can it prevent their anger from continually bursting out into protest and rebellion of many different kinds. But it is
influencing these spontaneous struggles of the masses-as well as
the outlook of more organized forces involved in these struggles.
It is influencing both the way in which people fight and, even
more fundamentally, the goals for which they are fighting-what
changes they demand, what changes they see as both desirable
and possible. It is tending to narrow and restrict people,s vision to
the terms and limits of the new old world order.
This is also having a real effect within the ranks of the conscious revolutionary forces, including within the international
communist movement, among those who have upheld the line of
Mao Tsetung and, as an important part of that, have long recognized that the Soviet Union itself for many decades was no longer
socialistbut had beconre wial-hnprialaf-socialist in words and in
outer appearance but imperialist in fact and in deed.
The situation today is in some important ways similar to the
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one that

lenin wrote about in "The Collapse of the Second Inter-

national." There is an irony in this because the situation then was
one of world war (the first world war), whereas today's situation
is one that has come about, to a significant degree, because world
war has been avoided in the present period,largely as a result of
the changes associated with the regimeof MikhailGorbachev (and
now increasingly Boris Yeltsin). But still the world today is one
marked by great upheaval, sudden and dramatic changeq and
underlying crisis that is by no means resolved or fundamentally

"under control."
Writing about the collapse of the Second (Socialist) International into opportunism after the outbreak of World War 1, knin
made the observation that "the experience of the war, like the
experience of any crisis in history of any great calamity and any
sudden hrrn in human life, stuns and breaks some people, brf
enlightms anil temprs others" ("The Collapse of the Second International," Leniry C-olluted Worla [LCW], Moscow, Progress Publishers, v.27, p.215). And he pointed out that one of the distinguishing features of those socialists who were stunned and broken
by the experience of the w€u was that even before then, they had
begun to adopt an evolutionary orientation in place of a revolutionary one and were unPrePared for suddenly erupting radical
changes of one kind or another. Such people, Lenin said, are
characterizedby "a fear of sharp turns and a disbelief in them"
@.2a$.
A radically different resPonse is required-the current situation must be radically tansformed. And here again is another one
of those "more than ever" truths: It is the revolutionary communists who can and must lead the way in doing this: those who
continue to stand on the basis of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism and
to grasp that in fact only by applpng the principles of MarfsmLeninism-Maoism is it possible not only to maintain your bearings
but to advance in the face of the current world situation. This is our
duty and our challenge. But we can do this only by recognizinp
directly confronting and grappling deeply with the basic and
profound questions that have been thnrwn up by the present
situation. This is a rnatter of applyingmaterialistdialectics: grasP
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ing the positive as well as the negative aspects of the situation;
recognizing not only the immediate difficulties crcated by this
situation but even more the fact that overall and strategically the
world situation has grown more favorable for proletarian nevolution; seizing hold of the positive factors and, through struggle,
tuming a bad thing into a good thing, as Mao put it.
In the final analysis and overall, the answer to the ideological offensive of the powers-that-be and the solution to the
problems confronting the masses of people must be given in the
material world-in the realm of politics and ultimately the
highest form of politics-the all-out military struggle for political power in society.
Here the example of the revolution in Peru stands out. This is a
revolutionary people's war led by the Communist party of peru, a
party upholding the banner of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism and
applying it concretely in practice in the revolutionary struggle of
the people to transform that society and, as the Peruvian comrades
say, to serve the world revolution. This gives what Lenin described
as "the dignity of immediate actualitS/' to Maoist revolution: it
shows in practice the profound truth and power of MarfsmLeninism-Maoism.* And this is a very positive factor of real and
growing significance in today's world situation.
At the same time, there is the underlying fact tha! even with
their overwhelming military victory in the Persian Gulf war, with
the world-shaking events in the (former) Soviet Union and what
had been its bloc, and with the political-ideological offensive the
imperialists have launched in connection with these eventg---even
with all that, and despite all their triumphal declarationg they
have not been able to solve the crisis in which the imperialist
system is enmeshed.

First of all, the situation in tre U.S. itself is marked by serious
problems wiEr the economy, deep faultlines, sharp polarization,
repeated rebellion and upheavals, and the potential for this on a

t

In "On Practice" Mao quoted Lenin's summation thal "Practie is higlu tlan
(tlr@etieol) brontbdge, for it has not only the dignity of universality, but also of
immediate actuality" (Mao Tsetung SehchilWorks ISWI, Peking Foreign Languages hess (Fl-P), v. L., p. 2971.
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far grander scale.* And similar kinds of contradictions exist

throughout the capitalist-imperialist world. This is true not only in
the countries formerly in the Soviet bloc, where today social contradictions of various kinds are finding explosive expression; it is
also true in the Western imperialist countries as well.
Furthermore, there are ntany contradictions among the imperialists themselves, and although some of these have been
mitigated by the changes in the Soviet Union and its role in the
world, others arebeginning to surface more prominently+uch as
that between Germany and others in the Western blog including
the U.S.; those between )apan and the U.S.; and

others-and these

contradictions are likely to become even more pronounced in the
period ahead. Also, the contradictions between the Soviet Union
(or the new state that is replacing it) and other imperialists are still
a significant factor in the world, even while these contradictions
are undergoing substantial changes. The point is not that the
threat of world war is now posing itself in the same way*-and
with the same acuteness and immediacy-that it did in the first
half of the 1980s; but conflicts of various kinds among the imperialists are real and are bound to make themselves felt. All is not
and cannot be 'bne big happy family'' among these imperialists; if
they can be compared to a family, it is much morc a mafia "family."
The situation in the Third World countries is one of ongoing
economic crisis, sharply expressing itself in terms of a massive
debt crisis and growing poverty and immiseration of the already
miserable masses, the remaining explosiveness of many regions
and instability of many regimes, and so on.
In all this-*in considering the situation and events in the U.S.
and other capitalist-imperialist countries as well as in the oppressed nations of the Third World-it is very important to keep in
mind the contradiction between what this system promises and
what it delivers. This is related to Mary's famous statement that
* I won,t repeat here but refer the reader f the draracterization of the situation of
U.S. imperialism, including udthin its own homelan4 which was made in the
beginnfig sections of 'The End of a Stage-Beginnilg of a New Stage," .Rmdu'
tfui, faU iS90: the analysis there continues to correcdy characterize the situation
of U.S. imperialism todaY.
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the important thing at any given tinre is not what the masses
understand or are doing but what they will be compelled to do by
the workings of the system itself. The system will be the systemit will act and treat the masses of people according to its own inner
dynamics and '1ogic"-it will exploit and oppress the masses of
people under its rule. And, as Mao Tsetung said, where there is
oppressiory there is resistance.

At the same time, while it remains very true and very important thaf overall and in the final analysis, the answer to the
powers-that-be and their ideological offensive must be delivered
in the material sphere, right now especially it is also very importantto take them on in the ideological realm itself. In fact, this is a
key part of building the struggle toward the goal of defeating them
in the material sphere-of seizing power. The recent events which
these imperialists have leaped to declare ,,the death of
communism"-and the very fact that these imperialists have
focused popular attention on the question of communism and
made it a "mass questiorf'-all this gives heightened importance
and urgency to our ideological counteroffensive, even as we continue to wage the battle against them in the material sphere as the

most decisive battle-that is, political struggle, assuming its
highest formof military struggle when the conditions for this exist

or emerge.

It is this ideological struggle-and particularly the questions
that have been brought forward in even sharper terms by the
recent events in the world, particularly those in the Soviet Unionthat I want to speak to here.
This involves both answering some of the more immediate
aqguments thrown up by the representatives of the new old world
order and grappling with larger, more world-historic questions
concerning the proletarian revolution and the goal of communism.
And there is an interconnection here: these world-historic questions themselves must be repeatedly retumed to and wrangled
with from different angles in relation to current world events and
to the declarations and distortions of the imperialists concerning
these events and their laqger meaning.
To a large degree, this is focused around the experience of the
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Soviet Union since the time of the October l9lTproletarian revolution led by Lenin and the Bolsheviks, but it also involves questions
morc broadly concerning the experience of socialist revolutions-

in particular the Chinese revolution---and of the international
communist movement overall.
Although the talk 'The End of a Stage-The Beginning of a
New Stage' was given before the coup/counterroup evenb in the
Soviet Union, I believe those events and the changes that have
accompanied them and flowed from them have confirmed and

further underscorcd the analysis made in that talk-+oth its

analysis of the character of the changes in the Soviet Union in this
present period and of how this fits into the laqger process of

proletarian revolution and bourgeois countenevolution in this
whole historical era. And certainly recent world events have emphasized the importance of the orientation (indicated in the title)
of the talk "Mao More Than Eveq" published together with
"End/Beginning." So, again, what I want to speak to hee*with
those two talks serving as a kind of background and frameworkare certain questions that have been brought mor€ sharply to the
fore by major world events in the time since those two talks were
published, only a little more than a year ago.

1.
The "Demise of Communism"and the Communist Future
In reality, what we are witressing in (what was) the Soviet
Union is the further dismanfling of the apparatus and institutions
of suial imperialism and their replacement by more and more
openly "old-sfrle" bourgeois rule and imperialism. In fact the
recent events make even clearer what was said
Beginning":

"The so-called 'demise

of communism' is

in

'End/

really just

opiy bourgeois. This does not
constitute a 'crisis' for genuine cpmmunism and it is not a bad
thing for us-for the international proletariat and the international communist movement, as represented specifically by the
RIM [Revolutionary Internationalist Movementl and the parties and organizations affiliated with it. Strategically, it is a fine
thing for us." (Ranolution,#50, Fall 1990, p.9)

revisionism becoming more

Still, there is a need to dig into this more deeply and specifically

to answer some of the main arguments now being made about

t0
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how this represents the death of communism, its historical failure.
Again, the two talks, "End/Beginning" and "Mao More Than
Eve1" and in a broader sense the overall line of our Party and
indeed the whole of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, have already
refuted these arguments, but it is worthwhile to respond to them
here directly.
First an overall point it is very important to grasp and to insist
on the fundamental distinction betweenfilurc and defut in terms
of what has happened with the experience of prcletarian revolution so far. We are in a sihration where once again there are no
longer any socialist countries in the world, for the time beinp but
this must be viewed in the context of the whole historical process
of proletarian revolution and the profound difference between this
and all previous revolutions in history.
As pointed out in "End/Beginning" while even the greatest
leaders of the international proletariat such as Lenin and Mao,
have of course made mistakes, the loss in China, like the loss in the
Soviet Union before it was not primarily the result of the mistakes
of revolutionaries. Still less is it a question of some inherent
"defec(' in communism and proletarian revolution. Rathel it was
primarily a defeat inflicted by the international bouqgeoisie. And
it is important to recall here the point rnade in "End/Beginning"
about how, after all, the bourgeoisie in its rise to power took
several centuries before it was able to firmly imprint its stamp on
society and firmly recast society in its irnage, that is, as a capitalist
society. Along the way it was forced to go through many twists
and turns and suffered a number of setbacks.
We should hardly expect that the proletarian revolution will
have it easier or go through less twists and turns, and reversals
and setbacks, before it reaches final victory. After all, as compared
with all of these previous revolutions in which one class overthrew anothep proletarian revolution seeks to rnake those two
radical ruptures of which Marx and Engels spoke: the radical
rupture with traditional property relations and with traditional
ideas. It seeks not to replace one form of exploitation with another
but to do away with all forms of exploitation and indeed ultimate
ly to eliminate all class distinctions. So, for this very reason, we can
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only expect and must be prepared for the fact that the proletarian
revolution will be even more tortuous than previous revolutions;
will undergo a longer, more complex prccess of revolution and
counterrevolution before it reaches its final goal of communism
worldwide.
With this historical perspective and with a sobe1, scientific
analysis of presentday reality, we can take on directly the claim
that Marxism has been defeated and communism is dead. Marxism, with its demonstration of the possibility and necessity of
communist revolution, is continuously vindicated by reality, including recmt unrlil eomts; and today, with its development into
Marxism-Leninism-Maoisrn, it represents, more than ever, the
wave of the future.

The Three Milestones
In order to demonstrate this in its fullest and deepest dimension, it is worthwhile to begin by reviewing what we can call the
three milestones of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. That is, the contributions-the historic breakthroughs--that were made by Marx
and then, in turn, L,enin and Mao, which reprcsented qualitative
leaps in the development of a comprehensive scientific understanding of reality and of the means of transforming it through
revolutionary struggle.

MARX
It was Marx who, over 100 years ago, first foqged and systematized this understanding on a fundamental level. The
theoretical and methodological foundation for this-the outlook
and methodology that Marx, more than anyone else, qmthesized-is the basic philosophical outlook of Marisrru dialectical materialism and historical materialism (the application of dialectical materialism to human society and its development).In this
necessarily brief summation of the development of Marxism into
Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, I am not going to attempt to elab
orate on the philosophical-methodological principles of dialectical

materialism but will focus on their application to human society

12
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and its development and their application to the revolutionary
struggle as expressed in revolutionary stratery.
In a very important sense, historical materialism can be considered the pivotal point in Marxism. How is this so and what is
the importance of historical materialism?

Historical MaterialismThe Pivotal Point of Marxism
Briefly, Marx brought into focus, out of all the confusion that
had surrounded all aftempts to understand history up to that time,

the fundamental underlying reality of human existencetha! in
order for human treings to survive and continue in eistence from
generation to generatiory it is necessary for them to prrduce and
reproduce the material requirements of life. On one level this
seerns obvious, and Marx was naturally not the first to recognize
this necessity as such. But it was only with Marism that this was
understood to be the foundation and point of departure for an
understanding of human society and its historical deveiopment.
But that is not all: of equally fundamental importance is the fact
that, in order to produce and reproduce the material requirements
of life-in order to carry out production and exchang+people
have to enter into very definite social relations, most fundamentally, production relations.
Production does not and cannot get carried out in the abstract.
It doesn't get carried out in some sort of formless way, or by people
just entering arbitrarily into relations which they can choose and
change at will. It is carried out, of necessity, through very definite

relations between people in production. And, in turn, these
production relations are determined by the level and character of
the prcductive forces that are at hand at any given time in society.
Productive forces, to put it simply, refers to the means of production (the tools and instruments that are used in productiory induding land and raw materials) and the people themselves with their
knowledge and abilities in terms of using these means of production and carrying out production generally.
That the character of the production relations is determined by
the character of the productive forces is true regardless of whether

The "Demise of
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the tools and instruments at hand are the very early tools, the
simple tools of early human edstence, or the most developed
machinery and technology of the present age. For example, try to
imagine the production relations of the capitalist factory system
being applied in a simple agricultural community where there is
no modern machinery or modern means of transportation and
communication! And in the future, when technology has again
leaped far beyond what we know (or even imagine) today, while
the production relations then will be radically different, the principle will remain in effech the production and social relations of
society will be founded upon and generally correspond to the
character and level of development of the productive forces.
Marx identified the production relations of society (arising on
the basis of given productive forces) as the economic base of
society. Further, Marx showed that on the foundation of this
economic base there arise certain political institutions, laws, cue
toms, etc., as well as certain ways of thinking, culture, and so on.
And these, constituting the political/ideological superstructure of
society, not only have their origin in the economic base but also
ultimately correspond to the character of that economic base-the
way in which people come together in order to pnrduce and
reproduce the material requirements of life.
Any time production or the economy is discussed, the first
thing that must be asked and determined is: what are the underlytngproduction relation*whictu in dass society, means the class
relations-through which that production is carried out, and what
is the nature of the superstructure corresponding to those underlying economic relations? Any other way of approaching this is
misguided and misleading.
What is more, proceeding from the understanding that the
productive forces are not static but dynamic-that because of the
very nature of human beings and their society, people are continually developing the productive forces and bringing forward
new productive forces--Marx brought to light how, at a certain
point in the development of the productive forces, they will come
into antagonistic conflict with the existing production relations,
which are based on previous productive forces. What becomes

1.4
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clear at such times is that the existing production relations have
ceased to be the most appropriate form for the development of the

productive forces and have turned into a fetto on that develop
ment At that point a social revolution becomes neaessary to unleash the productive forces, to bring about a revolutionary transformation in the production relations in order to bring them into
conformity with the new productive forces.
This social revolution takes place, and can only take place, in
the superstructure of society-specifically in the political arena
and, in a concentrated way, in the military struggle for political
power over society as a whole. And, from the time that society
splits up into different and opposing classes-from the time that
production relations involve the separation of people into distinct
groups, some of which exploit the others-then society is marked
by class struggle, and social revolution takes place thnrugh the
overthrow of one class by another. At any given time, the class that
can organize society in such a way as to make the most rational use

of the productive forces-the dass which reprcsents relations of
production most in correspondence with the productive forces
and capable of acting as the most appropriaE form for their
development-is bound to gain the ruling position in society,
although this will happen only through a prccess of profound
class struggle.

Marxism shows how this has applied throughout the history of
class society. But Marxism also makes clear that human society has
not always been-and will not always
into classes;
and it shows how<n what basis, owing to what developments

Hivided

and changes*hurnan society first split into different and antagonistic classes. The earliest human societies arc communal
societies in which production is carried out by people in common
and the division of labor does not involve oppression of one part
of the people by another. Howeveq, with the development of the
productive forces, once enough is produced that surpluses can be
privately appropriated by a part of society, even while themajority
remain at more or less a subsistence level, then the relations of
people in production will assume the character of relations be
tween different social classes, that is, different groups in society
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which are marked by their differing relationship to the means of
production (whether or not they own land, machinery, and other
instruments of production and how much of these they own); by
their role in the social productive process (their place in societ;/s
division of labor); and by their consequent share in the distribution of social wealth.
From the time that society has been divided into classes, the
class which at any given time has dominated the production
process-which has monopolized ownership of the means of
production-has forced the rest of society to labor under its command and in its interests. It has conholled the surplus produced
and decided what to do with it-to what dqgree to use it for
personal consumptiory to what extent to apply it to maintaining
and fortifying the institutions of society, to what extent to reinvest
it to further develop the economy. And the class which at any
given time has dominated the economic life of society in this way
has also dominated all of the rest of society. It has controlled and
used the superstructure-in particular the oqgans of political
power: the bureaucracy, the government adminisbatiorg and
above all the military forces that it can maintain out of the surplus
it accumulateg-to suppress and to keep in an oppressed condition the classes which it exploits, the masses of working people.
Marx also specifically pointed out that whatever was the character of the economically dominant ruling class, such would be the
character of the ruling ideas of that age. And this is reflected in
religion, the arts, and other spheres of culture, as well as in politics,
philosophy, and so on.In other words, through the institutions of
society, the ruling class conhols the dissemination of ideas and
determines which ideas dominate in society. From the time of the
emergence of classes, the thinking of different people has in the
final analysis basically corresponded to their class position, but at
the same time the outlook of everyone in society is strongly influenced by the ideas of the class that dominates the economic
base of society and therefore dominates the political/ideological
superstructure.
In sum, the superstructure of society

tions:

it will

will reflect the class relabe conholled by and serve the interests of the
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economically dominant class. . .until such time as that class and the
relations of production it represents and enforces become an
obstacle to the further development of the pnrductive forres,
whereupon a class representing new production relations, corresponding to the new character of the productive forces, will lead
the people in rising up against the old ruling class and finally
overthrowing it whereupon the rising clars seizes political power
and reshapes society in accordance with its intelests...until such
time... This is what Marx (and Engels) meant when they wrote in
the "Communist Manifesto" that, from the time of the emergence
of classes thousands of years ago, the history of society has been
the history of class struggle.
While all of this may be rather elementary to anyone familiar
with the basic principles of Mandsm, tlut is only because Marx
created the theorctical synthesis bringing all this to ligh! and this
represented a real revolution in human thought, a radical rupture
with all previous ways of (mis)understanding the underlying
basis and laws of motion of human society. It represented a
tremendous historical breakthrougtr, first of all, to show that there
was in fact what Marx described as a 'toherence" in human
history, because of the fact that each generation inherits the
productive forces developed up to that time and in turn further
develops them and "passes them on" to the next generation. Even
if this involves destruction and then rebuilding, still there is a
certain motion to this, with all of ib contradiction, that gives this
coherence to human history. And this coherence in human history
increases, and increasingly involves humanity as a whole, the
more the productive forces develop and different peoples all over
the globe interact and are bound together through production and
exchange.

This understanding explodes the notion that human history is
simply a series of accidents, either without any underlying cause
or caused by some supernatural beings or forces (gods or some
other supernatural forces) and/or by the actions of individuals,
particularly "grea(' individuals (kings, princes, emperors, presidents, heads of big colporations and owners of big slave plantations, and so on), exerting their will on society. It was a great leap
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to show that this is not how history is made, but that history is
made as a result of the struggle between different social group
ings{ifferent dasses in class society---and that this in turn is
rooted in the underlying economic foundation of society, as has
been summarized here.
As we know, however, Marx did not merely reveal the
coherence in human history nor only bring to light the material
basis and motive causes of the emergence of classes and the history of class struggle. Beyond that, he showed where this whole
process is heading-that this class struggle will result in the triumph of the proletariat a class which emerges in capialist society,
on the basis of its socialized pnrductive forces, and which repre
sents not a new way of organizing production in conditions where
one class o<ploits another, but a way of taking advantage of the
development of the productive forces so that they are utilized in
common and that there is no longer any exploitation and in fact no
longer any class divisions.
Marx showed that the proletariat can and must do this because,
with the development of capitalism and the corresponding development of the pnrductive forces, the productive forces themselves
become higtrly socialized, that is, they are usable only if they are
used in corunon by thousands and ultimately millions of people.
The proletariat is the class which does work in common this way
in its thousands and millions. The proletariat is the class which
represents socialized production. It represents socialized relations
of production-it represents the relations of production that correspond to the most rational utilization of the productive forces,
the most appropriate form for the liberation and further develop
ment of the productive forces.
But the capitalist class appropriates the results of production as
private (capitalist) property, as capital. The capitalist class rcpre
sents and enforces relations of production that have become
shackles on the productive forces as they have developed under
the capitalist system itself. It must be overthrown: the system of
ownership and appropriation it upholds and all the social relations, institutions and ideas corresponding to this must be
abolished, surpassed. And this can only be done by abolishing all
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forms of exploitation and all division of labor that involves social
antagonism. This is the historic task of the proletariat
In carrying out its social revolution, the prcletariat resolves the
underlying contradiction of the capitalist system, the contradiction between socialized production and private (capitalist) ap
propriation. The proletaria$ when it has overthrown the political
power of the capitalist class and established its own political
power, socializes the ownership of the means of production and,
through stages, develops them to the point where they become the
corunon property of all of society. At the same time it transforms
the political institutions and the ways of thinking of the peoplg in
other words the superstructure, such that eventually classes are

eliminated and a whole new kind of human society--a society
without class distinctions, without social antagonisms, without
oppression of one part of society by another-is brcught into
being and then in turn further develops under the communist
system.
So this is the tremendous breakthrough that Marx made in
terms of pointing to the coherence in human history and giving a
coherent understanding of human history-in showing its sharply

contradictory but understandable development and the fact that
through all that development it will eventually reach the stage
where the communist revolution will come on the agenda and be
carried out. For a succinct summary on this decisive question, we
can turn to what Marx himself wrote in 1852:

"...As to myself, no crdit is due to me for discovering the
of classes in modern society, nor yet the struggle
between them. Long before me bourgeois historians hid
described the historical development of this struggle of the
existence

classes, and bourgeois economists the economic anatomy of the

I did that was new was to prove: 1) that the
existmce of classa is only bound up with prticular hbtoical
plwsa in the ilarclopmmt of yoiluction;2) that the class struggle
necessarily leads to the ilictatorshtp of the foWdot 3) that this
dictatorship itself only constitutes the kansition to the abolition
of all classa and to a classlas suiety...." Marx to Joseph
Weydemeyer, Mardr 5, l852,Marx and Engels, Selntdltftets,
Peking, FLR p. 18)
classes. What
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The Dirty Little Secret
of Capitalist Erploitation
Now, along with this, Man< also analyzed and laid bare the
inner working;s of the capitalist system itself and particularly what
has been called "the dirty little secret of capitalist exploitation."
That is, he penetrated beneath the outer appearance of the
relationship between the capitalist owners and the workers who
labor under the command of the capitalists-a relationship which
appears to be one of equality, an equal exchange of wages for
work. Marx showed that this relationship, beneath its outer ap
pearance of equality, contains a fundamental relationship of exploitation and oppression.
Marx did this not simply by denouncing the capitalists for
being rich and not simply by showing the tremendous discrepancy between the immense wealth controlled by the capitalists and
the abject poverty of the masses of workers. He penetrated to the
inner essence of how this comes about and he also showed why it
is no longer necessary. Capitalism is not only a generalized commodity-producing society where things---or things of real and
social importance--are overwhelmingly produced not for immediate use but in order to be sold for a money price; beyond that,
capitalism is characterized by the fact that labor power (the ability
to work) has itself become a commodity.
As a commodity,labor power has value, the same as all commodities do. The value of this commodity,labor power, is determined in the same way, by the same measure, as all commodities--$y thte wially n&6sry labr time required to produce that
commodity (the labor time actually necessary under the prevailing
social conditions of production). This means that the value of the
commodity,labor power, is equal to the value of the things (commodities) that are required to keep the workers alive, able to work,
and able to produce new generations of workers. While the
specific level of development of the productive forces may vary
from one capitalist country to another, nevertheless in capitalist
society, generally, the value of the commodity labor power is less
than the total value produced by the workers during the time they
are working for the capitalists. Thus, part of the labor of the
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workers is paid labor-labor spent producing an amount of value
equal to the value of their labor power (corresponding to their
wages)i but the other part isunpid labor-labor spent producing
value for which the workers rcceive no equivalent in exchange,
value which is entirely appropriated by the capitalists.
This is the source, and the only source, of the profit of the
capitalists-the source of their personal income but, more than
that, the source of their ability to reinvest and expand their
capitalist enterprise. It is the source of their ability to contnrl
society and finance the institutions, in particular the political and
military institutions, which in turn are used to suppress the working class and the masses of people.
NoW in any society where a surplus is produced beyond what
people need for mere survival, it will be the case that this surplus
will not simply be divided among the people, or else there would
be no way for societ5/s productive forces to qualitatively develop,
no way to provide for possible natural disasters or other unforeseen developmentg no way to provide for the administration
of society and for people's educational, cultural, and other needs,
and so on. Marx ernphasized that this wouldbe true in communist
society no less than under capitalism. But he also emphasized the
radical difference that, in communist society, the appropriation of
the surplus and its allocation for various social needs will be
regulated by the people themselves-by a society of freely associated human beings, without class distinctions-just as the
process of production itself will be. By contrast, in capitalist
society, the production process and the appropriation and allocation of the surplus is controlled by a class standing above and
dominating those who produce that surplus--and social wealth as
a whole-the working people. The more the workers slave under
capitalism the more theystrengthen the power of capital, themore
they re-create and fortify the conditions of their own enslavement.
In short, Marx showed that the production of value and particularly of anplus aalu*that is, the value created by the workers
in producing as commodities, the products of capitalist society;
and within that tltc atm wlue for whirh tlu rwrlcerc gd trothing,but
whidr gors to tle capitahsfs-is the driving force of capitalist ac-
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cumulation. It is the inner essence of capitalist society, "the dirty
little secret of capitalist exploitation " and the basis of the oppression of the proletariat And, Marx explained, the subordination of
the workers to the proce*s of capitalist accumulation reduces thern
to a situation where they can live only so long as they can work
and they can work only so long as a capitalist can make sufficient
profit by exploiting them. Thus, at one and the same time,
capitalism results in and depends upon the ruthless exploitation of
the workers who are employed and the existence of workers who
are unemployed-a "reserve army of labor" whose ranks swell to
huge numbers in times of economic crisis under capitalism.
Thus, Marx showed that, while the workers must fight to keep
from being crushed and broken under the capitalist system, no
struggle that is limited to the demand for the improvement of their
conditions within the capitalist system can fundamentally alter
the situation of the working class: only by rising up, recognizing
its higher interest as a class, overthrowing the capitalist system,

and moving on to carry out the communist transformation of
society can the working class fundamentally change its own condition and that of humanity as a whole.
In his development and application of historical materialism,
Marx (together with Engels) had brought to light how the emergence of relations of exploitation and oppression-including as
one of the most fundamental aspects of this, the emergence of
social conditions that resulted in the oppression of women-was
bound up with the development of class divisions, which in turn
was bound up with certain phases of the development of production. Marx went on to show how capitalism rcpresents the last of
these phases of production-the last form of human society in
which class division and social antagonisms will exist--and how
the proletariat through its revolutionary overthrow of capitalism
and radical transformation of society, will abolish all forms of
exploitation and oppression and all class distinctions.
At the same time, Marx emphasized and explained why the
proletaria! as opposed to all other classes in contemporary society
and indeed in history must have internationalism as its outlook,
as opposed to nationalisrn Even though in the bourgeois era the
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world is divided into different nations, the proletariat is an international class and its interestt as a class, lie in achieving communism worldwide. Indeed, communism can only be achieved
on a worldwide basis-by eliminating relations of exploitation
and social antagonism, oppression and inequality, throughout
the globe.

That internationalism is the outlook and the political stand of
the proletariat is based on a fundamenAl reality, the reality of the
capitalist system itself as a world system of commodity production and of exploitation. A system which requires and necessitates
and increasingly draws together a world market and subordinates
it to the domination of capital; and whictr, particularly in its imperialist stage (as will be discussed shortly), integrates the entire
world economy into its process of accumulatiory though this in'
volves many different particular systems of production and
countries at different levels of development. Thus Marx showed
that internationalism must be the outlook of the proletariat and
that, as Marx put it only by emancipating all mankind could the
proletariat emancipate itself .
And, just as Marx exposed the inner essence of the relationship
between the capitalists and the workers (betr,r,een the boulgeoisie
and the proletariat) within capitalist society itself, he also exposed
theplunder and colonial depredations of England and other major
capitalistcountries in Indi4 EgWt, China, and all over the world.
As Marx summarized, with powerful sweep and irony:
"The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement and entombment in mines of the aboriginal
population, the beginning of the Gonquest and looting of the
East Indies, the turning of Africa into a warren for the commercial hunting of black-skins, signalized the rosy dawn of the era
of capitalist production." (Marx, Wttl, New York, International Publish ers, 197 0, v. 1., p. 751)
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zation of workers from different countries, known as the First
International.
Here we must stop and ask, are these fundamental principles
of communism and the outlook and methodology that are their
foundation*are these in any way "dispnrved by reality''or 'butdated"? Do events in the world, do facts, do the daily experiences
of the rursses of people not only in one country, including in the
U.S., but all over the world-does all this show that these principles are not valid or not relevant? Do these principles no longer
correspond to accurate descriptions or analysis of the daily occurrences and still more the irurer essence and workings of the capitalist
system and its relations within countries and internationally?
In no way-just the opposite! These principles of communism
not only remain valid, but are more than ever the basis for piercing
the fog of distortion spread by the spokesmen for the old order and
grasping what is really going on in the world. They are the basis
for correctly understanding and radically transforming the world
in the interests of the masses of people and ultimately humanity as
a whole.
But Marxism is a living science and continues to develop with
the development of, and with changes in, reality, including in
human society. This leads to the discussion of the second great
milestone of Marxism, which is Leninisrn
IEIV,,V

More or less at the end of the 19th century, capitalism
developed into imperialism, and it was Lenin who analyzed this

and showed its implications for the proletarian revolution

worldwide. Examining the new features of capitalism in its imperialist stage, Lenin showed how it had become even more an
intemational system of accumulation--and of exploitation as the
basis of that accumulation.*

Marx revealed not only how all of this was inseparably linked

with capitalism, but moreover, how the proletarian revolution
would finally put an end to all of this, on a worldwide basis. And,
as a practical exprcssion of this, Marx (together with Engels) was
in the leadership in the founding of the first international organi-

* [n

ttre folowing summary on imperialism, I have drawn from Lenin'slmryrialisnt,
Ttrc Highat Stage $ Capiulisn and also hom Anerica in Delitu,by Raymond l,otta

with Frank Shannon, Chicago, Banner Press, v' 1, particularly the first dtapter,
"Pottical Economy in the Epoch of Inrperialism alrd Proletarian Revolution."
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Political Economy of Imperialism
Lenin showed how imperialism was distinguished by the
growth and dominance of monopoly capital, as opposed to
smaller units of capital. Monopoly capital does not necessarily
mean literally the domination by one single unit of capital over an
entire industry (nor, still less, over the whole economy) brrt the
domination by a few very large and powerful units of capital over
whole industries, over whole branches of the economy. And
monopoly in this sense is one of the most essential features of
capitalism as it developed into its imperialist stage (in fact, while
analyzing other essential features of imperialism, Lenin said that,
as a shorthand decription, imperialism could be equated with
monopoly capitalism).
Together with this was the development of finance capital, that

is, the merging of industrial and banking capital to form concentrations of tremendous amounts of capital that not only control
whole sections of the economy in a particular country but are
capable of exerting a major influence on the economies of whole
countries, whole regions, even the world economy as a whole.
Finance capital is capital that is not necessarily grounded in-its
investment is not almost completely bound up with--a particular
enterprise or branch of the economy. RatheX it is capital which can
be shifted quickly and on a massive scale from one industry,
branch of the economy, region, or counhy, to another. It is capital
drawn from many different sources, and while at any given time
there are identifiable formations of finance capital and groups of
finance capitalists, these are not highly stable and unchanging but,
on the contrary constantly shifting breaking apart, regrouping in
new formations and alliances, not only within particular countries
but on an international scale. Again, all this has been made pos.
sible by the development of monopoly capital and the melging of
bank and industrial capital, creating a situation where literally
billions and billions of dollars (yen, marks, francs, rubleq pounds)
are controlled and utilized in this way by a very small number of
people who are more and more divorced from production, from
the actual prcc€ss through which this value is created. From this it
can be seen why lcnin emphasized t};re prasitism of capitalism in
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its imperialist stage.

Another of the other major characteristics of capitalism that
Lenin analyzed was that, with the developmentof capitalism into
imperialism, the export of capital (in the form of direct investments in other countries or in the form of loans or similar financial
arrangements) replaced the export of commodities (trade) as the
most essential international economic activity of capital. tade
continued to play a very important role, but international investment and other forms of the export of capital came to play an even
more decisive part in the overall process of capitalist accumulation, worldwide.
Yet, while the development of capitalism into imperialism
meant that there was a further leap in the internationalization of
capital and the enmeshing of all parts of the world and various
different systems of production into an overall process of capitalist
accumulation on a world scale; at the sarrre time, capital, which
had arisen fundamentally on the basis of the national market in
the various capitalist countries, remained rooted in those national
markets. Capital retained its "national identity," even as it accumulated, and could only accumulate, on an intemational scale.
]ust as imperialism turned certain featuresof capitalist commodity
production into their opposites yet did not and could not separate

itself from its foundation in that commodity production; so imperialism, in certain important rcspects,leaped beyond the pre
vious relation between the capitalist national market and the
world rnarket yet it did not and could not separate itself from its
foundation in that national market. In the imperialist era, the
competition among capitals is heightened and that competition
finds its most concentrated expression in the contention among
imperialist states.
Imperialism, thery means heightened rivalry among especially
the largescale capitalists and, above all, rivalry among the imperialist states for colonial possessions, "spheres of influence,"
and so on. By the end of the 19th century this grabbing of colonial
possessionsand carvingup of theworld asa wholehad been more
or less completed; but, given the inner compulsion of capital to
expand, along with the particular features of capital in its im-
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perialist stage, this meant, and could only have meant, an intensified struggle among the imperialists to redivide what they had
already divided .unong themselves.
Sooner or later, and rcpeatedly, this rivalry is bound to assume
the form of warfare:unong the imperialists-often in an indirect
form ("prory wars," etc.) and at certain times in direct miliary
confrontation with each other (generally in the form of war be
tween military alliances, or bloct each headed by one or a few
powerful imperialist states). But, regardless of the specific outcome of any particular war---cven including the all-out wars be
tween imperialist blocs-the inner dynamic of imperialism will
continually create a situation in which such wars will break out
anew. Alliances and truces among the imperialists can never be
permanent and absolute-they are bound to break up, wars of
various kinds are bound to break out, repeatedly. This lenin
showed through analysis of the essential features of imperialismand certainly the whole history of the imperialist era in this century has dramatically demonstrated this and confirmed Lenin's

proletarian internationalism. Lenin insisted that, in terms of fundamental orientation and stratery, it was necessary to go down
lower and deeper to these basic sections of the proletariat in order
to maintain a revolutionary line and build a Party and movement
that could realize the revolutionary aims of the proletariat as a

analysis.
But more than analyzing these new features of imperialism and
layrng bare their underlying causes, Lenin showed how this

society.

heightened the possibilities of revolution, in particular the proletarian revolution. And he showed that this revolution need not
occur first in the most advanced countries (technologically) but
could occur first in a more backward country, and it was likely to
occur where, at any given time, the contradictions of the world
imperialist system, interacting with the situation in particular
countries,led to a revolutionary crisis, weakening the ruling class
and heightening the discontent and skuggle of the masses.
At the same time, with regard to the advanced capitalist
countries, the development of capitalism into imperialism meant
that the ruling class in all the major imperialist countries was able
to bribe a section of the working class from the spoils of its international exploitation and plunder. This resulted in a split in the
working class, with its more privileged, bribed sections the basis
fo4, at best, reformist politics, while its basic, most exploited sections remained the social base for proletarian revolution and

class.

The Vanguard Party of the Proletariat
Lenin not only made these decisive breakthroughs

in

the

development of Marxist theory and its application to the epoch of
imperialism, he also took the lead in Sving them the "dignity of
immediate actuality'' as well as universality. In short, through his
leadership of the proletarian revolution in Russia and the Soviet
Republic it gave birth to, he demonstrated in practice the truth and
power of these principles of Marxism-Leninism. He led the
proletariat in making the historic breakthrough of not only overthrowing the old order and seizing Power but then consolidating

that power and embarking uPon the socialist transformation of

All of this is dosely linked to the furtherdevelopmentby Lenin
of the Marxist understanding of the relationship between consciousness and spontaneity and between vanguard leadersNp and
the masses (between the party and the class and masses it leads).

Lenin showed how the consciousness that is developed by the
workers spontaneously cannot yet be communist consciousness.
"spontaneous" consciousness, in a society divided into classes
and dominated by an exploiting class, is bound to be conditioned
by the ideas of the ruling class. In order to rupture with this
outlook and develop genuine working class consciousness, Lenin
explained, the workers must not confine their concerns and struggles solely or even mainly to the economic struggle (the fight for
better wages, working conditions, etc.) but must take up an allaround struggle against the capitalist system and its oppression
not only of the workers but of all strata and groups in society.
The workers must concern themselves with every sphere of
society and must learn to distinguish the class interests involved
in every malrr social question and world event. Only in this way
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can they come to grasp the essential naturc of the enemy-the
capitalist system and its ruling class-and to recognize both the
possibility of winning allies among other forces in society ond the
limitations of such allies owing to their class position and outlook.
Only in this way can the proletariat become fully conscious of its
own class interests and outlook and develop the ability to lead the
masses of oppressed people in a struggle determined and powerful enough to carry out the overthrow of the existing system and
the establishment of a new, socialist system under the rule of the
proletariat.
Along with this, l.enin showed that the development of revolu-

tionary class-consciousness and the waging of a revolutionary
struggle by the working class could not happen without the
leadership of a vanguard parly representing, in a concentrated
way, the outlook and interests of the proletariat and fusing this
with the struggle of the masses to transform their spontaneous
struggle and consciousness into a revolutionary movement guided

by communist ideology. This vanguard party should draw its
members not only from the proletariat but also finm revolutionaryminded people among the intellectuals and other strata in society,
but they must all be united on the basis of taking up the stand and

viewpoint of the proletariat and wholeheartedly devoting their
lives to its emancipatory goals.
The party, if it is to play such a vanguard revolutionay role
cannot be a loose confederation of people united only by their
general qympathies with the socialist cause or simply their active
involvement in practical struggles of the workers-both of these
are important but they arc not sufficient. The party must be a
highly organized and disciplined organization united on the basis
of a commoncommunist outlook and political program. Theparty
must be capable of withstanding the repre*sion of the ruling class
and its state apparatus in order to lead, and as part of leading the
masses in rising up against and overthrowing this state power.
The party must be structured and function so that it has a unified
will and is united in action; it must combine democracy with
centralism; it must be charactenzd by struggle throughout its
ranks, on all levels, from bottom to top, to arrive at lines and
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policies and to select and supervise leaders; and it must operate as

a

cohesive force,

with lower levels voluntarily subordinating

themselves to higher levels, particularly in the carrying out of lines

and policies. It must have a backbone of full-time professional
revolutionaries, and all its rnembers must be characterized by
selfless dedication to the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat
and to the parly in leading that struggle.
It should be clear that, in shessing the importance of vanguard
leadership and the role of this vanguard in bringing communist
conriousness to the workers, knin did not pose this against the
fundamental principle that Marx had set forth, that the emancipation of the workers must be won by the workers themselves and
cannot be achieved by any group or force substihrting itself for the
rrusses. In fact, l.enin showed how the playng of this vanguard
role by the communist party shengthens the conrious activism of
the masses and is of decisive importance in enabling them to carry
out the proletarian revolution.
This was a tremendous breakthrough: before Lenin there had
not been as clear an understanding on this question; and, correspondingly, there had not been the development of a highly
organized and disciplined party playrng this kind of political and
ideological vanguard role and on tlut hasrs relying on the masses
and bringing them forward to carry out the revolution. And it is
hardly accidental or coincidental ttrat this great contribution by
lenin to the theory and practice of proletarian revolution has been
bitterly opposed and attacked by all those who, in one form or
another-openly as upholders of the old order or under the banner of one or another kind of reformist "socialisrnl'-oppose the
proletarian r€volution.

The Further Development of Proletarian Revolution
as a World Revolutionary Process
We have seen how Lenin's analysis of imperialism and its
implications, politically as well as economically, was decisive in
terms of shategic orientation for the proletarian revolution
worldwide as well as within particular countries. And an especially important aspect of this was prcletarian internationalism: the
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basis for this internationalism was strengthened both by the objec-

tive development of capitalism into imperialism and by Leninls
analysis of this and its strategic implications.
This was concentrated in the stand that Lenin took, and that he
led the BolshevikPartyintaking in relation toWorld War 1. Before
that wat in the period immediately preceding it, the overwhelming majority of parties which had called themselves socialist or
communist had pledged themselves to take the stand of opposing
the imperialist war with civil war. That is, they had taken the stand
of recognizing that the war they could see was about to break out
among the imperialists was a war for plunder and exploitation, a
\Mar among slavemasters, in which the working class of the
various counhies had no interes! and that, rather than rallying to
the "defense of the fatherland" in this imperialist war, they must
lead the masses to struggle against this war and "their own"
ruling class and to build this struggle toward the goal of overthrowing this ruling class.
Yet, when this war actually broke out, overwhelmingly these
parties threw down the banner of proletarian internationalism and
scurried to take up the banner of "the fatherland"-that is, the
banner of the imperialists of their own county--against the
proletarians and oppressed people of other countries. This was a
disgrace and a debacle for the Second InErnational to which these
parties adhered. knin and the Bolsheviks stood out, if not literally
alone, then certainly in the vanguard internationally of those who
held firmly to the stand of proletarian internationalism and
specifically of "revolutionary defeatisrnl'-that is, working for the
defeat of your own imperialist bourgeoisie, welcoming every setback it suffers in the war, and directing all your work toward the
goal of turning the imperialist war into a civil war that would
overthrow the ruling class and move society forward to socialism.
This is exacfly what was done in carrylng out the proletarian
revolution in Russia right in the midst of World War 1. This was a
tremendous contribution in practice, a Eemendously powerful
demonstration of the principle of proletarian internationalism and
its heightened importance in the era of imperialism, as analyzed
byLenin.
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The October Revolution and the development of the new
Soviet Republic was itself internationalist and made a great contribution to internationalism in two major ways. Firsg this revolution transformed the old Tsarist empire*which had been called,
and rightly so, "the prison-house of nationd'-into a real union of
peoples, on the basis of equality, under the rule of the proletariat.
To grasp the historic significance of this, all we have to do is
contrast the tremendous unity between the different nationalities
that was achieved through the Soviet revolution with what is
erupting today in terms of the outbreaks of bloody conflic! under
reactionary leadership between different nationalities in the
(former) Soviet Union and the contest among the bourgeoisies of
these nationalities for domination over the others. This is another
expression of the fact that under the rule of the social-imperialists
since the time of Ktrrushchev, the Soviet Union has once more
become a "prison-house of nations." Now the adoption of open
forms of bourgmis rule and capitalism has been accompanied by
the open eruption of these national antagonisms, but this is bitter
fruit whose roots lie in the rise to power of revisionism and the
reversion of the Soviet Union from socialism to social-imperialism.
Second, the Russian Revolution and Leninls leadership of it
was internationalist not only in the general and overall sense that
has been previously discussed, but also more specifically in the
way it inspired and encouraged revolution in backward and
colonized countries. The Bolshevik Revolution demonstrated that,
particularly with the developrnent of imperialism, proletarian
revolution did not have to occur first in the (technologically)
developed capitalist countries. Tsarist Russia was an imperialist
counhy, but it was a backward imperialist country, one in which
there were widespread survivals of feudalisrrU particularly in the
countyside, where the vast rnajority of the population lived.
knin pointed out that Tsarist Russia stood midway between the
West and the EasU and the Soviet revolution served as a bridge
between them.It notonlyopened up the door to the establishment
of socialism in the Soviet Uniory but, as Stalin emphasized, it
opened broader prospects for the achievement of socialism in the
colonial countries.
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Lenin had emphasized that a fundarnental feature of imperialism was the division between a handful of imperialist
countries and the great number of countries colonized, directly or
indirectly, by imperialism. Lenin insisted that a socialist revolution
in the imperialist countries lvas a fraud and an impossibility unless it supported, in deed as well as in word, the struggles for the
liberation of the colonial peoples, making up the great majority of
humanity. He grasped the potential for these struggles not only to
achieve independence finm imperialism but to advance to socialism, and he grappled with the strategic questions this involved.
The Soviet revolution spread the inlluence and the beginnings
of real organized strength of the communist movement to many
parts of the colonial world. Here we need only recall Mao
Tsetung's well-known statement that the salvos of the October
Revolution brought Marxism-Leninism to China and changed the
whole character of the struggle of the Chinese people and the
whole face of Chinese society.
And as a concrete organizational expression of all thi+ the
Third International was formed. For the first time, a truly and fully
communist international was founded, under the leadership of
lenin and as one of the direct outgrowths of [.enin's line and of its
concrete expression in the Soviet Revolution.

Once more the question can be posed--and answeredstraightforwardly: is Lenin's development of Marxism and its
application to the present era "refuted by reality''? Do current
world eventg and particularly those in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, disprove Leninism--or in fact do they validate it
all the more and underscore even nrore fully the importance of
Leninism? It is one of the great ironies of the present situation that,
at the very time when in Russia the wolves, swine and vile dogs of
the old society, those slaves to heaven reeking of Tsarisrry the barracks, the Church and above all of philistinism-to borrow from
Marx's description of those who drowned the Paris Commune in
blood---at the very time they are pulling down statues of Lenin,
the masses of people throughout the world-and yes, in (what

was) the Soviet Union as well-need, more than ever, to uphold
and be guided by the revolutionary legacy that Lenin has left
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And thisbringsus to the third milestoneof Marxism-IeninismMaoism, that is, Maoism.

MAO

If L,enin and the October Revolution brought the salvos of
Marxism-l-eninism to countries like China, opened broader
prospects for proletarian-led revolutions in this kind of country
and made an initial breakthrough in terms of strategy for such
revolutionq all of this was synthesized on a higher level and put
into practice in a tremendously powerful way under the leadership of Mao Tsetung in the Chinese Revolution. Mao systematized
the theory and strategy of the newdemocratic revolution leading
to socialism for the countries of what has come to be called the
Third World.
The Theory and Strategy of
New-Democratic Revolution
Mao showed that in these counhies, although there are many
survivals of precapitalist relations (for example, in China there
were widespread survivals of feudalism or semifeudal relations,
particularly in the countryside), the revolution that is on the agenda, the revolution that is necessary to resolve the underlying contradictions of society and to liberate the masses of people, is not a
bourgeois-democratic revolution leading to the rule of the bourgeoisie and the establishment of capitalism but a reo.democratic
revolution, led by the proletariat, which does away with the

domination of imperialism and transforms the social system,
eliminating the preopitalist economic and social relations, there
byopeningthe rcad to socialism. Thisis arevolution intwo stages.
The first stage is characterized by the struggle to overthrow im-

perialism and feudalism and burcaucrat<apitalism connected
with imperialism and feudalism. This, in turn, dears the way for
the advance, under the leadership of the proletariat, to the socialist
stage. [n this revolution, particularly in its first stage, it is necessary to build a brcad united front of all classes, shata, and groups
who can be united to oppose imperialism, feudalism, and
bureaucrat-capitalism. At the same time, this united front and the
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revolutionary struggle overall must be led by the proletariat and
itsparly.
Along with this, Mao develo@ the basic military strategy for
revolution in countries of this type. Because of imperialist domination-and in many cas€s contention arnong imperialists for
domination--of these countries; and because of the precapitalist
relations and generally backward character of the productive
forces (including the lack of advanced me.rns of comrhunication
and transportation, particularly in the rural areas) and the highly
uneven and disarticulated developmentof the economy; there are
vast aneas in the countryside where the "reacn"'of the reactionary
state is not very powerful. The oppression and impoverished condition of the broad masses, together with the fact that, to a significant degree, the ruling classes are generally marked by serious
division and the lack of a powerful social basis within the countr5r,
means that the count{y is generally in a revolutionary situation,
though that situation is uneven and goes through ebbs and flows.
Also, the backward, more localized character of the productive
forces in the countryside has an asPect which can be turned to the
advantage of the revolutionary struggle-it makes possible the
achievement of relative economic self-sufficiency in various local
areas.

As a result of these characteristics-in contrast to the imperialist countriet where the revolutionarypath involves a period
of political preparation followed by insurrection and civil war
when the objective conditions emerge-in these oppressed nations of the Third World, warfare can and must be the main form

of revolutionary struggle, from the beginning and throughout.
The strategic road to power lies in initiating under the leadership
of the communist parq, a rcvolutionary war: first in the form of
small-scale guerrilla warfare in rural areas; gradually expanding
the operations of this warfare and building up the armed forces of
the revolution; establishing liberated areas in the counbryside,
which constitute economic, political, and military bases of support
for the revolutionary war; and, over a long period of time, seizing
more and more of the countryside*surrounding the city from the

countryside-while preparing the conditions for eventual insur-
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rections in the cities; and then finally fighting to seize the cities and
completely destnry tlre power of the reactionary state concentrated there.
This is the military shategy of prohacted people-s war.
Together with the political strategy of newdemocratic revolution,
this represents a trremendously important weapon for the op
pressed people of the Third World and thus for the international

proletariat as a whole. And while the particular shategy of
protracted people's war applies specifically to countries of the
Third World, the principles of revolutionary warfare, of people's
wat, that Mao foqged as the underlying basis for this strategy have
universal significance for the revolutionary struggle. Of all these
principles, the most key is that pmple, not weapons, are decisive
in warfare and that revolutionary war is a war of the masses: this
principle, along with other basic principles of peoplds war flowing from it, can and must be applied in waging revolutionary
warfare in all countrieg in accordance with the strategic road and
the actual conditions. This is another great contribution by Mao to
the revolutionary struggle of the intemational proletariat.

Continuing ttre Revolution
Under the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
But the greatest of all Mao's conhibutions is the theory and
basic line of continuing the rcvolution under the dictatorship of
the proletariat. This was forged by Mao on the basis of grappling
with the new problems thatarose as the revolution advanced into
the socialist stage in China and by summing up deeply and allsidedly the historical experience of the dictatorship of the
proletariat in the Soviet Union as well as in China. The theory and
basic line of continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of
the proletariat and combating revisionism and the rise to power of
the bourgeoisie in the form of revisionist capitalist-roaders: all this
is of great long-term strategic importance and of tremendous immediate importance

in correctly understanding the process of

capitalist restoration in the Soviet Union and in China itself as well
as the present day "aftershocks" of these reversals---all of whictr,
in turn, links up with the laqger world-historic questions of the
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world proletarian revolution.
To review Mao's basic analysis: The experience in China and in
the Soviet Union showed that, even after the old ruling classes had
been overthrown and suppressed under the dictatorship of the
proletariag after ownership of the means of production had been
taken out of the hands of the bigcapitalists and made state property, and small-scale capital and individual ownership had been
transformed into social ownership by the state or by collective
groups of working people, particularly peasants in the countryside; it was still the case not only that there remained significant
inequalities and differencesamonggroups of people in societybut
that these differences and inequalities continued to find exPl€e
sion as class contradiction and class stmggle. More particularly
and more significantly, these contradictions*between mental and
manual labor, between workers and peasants and the city and the
countryside, behueen men and women, between different
nationalities, and so on-were accompanied by the persistence of
aspects of bourgeois economic relations (such as commodity exchange and differences in wage levels) and all this contained the
basis for social antagonisms and resulted in the fact that thebourgeoisie was constantly regenerated within socialist society. Thus,
the conhadiction and struggle between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie remained the most decisive contradiction and struggle in socialist society.
Mao summed up, then, that classes and class society will
remain throughout the socialist stage and that socialismrepresents
not the end of the revolution and not some stage fmm which you
could gradually and peacefully and smoothly evolve to communismbuta transition between capitalism and communism that
willbe marked and driven forward byclass struggle. Further, Mao
made the analysis that in socialist society, where the party is the
leading political center of the state and the main directing force of
the economy, the core of the new bourgeoisie will be concentrated
within the party itself, especially at its toP levels, among those
who abandon the proletarian outlook and the socialist road, who
"revise" the revolutionary heart and essence of communism, who
take up the standpoint of the bourgeoisie and take the capitalist
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road-in

the name of socialism and communism.
Mao put it very succinctly: the rise to power of these revisionists, these capitalist-roaders, means the rise to power of the bourgeoisie. Not only had this happened in the Soviet Uniory after
Stalin's death, beginning with the rise to power of Khrushchev &
Co. in the mid-1950s, but, Mao made clear, the same thing was
happening in China: there were people like Khrushchev in China
seeking to carry out the same program. People who had been
leaders of the revolution and had now assurned positions of
power. But what motivated these peoplq beyond simply the
desire for personal aggrandizement, was the fact that in the face of
the remaining contradictions and acute struggles that marked

socialist society and the international situation with its everpresent danger of imperialist attack, they sought an easy way out,
one that seemed to offer the prospect of developing the country
into a powerful modern state in the shortest tirre with the least
risk and disruption, evenif this meantcapitulating to imperialism,
suppressing the revolutionary initiative of the masses, and putting
the principles and driving forces of capitalism in command of
society.

The answer to these capitalist-roaders, the means for beating
back their attempts at capitalist restoration, was the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolutiory which erupted in the mid-1950s.
This was a living manifesto of the theoqy and basic line of continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat The

Cultural Revolution was in fact the greatest advance so far
achieved by the international proletariat It was an historic event
without precedent---a mass revolutionary upsu{ge of the people
carrying forward the revolutionary transformation of society in a
situation where the revolution had already been carried out to
overthrow the old system and establish the dictatorship of the
proletariat and where the economy-in particular the system of
ownership-had been basically socialized. Through the Cultural
Revolution, for a breathtaking period of ten years, not only was
capitalist restoration prevented but new advances were achieved
in revolutionizing the relations, institutions, and ideas in society;
new shoots of the communist future were brought forth.
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To borrow once more Marx's graphic and trenchant phrase,

this Cultural Revolution has, of course, been slandered and
vilified by all the swine and curs of the old order and the slaves to
heaven reeking of the church, the barracks and above all of philis.
tinism, in every country from China to the United States and
around the world. And for very good reason: they hate and
despise the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution because it repre
sents everything they stand against, the wave of the future that
they are desperately aftempting to prevent from crashing upon
thern It represents the end of systems of exploitation and oppree
sion. It represents the refusal to accept the reversal of the revolution, the conscious determination of masses of people to carry
forward the proletarian revolution until it reaches its final goal of
communisrn- tt represents a neu/ breakthrough along the path to
that goal. Nothing-not even the reversal of the Cultural Revolution, indeed the reversal of the proletarian revolution as a whole,
and the restoration of capitalism that has occurred in Chinanothing can wipe away the historic significance of what the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution achieved and the light it shined,
illuminating the path to the future.
China, under Mao's leadership and especially through the
mass upsu{ge of the Cultural Revolution, was a beacon light and
a bastion of support for revolutionary struggle worldwide (this
was exprcssed in everything from governrrrent aid, of various
kinds, to revolutionary forces around the world, to maes rallies in
support of revolutionary struggles, to the story of an old woman
on a people's commune in the countryside who told of how
among other things, she tended a pig to do her part to serve the
world revolution). At the same time, in a fundamental s€nse, even
beyond the political support and concrete assistance that socialist
China gave b the revolutionary struggles of the proletariat and
oppressed peoples throughout the world<n the basis of great
sacrifice by the rrasses of Chinese peopl+-even beyond all that,
the greatest support was the theory and line developed by Mao
Tsetung on crucial questions of the proletarian revolution. This
rernains an invaluable and enduring conhibution to the international proletariat and the intemational communist movement.
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Mao's contributions are in no way negated or diminished by
recent events in China or in the Soviet Union---on the contrary
these contributions shine all the more brilliantly in contrast to the
bankruptcy of revisionism-their importance stands out now
more than ever.

MARN SM. LENIN SM.MAO I S M :
A SN'THES'S, OMNIPOTENT BECAUSE IT IS TRUE
These great contributions of Mao Tsetungrepresentan advance

of the proletarian ideology and rience of revolution to a whole
new level. Just as Icnin developed Man<ism to a new and higher
stage, Marxism-Leninism; Mao, following Lenin, dweloped it to
yet again a new and higher stage, lvlancisrn-Leninism-Maoism.
Man<ism-I-eninism-Maoism is a comprehensive outlook and scientific method that can and must be applied to all spheres of life and
reality and in the process further developed. What Mao said of
dialectical materialism applies to Marxism-Leninism-Maoism as a
whole: it is "universally true because it is impossible for anyone to
escape from its domain in his practice-' (Mao, "On Practice," SW,
y. 1, p.305). And, as I put itinFor aHaruat of Dragons:

'Mao
opment

Tsetung Thought* rq)resents

of

a qualitative

devel-

Marxism-Leninism. Man<ism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought, then, is an integral philosophy and political
theory at the same time as it is a living, critical and crontinuously developing science. It is not the quantitative addition of the
ideas of Marx, Lenin and Mao (nor is it the case that every
particular idea or policy or tactic adopted or advocated by

them has been without error); Manism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought is a synthesis of the development, and espe-

cially the qualitative breakthroughs, that communist theory
has achieved since its founding by Marx up to the present time.
It is for this reason and in this sense that, as Lenin said about
Marxism, it is omnipotent because it is true." (Avakian,Haract
of Dragons [HOD], Chicago, RCP Publications, 1983, p. 114)
* At the time this book was published, in 1983, our Party used the formulation
Marxisn- Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought to refer to the ideologlr of the international proletaria! since that time, in order b more firlly reflect Mao's qualitative
contributions to this ideology, and its development thereby to a new stage, we
have adopbd the formulation Marxisut-Leninisn-Maoisn.
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The Current Assault Against Maxism:
Distortions and Refutations
But lefs get into some of the main arguments made in these
times by leaders and spokesmen of the imperialists (and those
who tail in their wake) on what they declare to be "the demise (or
death) of communism."
First lefs start with Gmrge Bush's UN speech, delivered in
September 1991, and deal with a few of the main points. The
following are sorre quotes from the text of this speech, as printed
in the Nant YorkTims (9/24/91), and some replies to these state.
ments.

Bush: 'Communism held history captive for years, and it
suspended ancient disputes and it suppressed ethnic rivalries,
nationalist aspirations and old prejudices.
"As it has dissolved, suspended hatreds have sprung to life.
People who for years had been denied their pasts have begun
searching for their own identities, often through peaceful and
constructive means, occasionally through factionalism and
bloodshed.
"This revival of history ushers in a new era teeming with
opportunities and perils. And lefs beginby discussing the opportunities. First, histor/s renewal enables people to pursue their
nafural instincts for enterprise. Communism froze that progress
until its failures became too much for even its defenders to b@r."
Reply: First, a general historical comment As for what it is that
the proletarian revolution "intermpted" and "held captive" for a
period-a period as yet all-too-brief-it is nothing but the long
procession of enslaving hadition, and the binding of the people in
tradition's chains. The lumbering along of traditional forces and
the force of habit The history of thousands and thousands of years
in which one part of society, a minority, contnolled the economic
basis of society and therefore had a 'lock" on political power and
armed force as well as dominating in the realm of ideology and
culture. In which the masses of people have been exploited and
oppressed, and, through the very workings of the system as well
as the conscious actions of the

ruling classes, the masses have been
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maintained in a state of ignorance concerning the basis for their
own condition as well as the means for fundarrrentally overturning it In which changes-*even revolutionary changes-in society
resulted only in the replacement of one such system by another.
The fundamental condition of the masses and the fundamental
division of society into classes with antagonistically opposed interests remained through all these previous changes in society, and
with this remained a situation in which the masses of people (and,
for that matte4 even the ruling classes themselves) were deluded
as to the actual workings of society, and of reality as a whole. Thus
we see that, whatever the differences in form--and even in content-beh,rreen these various systems of exploitatiory they all share
certain important features and the ruling dasses have all insisM
on the "untouchabilit5/' of certain institutions+udr as the church
and the state, in one form or another--and have declared
sacrosanct the ideas that instill in the masses a sense of "superstitious awe-' for these institutions.
You almost get the feeling the image here, that there was this
"intemrption of historS/' that was like a long dark night for all
these forces C,eorge Bush is speaking for, and now they are saying:
"l-e{s get back to the situation wher€, without this maddening
interference, nations and religious groups are slaughtering each
other; where the big world powers are bullying the small countries
and oppressed nations and battling eadt other for world domination; where women are being subjected to subjugation and domination; where the masses, worldwide, are being maintained in
conditions of enslavement and destitution-all in the interests of a
handful of parasites monopolizing the world's wealth and power
us get back to that with full force now that we have dis-let
patched this rude intruder calling itself the communist revolutiorL"
Of course, they cannot and do not say all of this openly. In fact,
Bush even cries crocodile tears over the resuqgent "factionalism
and bloodshed" between groupt peoples and nations and the
resurgence of 'bld prejudices." But in reality such things are inseparable from the "historl/' that Bush, et al., want to "renery'':
such things have always been and will always be part of the
society and world these people uphold, and their society and
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world could not exist without these things.
It is all this-it is the long procession of these truly historically
obsolete relations, institutions, and ideas-that the proletarian
revolution has "intemrpted" and disrupted. Now that this first
wave of proletarian revolutions has been beaten back by the guardians of the old ordet, they strike a triumphal pose and heave a
sigh of relief, proclaiming the death of communism and declaring:
"Let us turn our firll attention to the business we were engaged in
before this 'rude intruder' burst upon the scene."
Bug to borrow from Mark Twain, the reports of the death of
communism are greatly exaggerated! And the next wave of
proletarian revolutions is already gathering. It is already powerfully pounding the rotting structures of the old world in Peru. And
it has a driving force in the work of all the genuine communists in
the world today-those who uphold Marxism-kninism-Maoism
and apply it in building the revolutionary struggle. But it has an
even more fundamental drivingforce in the very workings of the
capitalist-imperialist system-the very "businesd' that these guardians of the old order carqr out in pursuit of their own interests.
We have seen throughout history and in the world today what this
"business" amounts to-the torment and anguish, the outrage
and anger it creates-and we continue to base ourselves on the
profound truth that out of all this the system will call forth its own
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economy would stagnatrthen boulgeois society would have
long ago gone to the dogs, because in that society those who work
the most get the least and those who work the least get the most:
the class in society that is the prcductive clasg the proletariat is
maintained in a situation where it acquines only enough to maintain itself and its ability to slave for capital; while the class that is
productive of no wealth itself, the capitalist class (or boulgeoisie),
acquires, through the exploitation of the proletariat more and
more wealth in the form of capitalist prcfit.
On this question, Marx and Engels drew this conclusion: this
whole algument by the defenders of capitalism amounts to nothing more than saying that without the ability of the capitalists to
exploit the workers there could be no capitalism, and when there
is no longer any capitalism there will no longer be people in a
position to be exploited as wage'slaves. Or as the "Communist
Manifesto" puts ih "The whole of this objection is but another
expression of the tautology: that there can no longer be any
wage-labor when there is no longer any capital" (Marx and Engels, Manifato of thc Communist Party,Peking, FLP, p. 54).
These arguments are relabd to the question of initiative and
individuality. I addressed this question in 'tndlBeginning' and I
will have more to say about it in the course of this book, but first le(s
deal with some other points raised by George Bush in his UN speech.

gravediggers.

Along with this a more particular point Note how Bush uses
the word 'tnterprise''-identifying its more general meaning (an
undertaking of one kind or another) with the specific notion of
prioate enterprise. This distortion is not only a matter of conscious
demagoguery and deliberate deception but also-and more fundamentally-a classical expression of the bourgeois outlook. For
the bourgmis, it really is the case that he cannot conceive of effort
or initiative other than in the pursuit of private gain and profit
As for the reply b this, it is only necessary to recall what was
said in'tnd/Beginningl'on this questiory including the fact that
Marx and Engels long ago refuhd this in the 'Communist
Manifesto," pointing out that if this were true-if separating effort
from the opportunity to amass wealth really meant that the

The Myth of Free Markets vs.Real Socialism
Bush: "...the world has learned that free markets provide
levels of prosperity, growth and happiness that centrally planned
economies can never offer.... Growth [promoted by capitalisml
does more than fill shelves. It permits every Person to gairy not at
the expense of other+ but to the benefit of others. Prosperity
encourages people to live as neighborq not as predators. Economic growth can aid international rclations in exactly the same
way."
Reply: What world is he describing?!
b bugrr,, befone turning to the reality of what capitalismimperialism "permits" and'tncourag6," lefs take up the actual
experience and principles of planning in a socialist economy as
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opposed to how i(s presented here by Bush and generally by
upholders of the old order. This is a question that has been widely
and wildly distorted both by open imperialist spokespeople and
also by many so-called "socialists," especially recently with the
so-called "demise of communisrn"
Here it is worth noting that one of the thi.gs these people
avoid, like a religious fanatic avoids scientific knowledge, is Mao's
whole line on planning. They avoid it for a very good reason: it
explodes their cherished bromides and crude distortions about
socialist planning. Mao stressed that planning must involve not all
centralizatiory not everything thrcugh the central apparatus, but
the combination of a strong central apparatus and a strong role for
centralized planning on the one hand and, on the other hand, a
crucial role for decentralization-for initiative on the regional and
local levels and in the basic units of the economy. Beyond that, he
stressed the fundamental principle underlying

all this-underlying all socialist planning and in fact all development of the
socialist economy: reliance on the masses. A tme socialist economy
and true socialist planning serving it cannot rely on computers
and other "high tech" components of the so-called "information
revolution"-they must rely on the rrnsses. Even where such
means and instruments of 'high technology''are available and
can be used, they have to be used, and will always be used,
according to one outlook or anothe4 in the service of one kind of
social (class) interest or another. The decisive question is, what line
guides planning and the use of technology?
As Raymond Lotta has put ih

'Mao was critical of the view of a plan as a technical instmment of control over the economy; plan is an expression of
ideology, of the goals and outlook of a dass. It is a dass-based
reflection of social reality that in turn acts on reality, and whidr,
from the standpoint of the working dass and its emancipation,
seeks to bring about the conscious, social conkol of production.
The formulation of a plan is never merely a question of gathening technical information and anticipating economic developments. It involves class skuggle in the ideological realm over
the goals and direction of society.. . . Once planning is treated as
an adminiskative function defined by technical gathering of
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information and the issuing of detailed orders and the topdown enforcement of their implementation, then the plan
begins to dominate the proletariat, rather than the other way
around." (Raymond Lotta, 'The Theory and Practice of Maoist
Planning: In Defense of a Viable and Visionary Socialism,"
Ranolution,Spring

1

992)

Planning in socialist society, like everything else, must apply
the mass line: draw from the experience and ideas of the masses,
apply Marxism-kninism-Maoism to synthesize and raise this to a
higher level, and then bring this back to the masses to take up as
their own. This is the means for leading and relying on the masses
to transform the world through revolutionary practice.
Mao also stressed that long-term planning even though it is
necessary, cannot anticipate everything thafs going to happen.
Plaruringcannotbeand should notbe conceived of as markingout
everything from top to bottom,down to theminutedetailsof what
each enterprise, or agricultural collective, should do, and so on.
Planning should set general guidelines that are brcad enough and
at the same time specific enough to make sure that the larger
interests of the proletariat and the revolutionary transformation of
society are being served, but it should leave plenty of room for
initiative and for adjustnent. Mao stressed that all things, including the development of the socialist economy, advance in waves,
and that there is a need to continually sum up experience, to adjust
plans. Further, he stressed that no matter how much you plary

there is always going to be within socialist society a certain
amount of laissez faire, in other words, a certain amount of people
going off on their own initiative to do things-both positive initiative and also some negative things. And this must be allowed for,
both in the sense that positive initiative should be encouragedinitiative that represents the atternpt to carry out a revolutionary
line without waiting for or mechanically adhering to instructions
from leading authorities---and allowed for also in the sense that
you take into account that laissez faire will exist in various ways
and you leave room for adjusting things accordingly.
In this connectiory I was recently reading a 1962 talk by Mao
dealing with planning in which he says, in his characteristically
provocative way, that planning cannot account for god. Obviously,
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Mao had not suddenly become a "bom-again" r€ligious believer!
he meant was that planning cannot take into account
-what
natural disasters and all those kinds of things. You have to allow
enough leeway to be able to adjust to these things, exactly because
they are accidents that can't be anticipated, at least in many cases.
More generally, Mao shessed the need to leave some leeway in
planning so that plan targets were ambitious but realistic. To set
targets too high dampens the enthusiasm of the masses and can
actually encourage people at various levels to violate the plan and

undermine overall cooperation and collectivity in order to fulfill
the particular, excessive dernands placed on them by overambitious, unrealistic plan targets.
In that 7962 talk, Mao made another pnrvocative and profound
point-that planning cannot take into full account the international class stuggle and war.In other words, while you have to keep
in mind the needs of the rcvolution worldwide, as well as possible
attacks by imperialists, it is not possible to fully anticipate all
developments of this kind withirq say, a period of five years of
planning. So you have to allow room to meet increasing requirements in terms of assistance to revolutionary struggles or to shift
more into defeating an actual imperialist military attack if that
comes. All this was Mao's way of stressing, from yet another angle,
that you can't have rigid plans that are unchangeable, plans that
are so locked into a set way that they can't be adjusted; that in
general things will develop in a wave'like fashion; and, more
particularly, that accidents of nature and things having to do with
the international situatiory including war and revolutionary struggle, can all affect<an have a sudden and dramatic effect---on
what has been planned. Allowance must be made for this.
So all this is very important to keep in mind in understanding
the nature and principles of socialist planning. As noted earlier,
Mao stressed that planning is also ideology. Planning is not some
abstraction or technical act without any social (class) content.
Planning reflects a worldview, it involves the fundamental question: whom and what do you rely on--the rnasses, mobilized on
the basis of a revolutionary line, or highly hained experts in
technolory, etc., and generally more privileged forces in society
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whom you attempt to motivate on the basis of narrol\r, selfish
interest, offering them even greater privilege? It involves the quee
tion of method-whether your methods reflect reliance on the
masses and the application of the mass line or represent the attempt to impose things on the masses, and on reality, in a subjective, bureaucratic way.

All these fundamental questions of outlook and methodology,
in other words, of ideolory, will be reflected and even concentrated in planning. This is a revolutionary way of regarding planning-it is even radically different fncm how planning w.rs conceived of in the Soviet Union under Stali& to say nothing of how
it has been approached since capitalism has been restored in the
Soviet Uniory beginning with the rise to power of Khrushchev &
Co. Mao's line is anything but the notion of planning the way it is
crudely presented by open apologists of capitalism and also by
"socialisf' opporfunists who, in the wake of the so<alled "demise
of communism," are scrambling to abandon even any pretense of
the need foraplanned economy. Todaymany suchpeople, includ-

ing not only the leaders of the (forrrcr) Soviet Union but also an
array of socialdemocratic types, are concluding tha! because in
recent years the centrally planned Soviet economy stagnated, staggered, and then plunged inb virhral pardysis, this prcves cenbally
planned economies are inherently inefficient and not economically
rational and that, if socialism is to be built at all, it must be built on a
completely different model, making use of the mechanisms of the
marketin placeof centralized orntol by the state apparatus.
Once again, as Raymond Lotta observes, 'nThis critique sets up
a straw mary the 'all-knowing planner' who is supposed to
operate with perfect information and foresigh(' (Lotta, "The
Theory and Practice of Maoist Planning"). And this critique ignores, or covers over, the fact that central planning and the
decisive role of the state in the Soviet economy, since the time of
Khrushchev has been in the service of and guided by principles of
capitalism and not socialism, and that all this is being evaluated
according to capitalist criteria not only by the Bushes of the world,
but also by the Gorbachevs, Yeltsins, et al. Here agairy an observation by l-otta speaks directly to the claims of people like Bush and
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the "admission" of various pseudo-socialists that a centrally
planned socialist economy is unrealistic and not a rational way to
run a modern economy:

'?ctually, there is no aspect of economic development, no
form of economic organization, no organization of the labor
process that exists outside of specific production and class
relations.... Capitalist'efficieng/ is dass-bound: it is based on
maximizing worker output and minimizing worker resistance,
on shackling the producers, not unleashing their collective
creative capacities. F.conomic 'ratiotwlityl has rc muning aprt from
lhe class relatbtts it embdies and rqtducc and the ands it xrac."
(bid., emphasis added)

by Bush about the superiority of "free markef' economies over
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last long, without highly centralized planning and a higtly
developed bureaucratization, which exist in every capitalist
economy without exceptiory certainly including the USA.
At the same time, there is a fundamental difference between
socialist planning and even the most developed planning under

capitalism*whether planning by various units of capital, including the highly centralized and concentrated capital of large corporations, banks, and so on, or planning by the capitalist state
itself. Planning under capitalism cannot overcorrrc the anarchy
that is inherent in this system:

So thafls the first point in responee to this particular statement

centrally planned economies.
Secondly, the practice of presentday capitalism,
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monopoly capitalism, with regard to planning should also be
looked at. Here we see a gross example of hypocrisy---of saying
one thing while doing another, to put it simply. The plain fact is
that in any capitalist society today, particularly in the so-called
"advanced" (highly technologically developed) capitalist countries, there is a tremendous amount of centralized planning.
It goes on at the government level in terms of central (state)
banks, or other government financial institutions and mechanisms, setting interest rates; in terms of all types of goals, criteria,
etc., that are set and cenhalized conhactual arrangements that are
made for "defense" production and other things that are important to the imperialist state; and in other ways. It also goes on
within the highlydeveloped associations of finance capital-large
corporations, banks, conglomerates, etc.--both on an international level as well as within particular countries and branches of the
economy. Decisions are made on the basis of such planning that
affect, at the cost of real suffering the lives of millions and even
billions of people.
So for imperialist chieftains like Bush to talk about how centralized planning has been dirredited by the experience of the Soviet
Union is highly hypocritical, to say the least. It can be flatly stated
that modernday capitalism-imperialism<ould not exist or

'?narchy of social production is of the essence of capitalism,
and only genuine socialism can overcome it. What this anarchy
refers

to is the fact that

economic development under

capitalism is not guided and shaped by any prior plan or social
purpose.... Capitalist production consists of many different
capitals. Eadr exercises direct control and authority over its
respective production processes and seeks to plan its activity
and development. But there is no social authority coordinating
the social process as a whole." (lbid., Appendix "On the Anarchy of Capitalism and the Need for Social Planning")

Let us move on to what is the heart of the mafter here. What
does "fiee marketd' really mean? And what is the deal with
growth and prosperity, as Bush refers to it, under this system,
particularly in this era of imperialism? Is it really the case that this
goes on so everyone can gain not at the expense of others but to the
benefit of others? That prosperity gained in this way is beneficial
for all and encourages people to live as neigtrbors, notas predators?
Perhaps (to paraphrase knin) Bush would like to pass a law
preventing laughter in public so that his comments cannot be
drowned out by the bitter laughter that such statements are bound
to provokeall over theworld especiallyamongthe massesof people.
'Tree markets," to take one aspect, means freedom of trade,
without goverrunental restriction. This can never exist in the most
literal, absolute sense, since some governmental regulation of
trade under capitalism will always be necessary (which all bourgeois representatives recognize in practice if not always in their
pronouncements). But,like every other freedom under capitalism,
even this "free tradd' is never really free-it is never without
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inequality, whether we are speaking of trade within a particular
country or international hade-it will always involve an aspect of
domination and plunder. And all thisbecomes still more the case
when capitalism reaches the imperialist stage.
But to take a more fundamental aspect, "free markets" refers to
the "labor market " b the selling and buying of human labor power.
As spoken to earliery Marxism reveals that capitalism is not simply
some kind of system of crcmmodity production and exchange where
all have the chance

b

take part equally. This is a system based on the

exploitation of the many by the few-$ased, specifically, on the
exploitation of wagelabor by capital. It is a society in which labor
Ircwer, the ability b worlg has become a commodity to be sold and
bough! and it is dre purchase and use of this labor power that enables
some, a minority, to achieve prosperity at tlu aperse of many otlters.
Here again is "the dirty little secret of capitalism," and when
people like Bush talk about the right to properly as a fundamental
righ! they mean, above all, the right to exploit others. That is the
essence of capital, the soul of the bourgeois.*
This essential freedom, or right, of capital is bound up with
what Mardsm refers to as the "double freedom" of the workers
under capitalism. On the one hand, the workers are not bound to

a particular exploiter-they are not owned outright as under
slaveryor tied bythe workingsof theecpnomic systemand bylaw
and custom to a particular lord and master, as in the feudal system-they are "frer, to be exploited by the exploiting class, the
capitalists, as a whole. This situation is in conformity with the
* Even small-scale owners of private property do not operate outside of this general
capit list environnmt Individual mtrepreneurs, and also artists and entertainers and others who may not directly and personally exploit others, still
operate within the context of a systeur where the wealth that is in circulation is
overwhelmingly created through the elploitation of millions (even billions) of
working people worldwide. The incpme and standard of living of such entrepreneurs, entertainers, and so on cannot be separated from this overall system of
accumulation and its foundation of exploitation (besides the fact that such
entrepreneurs, entertainers, ek., wtro accum 'late significant amounts of money
almoot invariably invest some of this money in their own businesses-which
means employing others to work for them-and,/or in stocks, in banks, etc., and
in this measure they take part in the exploitation of working people "makhg
money work for you" means makingothoppleworkfor yor*-<lploitingt rernthat is "the bottom line," as the phrase goes).
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character of capitalist production and accumulation and with the
interests of the capitalist dass: the ability of the capitalist to hire
and fire workers according to the dernands of capitalist accumulation, without being responsible for the maintenance of the
workers' labor power during those times when the capitalist is not
employing that labor power-this corresponds to the needs of the

capitalists to invest their capital in places and in ways that bring
them the greatest rctum and to compete with other capitalists.
The other freedom of the workers under capitalism is that they
are "free" of ownership of the means of production-they do not
own land, or factories, machinery, means of transportation and
communicatiorL and so forth, which can be employed in the
creation of wealth. They are "frer" of any means to make a living
through their own self-employment as well as being "fr@" of any
ability to employ other people to work for them as the capitalists

do. The only thing they possess with which they can

create

wealth is their labor power, but in order to do this they must sell
that labor power to the capitalist, and the wealth that is created
throughthe employment of thatlabor powerbelongs not to them,
but to the capitalist what the workers get in return is a wage that
is enough to keep them alive and able to continue in this relationship.* In short, the workers are free to be exploited by the capitalist
class in pursuit of capitalist profit. And they are ",t.erJ' to starve (or
to eke out a desperate existence in one way or another) when the
capitalists cannot exploit them profitably enough-for, as we have
seen, an essential ingredient of capitalist accumulation is the existence of a "reserve army'' of unemployed workers, whose ranks
swell to huge numbers in times of crisis.
* This, of course, is not some static and absolute thing. Especialy during those
times when the demand for labor power is less and generally in cirumstances
whidr are favorable for them to do so, the capitalists will drive the wages of at
least sections of the workers below the value of their labor lrcwer; on the other
han4 the bribing of sections of the workers in the imperialist oountries results in
a situation where, at least for periods of time, the wages of these workers may
actually be above the value of their labor power. But none of this changes the
fundammtal relation between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat and specifically
the essenHd fact that under capitalism the mass of proletarians are reduced to the
pooition where they must sell their labor ln order to live and are subordinated to
the process of capitalist accumulation.
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What results from this is not the fairy tale world that Bush
describes, where people are fiee to benefit not at the expense of
others, but to the benefit of others, and where generalized
prosperity encourages people to live as neighbors, not as
predators. What really occurs is precisely what Marx described*
that is, the development of two poles, where at one pole, among a
small minority of people, is wealth, power, and the concentration
of capital; and at the other pole, misery, agony of toil, poverty, and
so on. This applies even within the so-called advanced capitalist,
that is imperialist countries themselves.
Lefs look at some examples from recent events and everyday
reality in the U.S.: Ask the homeless people in the United States
what they think of George Bush's description of the outcome of the
operation of the capitalist qystem. Ask those forced onto unemployment and welfare. Ask the workers at the chicken plants
(we could call them the exploding chicken plants) in North
Carolina, where on top of and as a result of the inhuman conditions of labor, workers have been trapped-literally locked-inside burning buildings. Ask the workers at worksites all across the
counby where people are murdered and mairrred in their millions
generation after generation by the capitalists in the endless pursuit
of profit Ask the immigrants and others slaving in the garment
sweatshops and other hell-holes. Ask the workers even in the
"core industried' of what is becoming the "rust belf' of the United
States, those who perhaps thought they had "irb securit5/' but
now find their irbs being eliminated under this great system of
"free markets." Ask the small farmers and other small producers
and traders who are continually threatened with ruin or are actually ruined. Ask the masses of Black people, Latinos, and people
of other oppressed nationalities, ask the original peoples of
America (the "[ndians") about how capitalism does not involve
one group of people preylng on others! Ask the rrasses of women
who are subjected to the relations of male domination, and everything that goes with this, under this capitalist system. Ask the
young who are commanded to kill and die in the unjust wars the
imperialists continually send them off to. Ask all these people.
These and countless other examples point to the essence of any
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system based on boulgeois properly relations and capitalist accumulation, even though it is tme that in the imperialist countries,
and particularly in a major world power like the U.S., the ac-

cumulation of wealth, not only from the exploitation of the
proletariat at home but beyond that the exploitation of hundreds
of millions of people-and the domination of whole nations-in
all parts of the world, has made possible the efstence of fairly
sizable "middle class" sections of the population, some of which
are relatively well off economically. We must view this whole
question above all on a world scale. Which takes us to the next
argument in Gmrge Bush's UN speech.
Bush: 'Alere in this chamber, we hear about North-South
problems. But free and open trade, including unfeftered access to
markets and credit, offers developing countries means of selfsufficiency and economic dignity."
Reply: What Bush is referring to when he speaks of "I\orthSouth problems" is the exploitation of the Third World nationsby
a handful of imperialist countries. International relations under
the imperialist system are not merely the extension of capitalist
commodity relations on a world scale-which would be bad
enough-but the enmeshing of whole nations and their people in
the web of imperialbt accumulatiory which, as [enin pointed out
involves as one of its essential features the fundamental division
between a handful of imperialist countries and vast numbers of
oppressed nations.

What is the asmtial rulity that results from these relations?
Mass starvation in the Sudan as well as Ethiopia and many other
parts of Africa and elsewhere throughout the Third World-to cite
just one horendous figure,40,000 children in the Third World die
each day from starvation and preventable disease. There is the
widespread situation throughout the Third World where peasants
are ruined, agriculhrre is converted to production for export and
the country is reduced to importing food while nusses of people
are malnourished. And what is the reality of so-called Third World
"miracled' like South Korea? The fact is that masses of people are
slaving in low-wage industries, exploited not only for the benefit
of local exploiters but even more so for the benefit of imperialist
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masters behind them who control the whole accumulation pnccess
in countries like South Korea and integrate it into their laqger

international exploitation and plunder.
The reality is that, while there was a partial and "perverse"
recovery in the U.S. during the 1980s, involving astronomical
military spending and the deepening of parasitism, fnom the

highest levels

of the

economic sfiuctur€, the conditions of

hundreds of millions of people in Latin Arrrerica deterioratedwent fiom bad to even worse (today, for example, the living standard of the masses in Peru-particularly with regard to nutrition
and health-is lower than it was 5fi) years ago, before the arrival
of the Spanish conquistadores).
Countless other o<amples could be given and statistics cited to
drive home the basic point-the basic reality that Bush is attempting to cover over. But perhaps one example says it best. And that
is the example that came to light during the recent dispute over
whether U.S. military bases would remain in the Philippines: it
turned out that one of the groups in the Philippines that was being
mobilized in support of the continued presence of these U.S. bases
were thousands of women who had been turned into prostitutes
by the workings of the imperialist system and its devastating
effects on the economy and the social fabric of the Philippines, and
who had become dependent on the presence of U.S. armed forces
personnel availing themselves of the "seryices" of these prostitutes! That really says it all-in an appropriately perverse way.
And then we must keep in mind-we must never forget or
folgive-the tremendous human suffering that is brought about
through the military actions of various kinds undertaken by the
imperialists (and those they back and arm) to enforce these horrendous conditions on the masses and to fight off challenges from
rival imperialist gangsters. The recent Persian Gulf war, with its
tremendous toll of suffering for the lraqi people-which is continuing down to today, above all for the children of Iraq-is just
the latest grotesque illushation.

All this is the reality when, in

defense of this capitalistinterests
of U.S. imperialism in
imperialist system---and of the
particular-C,eoqge Bush invokes finesounding words and
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phrases about "inalienable rights to freedom and property and
person...individual liberty, minority rights, democracy and free
markets...." To recall the words of Marx, describing the origins
and rise of capitalism, each of these words and phrases frcm the
lips of George Bush comes dripping with blood from every pore.
This is the reality and essence of the capitalist-imperialist system
whose victory and virtues are being so loudly pnrclaimed by the
likes of Geolge Bush.

The Bourgeoisie on
"Human Nature" and Religion:
The Manist Response
Lefs turn now to some mor€ "theoretical arguments" made
recently by Zbigniew Brzezinski concerning the so-called "death
of communism."

Brzezinski: 'There was a fundamental mizunderstanding inherent in communism or Marxism of the nature of the human
being. It underestimated the importance of the connection between creativity and acquisition of goods. The drive against

property and trying to deprive people of their own property
produced lethaqgy, passivity."
Again we see here the ouflook of the bourgeois, who really
cannot conceive of initiative and creativity that is not linked to the
pursuit of personal gain and profit-which, in reality, means profit
at the expense of others. The bourgeois outlook cannot see beyond
a situation where "the acquisition of goods" takes place through
the commodity system and in terms of the struggle for individual
survival and private accumulation, under conditions where there
is not a corunon abundance but where acquisition of wealth by
some, beyond what is necessary for a decent lifq goes hand in
hand with the inability of the many to acquire even the means for
such a decent life.
It is not that communism would deprive people of "their own"
property. Communism means the abolition of burgais propertyof wealth accumulated as capital and the conditions of exploitation that are bound up with this. It means the end of production
relations in which the things produced are commodities which
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must be bought and sold, in whidr labor power itself is a commodity and its use in production is subordinated to the accumulation of private profit. It means the end of the social relations in
which pmple confnrnt each other as owners or non-owners of
properly. It is the bourgeoisie, it is capitalism, that deprives the
masses of the pnoletariatof all but thebarestmeans of survival and
at times even denies proletarians the opportunity of earning
these.*
Once agairy Marx and Engels long ago refuted these very arguments that Brzezinski is making here, and in concluding the reply

to Brzezinski on this particular point it is fitting to cite what they
had to say on this in the original "Communist Manifesto," in
answering the Brzezinskis of their day:
"From the moment when labor can no longer be converted
into capital, money, or rent/ into a social power capable of being
monopolized, i.e., fr om the moment when individual property
can no longer be transformed into bourgeois property, into
capital, from that moment, you say, individuality vanishes.
'You must, therefore, confess that by 'individual' you mean
no other person than the bourgeois, than the middle-dass

* While, as ernphasized here, the aim of the communistrevolution is to eliminate
all property relations in which people are exploited by other people, and not, as
Brzezinski puts it, "to deprive people of their own ProPerty," on the other hand
it is the case that in the transition to communism-and more fully in communist
societyibelf-many things whidr in presentday societyare owned and disposed
of individually (or within the confines of the present nuclear family) will, to
varying degrees, become socialized and will be cnnsumed in a socializsd con1sx1.
One exarnple: meals (thet preparation as well as their consumption), which
today are the province of separate individuals or families and whidr are a burden
particularly on the women of these families' And more generally, with the
eliminaHon of commodity production and exdrangg things which in present
society must first be purchased as commodities in order to be consumed (induding not only food but other basic necessities as well as other articles of personal
consumption) will be available to people dir*tly, without the mediation of
money (or other commodity equivalmts), according to peoplds needs. ln that
context-in the absence of commodities and money-although there will remain
personal possessions of various kin& (in particular ibms of pcrsonal consump
tion), these will never be more than personal possessions: they will not be a
potmtial source of privately acormulated wealEr that can be turned into capital,
into a basis for exploiting others.
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owner of property.* This person must, indeed, be swept out of
the way, and made impossible.
"Communism deprives no rnan of the powen to apProPriate
the products of society; all that it does is to deprive him of the
power to subjugate the labor of others by means of sudr ap
propriation." Man< and Engels, "CommunistManifesto," p. 53)

Brzezinski: "It [Marxism] underestimated the human being's
need for something spiritual. Its emphasis on atheism deprived
people of some transcendental belief."
First of all, this class of philistine money-grubhrs, who reduce
everythin& including people and even ideas, to "crr,ld cash"-they
are going to accuse us of lacking "transcendental beliefs"?! Lefs
get into this.
I spoke to this fairly extensively in 'Mao More Than Ever," but
this is a question around which there is a great deal of confusionmuch of it deliberately created by people like Brzezinski with "an
ax to grind" in defense of the old order, and some of it more
"spontan@us" confusion-and so it is necessary to continue to
come back to this question and answer the various distortions and
misunderstandings that arise in relation to it.
First, why does Marxism (Mamism-Leninism-Maoism) insist
on atheism? Because there is no god-no supernatural beings and
forces of any kind-and to change reality we must confront it as it
really is, without illusions or deception. But really the question
should be turned around: why does the bourgeoisie (and all exploiting classes) insist on opposing atheism when there is no god?
Here it is helpful to recall what Napoleory speaking about the
Christian religion and its notion of ]esus as C,od assuming human
form (the so<alled 'lncarnation") and all the supposed "myster5/'
and "g)o$' of atl this, said about this poinr
* When Marx and Engels used the temr "middle dase" h€re what they were
referring to is the fact that this dass stood "midwa/' between the masses of
laboring people and the aristocracy in the old feudal society, But, as Marx and
Engels make clear, in the "Communist Manifesto" and in many other works, this
bourgeois class rose to the posidon of the ruling dass whm feud:l societl was
overthrown and replaed by capitalist society. Thus the tenn "middle class" here
does not refer to what today we would mean by "the middle dass"*that is, the
petty (or snall) bourgeoisie (small-scale owners and baders, profesionals, and
so on)-but to the bourgeoisie itself.
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" 'In religion, I do not see the mystery of the Incarnation, but
the mystery of the social order.' In fact, Napoleon said he had
his doubts about god and religion , ktt he had no doubt at all
about the key part religion plays in keeping a system of exploitation in force. Hene is how he put it 'socief is impossible
without inequality; inequality [isl intolerable without a code of
morality; and a code of morality [is] unacceptable without
religion." (Avakian, 'Religion: Who Needs lt?...And Who
Doesn't " in the Rarolutiorury Wo*r #SB,January 8, 1990)

This is what Brzezinski means when he talks of Fving people
"some transcendental belief."
But, aside from the intentions and distortions of people like
Brzezinski, the question of "spiritualit5/'deserves to be discussed
in more depth. In dirussing this at some len6h in 'Mao More
Than Ever," I focused particularly on the question of 'hwe and
wonder at the snfu1eq71"-ftow this is an important part of
human consciousness but how on the other hand this must be
separated from the delusions of religion. This was raised specifically in relation to art but also in its broader implications: how
human beings having "awe and wonder at the unknown" is one
of the things that does characterize human beings and is an important part of human eistence. This is owing to the fact that human
beings are conscious of reality in the way they are, that they do
have the ability to think as they do, that they can accumulate and
systematize knowledge and that, at the sarne time, there is and
always will be aconhadictionbetween what isknownand whatis
notknown atany given time-between knowledge and ignorance.
All this ties in with the question of imagination, which is also
very important in art specifically as well as in human existence
and society more generally. MLM insists that all things are knowable but everything is not and cannotbe known at anygiven time.
Therefore the role of imagination is bound to be great, and it is one
that should be encouraged and certainly not suppressed.
Again, returning to the question of art, it is one of the characteristics of art that it does no! and should not be required to,
adhere strictly to reality. In other words, in movies, plays, paintings, and other kinds of artistic creation, quite often the artist does
not present reality as it actually is, but in a different way, precisely
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in the final analysis in order to get the audience and people more
generally to look at the world and at reality in a deeper way.
There is and there should bea tremendousrole fortheimagination, and neither in art nor in an overall sense should we ty to
insist-which of course would be impossibl+that people's
thoughts at all times conform, literally, oneto{ne, with reality as
it is, or else in fact we would never come to understand reality
more deeply and fully nor be able to change it more radically in
accordance with the interests of humanity.
All this is very much related to the principle that:
"We must be able to maintain our firmness of principles but
at the same time our flexibility, our materialism and our dialec-

tics, our realism and our romanticism, our solertn sense of
purpose and our sense of humor." (Avakian, HOD , p. 152)

As I have also pointed out before, communism refuses to join
in the deception that there are supernatural beings or forces that
control the human condition-it rejects "transcendental belief" of
this kind because it is untrue and because it helps to reinforce, not
to abolish, the actual rnaterial causes of the misery of the masses of
people in the real world. But there is nothing rrore uplifting than

communisrn-nothing which gives greater scope to human imagination and creativity, to the vision of a vastly different world,
and to the initiative of the masses in creating such a world through
their own efforb.
The fact that the phony communist rulers of the revisionist
countries could not inspire people with this ideal-and in fact
could not inspire people at all!-is a condemnation of them, but it
is more than that it is yet another reflection of the fact that they
themselves had abandoned and betrayed the principles of communism and had become nothing but another Soup of exploiters
and enforcers of the old order. It is yet another condemnation of
the capitalist system they had restored, draping it with the shoddiest "communisf' camouflage-a carnouflage which became increasingly tatbred and threadbare and which, finally, they have
been forced to cast aside. Let them root in the garbage trough with
the rest of the capitalist pigs, grunting all the while about
"hanscendental belief," but let no one be deceived by the
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hypocrisy of those who, while denying bread to rnasses of people
worldwide, piously proclaim that man cannotlivebybread alone!
Let me conclude on this pointby repeating what I have written
before in contrasting the lofty, liberating principles of Marfst
dialectical materialism with the oppressive "ideals" of the bourgeois worldview and the mean and degrading reality of the
capitalist world:
"R.eligious authorities and in general the defenders of the
capitalist'social order' attack communism as crudely'materialistic.' They distort the meaning of Mambf nutdalisn and
pretend that communism leaves no Kx)m for'those spiritual
qualities that are at the heart of what makes human beings
human.' They preach that 'man cannot live by bread alone.'
This from the defenders of a system whose whole basis and
driving force is the restless and ruthless drive for more and
more material wealth! A system which treats everything, even
people and their ability to work, as things to be bought and
sold and used to make a profit A system that promotes the

most cut-throat, dog-eatdog mentality, that justifies anything
and everything, even mass murder and the extermination or
enslavement of entire peoples, all over the globe, in the pursuit
of the almighty dollar (or yen, mark, ruble, and so on).
"Of crourse Marxist materialism recognizes that people are
not mere mechanical machines It recognizes this in a much
deeper way than the defenders of the bourgeois social orden
and their philosophy ever can, because Marxist materialism
bases itself on a true understanding of human beings and their
relation to the rest of material reality. It recognizes that, in a
way different from other species that we know of, human
beings have the capacity for imagination and for all kinds of
creative activity. It recognizes that 'bread'-that is, the production and distribution of the basic material needs of peopl+-is
the foundation of all human society, but at the same time
people cannot live by bread alone they can and must use their
imagination and their creative potential in all different kinds of
ways.

"But all this has nothing whatever to do with the inventions
and concoctions of religion and belief in a so-called 'spiritualit/ that is based not on the world (and the universe) as they
really are, not on the real conditions of human society nor on
the real qualities and abilities of human beings, but on il-
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lusions. Illusions which are not simply silly or mere 'innocent
superstition' but which act as a powerful reinforcement for
systenns of exploitation and oppression and as a real hindrance
to the revolutionary, world-changing struggle to slyeep away
all such systems."

*****
'The truly great thing, the most liberating thing about communism is that it shows that we don't need anything besides
people and their conscious and determined struggle to make a
better world. Guided by communist principles and morality,
the proletariat is capable of leading human society away from
and far beyond the degrading relations and values that are
upheld and enforced by capitalism and all other systemsbased
on exploitation and oppression, subjugation, and submission."
(See "Religion: Who Needs It?...And Wlio Doesn't'' and "The
Morality We Need...And The Morality We Don't Need," in

the Rasolutionary Worker, #538, January 8, 1990 and #515,
July 31, 1989.)

Once Again on Bourgeois Economics
and Bourgeois Mystilication
Brzezinski: 'Marxism misunderstood the nature of modern
economics.... It [Marxism] really was, after all, born in the 19th
century in the early phases of the industrial rcvolution. It couldn t
assimilate the need for complex integration but also for a great
deal of decentralization inherent in the post-industrial society of
mass co[ununications."
First bouqgeois thmry specifically classical bourgeois political
economy, reached its most developed exprcssion before Marxism
was brought forth-in fact Marxism, and in particular Marxist
political economy, was developed in significant partby subjecting
classical bouqgeois political economy to critical analysis. So we
have to ask the question: which of these is actually outdated?
Brzezinski wants people to believe that the bourgeoisi*
which is in reality the historically outmoded dass--and its equally
outsnoded thmry is capable of dealing with the great changes that
have occurred since the 19th century, while the proletariat and its
theory, which represent what is new and arising in the world are
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not capable of doing this. As usual, this is the typical inversion of
reality by the bourgeoisie and its apologists-turning reality
inside-out and upsidedown.
In replying to George Bush's speech at the UN, I spoke to the
typical distortion of socialist planning and the actual principles of
planning on the basis of Marxism-I"eninism-Maoism, including
the question of centralization and decentralization; and I will have
morc to say on this later, so I won't get into this further here. But
before moving on to the next point, note the use of the phrase
"post-industrial socie$r." Here a translation is necessary: what
Brzezinski (and others who use this phrase to refer to "modern
societ5/') actually are referring to is the heightened parasitism of
the imperialist countries at this point and their global network of
exploitation in the endless pursuit of more profit. The world today
is certainly not and could not be "post-industrial"-and countries
like the U.S. certainly do not do without thepruilucts of industryso where do these come from?

The fact is that there are still millions of workers in production
in the U.S. and in other imperialist countries, and especially the
lower-paid strata of these workers are subjected to vicious exploitation, but at the same time there is a continuing tendency for

the imperialists to shift productive investrnent out of the imperialist countries and into Third World nations where they can
even more viciously exploit the masses of working pmple. The
"dirty little secret of capitalism" continues to express itself more
and rrore as an intemationalized phenomenon. And, along with
this, there is the growth of the already huge amounts of nonproductive and parasitic activity and expenditures of imperialist
society: luxury goods for the well-to-do; advertising speculative
activity, takeovers, etc.; military spending and on and on. All this
is the ugly, sordid reality that is covered over with deadening
"techno-terms" like "post-industrial societ;r."
Who Really Upholds National Liberation,
And What Internationalism is Really About
Brzezinski:'It [communisml underestimated the importance
of nationalism..."
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In responding to this a crucial distinction must be madebetween reactionary and progressive nationalisrn These are two
very different things, and the distinction betr,r'een them is very
important in today's world. There is the nationalism of the op
pressed nations, particularly throughout the Third World, which
are fighting to liberate themselves from imperialist domination.
Then there is nationalism expressing itself today throughout Eastern and Central Europe in the wake of the transformations in the
revisionist countries. These are two radically and fundamentally
different things. One of them is progressive and revolutionary, the
other is reactionary-under the leadership of and in the service of
reaction.*

Who is it in this era of history that rcally upholds the legitimate
and revolutionary national liberation struggles, and who opposes
them? Earlier, in discussing Mao Tsetung,s contributions, his
developmentof Marxism-kninism to a new stage,Idiscussed one

of the key aspects of this: the whole theory and line of newdemocratic revolutiory which shows the way for nationaldemocratic revolution in the Third World to be led so that it
prepares the ground for and in turn is followed immediately by
the socialist revolution.
* obviously, the national question
in Eastern and cenhal Europe is complicated,
and while it is bue that as elnphasized here, the curent expressions of
nationalisn i:n these areas are reacdonary-under reactionary leadership and in
the service of rertion-this should not be taken b mean thit all expreisions of
nationalism there are bound to be reactionary, that there is no question of the
right of selfdetermination involved in any of this, and so on. And the picture is
sHll more complicated with regard to the soviet union in particular: tli"re ar" a
vast number of nations, sorre of whidr share the basic characteristics of op
pressed nations in the Third Worl4 and some of which are rather highiy
developed, capitalistically; there is the glaring resurgmce of Ore moot grot{ue
reactionary Great Russian drauvinisn; there are repeated eruptions of antagonisms among nations that are oppressed under the rule of soviet (social)
(or Great-Russian imperialisrr) but whose ouhage has so far been
directed against ofter similarly oppressed peoples; and th€re is the intrigue and
maneuvedng of many different imperialist powerc in relation b all this. A
resolution of a[ this, in the interests of the masses of people of all these
nationalities, can only be adrieved on the basis of a revolutionary struggle against
impertali$r and reaction-a revolutionary struggle which cair ontiL drrn"a
through if itis led by forcrcs who "diwvd, gatufireconrmunisn and take up ttre
ideology of Marxisur-I-eninisur-Maoisur.
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in the world today between
genuine national liberation struggles and the struggle for socialism and ultimately communism. We see how, in fact, it is the
So here we see the relationship

proletariat and its communist leadership that stands for genuine
national liberation and links this to the struggle for socialism and
ultimately communism, which is the only way the liberation of the
nation and ultimately the liberation of themassesof people canbe

finallywon.
This brings us

to the second point

internationalism vs'
nationalism ideologically. It is only the communist ideology of the
proletariat, including its internationalist outlook, that can really
iead the national liberation struggles to real liberation-to a real
rupture with imperialist domination and beyond that to the
achievement of socialism and the continuation of the revolution
under socialism toward the goal of communism' It may seem
ironic, but nationalist ideology-which, by definition, and despite
any claims to the conhary, is bound to be the outlook of "my
nation firsf,-cannot lmd to the liberation of nations; it cannot
lead to a world where nelations of inequality and domination
between nations no longer exist Nationalism, even where it assumes a revolutionary expression politically, in the struggle of an
oppressed natiory still remainsidmlogically within the confinesof
tt bo.r.guois world outlook, which can see no higher than the
"
boundaries
of capitalist comrnodity production and exchange,
with their inner relations of exploitation and oppression'
Brzezinski's upholding of nationalism against communism,
against proletarian internationalism, is a reflection of the position
oi the imperialists. It is a reflection of the fact that one of the
fundamental divisions in the world is between a large number of
oppressed nations and a handful of imperialist powers; and the
n-ationalism that imperialist spokesmen like Brzezinski uphold is
above all the great-power chauvinism of their imperialist nation.
In a more gen-eral sense, Brzezinski's upholding of nationalism is
a reflection of the fact that the imperialist boulgeoisie remains
anchorred in the national market while at the same timeit accumulates, and can only accumulate, on a world scale, through a global
system of exploitation and plunder. The bouqgeoisie, even under
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conditions where its existence is completely bound up with these
international interconnections, cannot see beyond the horizons of
a world divided into nations-and more than that into oppressor
and oppressed nations-it is not in its interests to conceptualize or
realize not only equality between nations but the final overcoming
of national divisions and boundaries and the achievement of a
world community of freely associating human beings. Only the international proletariat and its internationalist ideology can do that.

The Dictatorship of the Proletariat:
A Million Times More DemocraticFor the Masses
Brzezinski: '?inally, there was the historical accident of the
connection between communism and Russian despotisrn The first
communist society in 1917 was planted in Russian soil with a
shong autocratic haditiory which was then reflected in Leninism
and then murderous Stalinism-all of which discredited communism and ultimately led to what I call the 'grand failure., ,,
Nice try, but the fact is that the Bolshevik revolution was the
negation of Russian despotism, of Tsarisrry as well as of boulgeois
democracy (note how it is the Yeltsins and the Solzhenitsyns who
hark back to the days of the Tsar!). Here it is important to recall a
point that I made in an earlier talk, 'Turther Thoughts," about
how, to the bourgeois, there is a seeming identity between the
dictatorship of the proletariat and absolutism. That is, seen
through the vision of the bourgeoisie and the petty-bourgeois
democrats who trail in their wake ideologically and politically, the
powerful central state apparatus and the blunt exercise of dictatorship by the proletariat in socialist society appear essentially
the same as the absolute rule of feudal lords and tyrants, like the
Tsars in Russia.

The bouqgeois and the petty-bouqgeois democrat cannot seeand want to cover up to the degree that they do see-the qualitative difference between these dictatorships. They fail to under-

stand-or pretend not to understand-that Tsarism and other
forms of absolutist rule are exercised in defense of, to impose and
maintain, a sysbm of exploitation of the nra$ses of laboring people;
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while the dictatorship of the proletariat rrepresents the rise b power
of the masses of working people and the means under which they
carry forward their struggle to complete emancipation.
fo tne bourgeois, the one is as bad as the other; or rather, the
dictatorship of the proletariat is even worse since it will mean the
final elimination of all forms of exploitatiory whereas historically
the bourgeoisie has often been able to live with various forms of
absolutism and monarchism, and so on, and has been able to
integrate them into its ruling structures. It certainly cannot live
with a genuine dictatorship of the proletariat.
Soviet society, when it was really that-that is, when it was
really socialist under the dictatorship of the proletariat-was, as
I-enin insisted, "a million times more dernocratic"-for the masses
of peopl*than any bourgmis society. This was certainly the case
in ihe earlyyears, during the time of Lenin's leadership of the new
soviet Republic. And it was also true during the period of stalin's
leadership as well. Despite the serious, even very serious, errors
and actual deviations from Marxism-Icninism in certain resPects
under Stalirt's leadership in the Soviet Union, especially in the
period leading up to, during and in the aftermath of World War 2,
the following remains true:

"It is also important to state here that in 'Stalinist Russia'the

masses of peopie experienced far greater freedom and had a far
greater underitanding of the truth than has ever been the case
i=., any bourgeoisdemocratic country, without o<ception' To

really grasp the profound truth and significance of this stateo,ent, it iJnecessary to realize not only that all bourgeoisdemocratic societies rest on a foundation of capitalist
exploitation, while in the Soviet Union, until after Stalin's
death, relations of exploitation had been overthrown and no
longer dominated (though they were not yet completely

eliiinated). It is also necEssa4/ to realize that, however much
it may have been marred by mechanical materialist tendencies
and pragmatic adulterations, there was a serious attemPt
undei Stitin's leadership to educate people in the scientific
standpoint and method of Marxism-Leninism, while in all
bourgeois-derrocratic countries-and this is no o<aggerationfrom-the very earliest age, through the educational systert, the
mass media and in other ways, the people arc systarutbally mis-
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and lid to about eoery significant quation of currmt
political and world affairs and of world history and are systerutically indoctinatd and imbued utith an upside-iloutn worliloiru and
erantmethodolqy. And this takes place, not through the kind
of extreme, and exotic, measures of the totalitariin state of
Orwell's 7984, but through the hormal,' oh-sodemocratic

functioning of bourgeoisdemocratic society and its state.,,
(Avakian, Demoracy: Can't We Do Better Tlun Tlwt? , Chicago,
Banner Press, p. 190).
And, returning to Brzezinski's assertions, the fact is that communism was far from "discredited" when the Soviet Union and
China were genuinely socialist In fact, these counkies then enjoyed tremendous prestige and support-first of all among the
exploited and oppre*sed masses but also among many in the
middle strata, in countries all over the world (lefs recall how at the
height of the Cultural Revolution the "Uttle Red Book,, of quotations from Chairman Mao outsold the Bible!).
What discredited communisrn, to the extent that this has happened, is in part the defeats handed the international proletariat
by the international bourgeoisie-the reversal of socialism and the
restoration of capitalism---and even more it is the revisionists who
carried out this actual capitalist restoration-in the name of communisrn These revisionists have had the worst of both worlds: an
ideology and political line that continues to claim it is aimed at
building socialism and advancing to communism, but that cannot
inspire and lead rursses of people to carry out the revolutionary
transformation of society and ilm not unnt to so inspire and lead
them; a "socialism" (and a notion of "communism,,) that defines
itself in terms of giving the people a standard of living and access
to consumer goods on the sarnHr even a higher-level than the
shaight-up imperialist societie, but is incapable of making good
on this.
This is what the revisionists in power in the Soviet Union and
in China have faced, and it is small wonder they have become
increasingly discredited among the people.
Looking at the recent events in the Soviet Union in broad
historical terms, it could be said that the Bolshevik revolution
represented bypassing the bouqgeois-democratic revolution and
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moving directly to socialism.* The rise to Power of revisionism,
beginning with Khrushchey's rise to Power, represented the restoration of capitalism without a bouqgeois-democratic revolution
and with the retention of certain outer forms, or trappings, of
socialism. And what is going on in the Soviet Union today rePre
sents the discarding of those happings of socialism and the taking
on of the more traditional forms of bourgeois rule, accompanied
by certain trappings of a bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. In fact,
there is no revolution going on-not even a bouqgeois-democratic
revolution-but there is the more open adoption of classical bourgeois forms.
This is related to the point I have talked about a number of
times-how the immediate negation of revisionism in such
countries, in terms of the masses (or at least influential sections of
them), is the demand not for genuine socialism but for bouqgeois
democracy. For example, we can see, with regard particularly to
the intellectuals in the Soviet Union and China, that what has
happened is thag as they have come to see rnore and more the
hypocrisy and self<ontradiction involved in the proclamations
and rule of these revisionists, many have spontaneously
gravitated toward open bourgeois democracy, oPen bourgeois
rule and capitalist economics. This is related to the fact that
revisionist rule involves the exploitation and oppression of the
masses in the ruru $ wialism and cottttmmisn,blut it is also very
much related to the selfdeception of the petty bourgmisie. And
here a point made by Marx is very relevanh the petty bouqgeoisie
generally tends to confuse its owry niilrcw interests with the
general interests of society.
I will come back to this question more fully later.

Communism is Not a "UtoPian T)T annY,"
But a Realizable and Liberating Goal
But finally from Brzezinski. In respondrng to the question of
* certain bourgeois-deurocratic dernands and taslG, such as eliminating feudal
relations in agricrrlture, were fulfilledin the context of the socialistrevolution, but
that is prec'rsJly the

."rolritioo ana
capitalisut.

point-this was done in the context of the proletarian-socialist
as part of a burga,i*datnctatic revolution leading to

"ot
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whether communism does representa certain kind of worthwhile

ideal-working for

the common good, etc., he says:

'It was pushing idealism to an extreme, translating it into an
institutionalized, coercive utopia that produced the aberrations
we saw in the Soviet Union. In my judgment, the strange
linkage between idealism pushed to an extrerre and alleged
rationality pushed to irrational extremes, The notion that you
could build a perfect society according to a blueprint, and in
the process you were then justified in eliminating anyone in
society who disagreed with you. All of that produced the
tragedy, crimes, and ultimately the failure we have seen."
This is a corunon refrain. In fact, it echoes Hannah Arendt and
her "theoriey' of totalitarianism, which I dissected inDarccracy.lt
is also very similar to comments in an article in the Nal YorkTima
wherc it is said:
[The Soviet Union] "was the source of tyranny, the epicenter
of the utopian ideology in whose name freedoms were crushed
and economies were crippled on two continents... The principal illusion, as Patriardr [!] Alexei had said, was that it was

possible to 'fabricate new human material,' to perfect man
through the artificial manipulation of social organization. The
contrasting strength of democracy and [thel free market, it
could be argued, lay in recognizing that for all his failings, man

functioned best when left to his own devices." ("\rVitness to
Revolution," NI1l", Augu st 25, 791)
First, this is nothing but an undisguised celebration of selfish-

In commenting on this in "End/Beginning" I pointed out
that you can tell a great deal about any system and its upholders
by what they insist on as necessary guiding principles. This insis.
tence on selfishness as a fundamental motive force in human
society is a glaring self-exposure on the part of the bourgeoisie, a
telling exposure of its outlook and "moraliY' and of the underlyness.

ing relations on which they are based.
Second, formulations such as "man left to his own devices',
and notions that there is some unchanging--and more than that
undtangublresence of human beings that is innate in them
and/or is shaped in them independently of the real world of
human beings and their social interaction-these are typical bour-
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geois obfuscations. Human beings can be said to have a certain
identity as a species: there are certain basic things that are common
to human beings in general<ertain things about their biological

makeup, including very importantly the development of their
brains. But this corunon human identity is relative and not ab'
solute, and in fact one of the most significant distinguishing features of human beings in general is their great "plasticity," that is,
their ability to adapt and change according to differing circumstances, and in turn to react upon and change those external
circumstances-nrore and more conriously.
Throughout their thousands of years of history human beings
and human society have undergone very great transformations,
even though, as emphasized before, this has taken place within
certain very definite limits-which themselves are due to the still
limid development of social productive forces and the cornee
ponding production and social relations, and not to some unchanging so-called 'tuman nature." Even what has been con-

sidered "human nature" (and what has been considered
"rational" and "irrational") has been different in different epochs
and in the ouflook of different classes (for example, what seems
"natural" or "rational" to a slavemaster and a slave is very differen! and, as a matter of fact, what seems rational or irrational to a
capitalist differs in significant respects fnom how this is seen by a
slavemaster-both are exploiters, but they r€Present diffrmt sy*
tems of exploitative relations, upheld by correspondingly different
valuesr "moralsr" etc.).
That certain corunon featurres can be identified in human
society up to the present time is owing, yes, to the fact that there
are certain basic qualities common to human beings in genera} but
specifically with regard to such things as the desire or willingness
to profit at the expense of others; the idea that some people or
nations are superior to others, and ttut rrren must dominate
worren; the notion that peoplds fate is controlled by supernatural
forces and powers: all this is the result not of 'truman nature" but
of the fact that up until now the basis has not yet efsted for
corunon abundance (note: amtnon abundance) and the elimination of the stuggle for individual existence and social antagonism.
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Before now, the basis has not existed for a society, a world, of freely
associating human bei.gs conscious of their relation to the rest of
nature and to each other in society. But the point is precisely that
the possibility, as well as the practical necessity, for such a world

now exists for the first time in human history. With revolutionary
slveep, Engels made this dear:
"If.. .division into dasses has a certain historical iustification,
has this only for a given period, only under given social
conditions It was based upon the insufficiency of production.
It will be slvept away by the complete development of modern
productive forces. And, in fact, the abolition of dasses in
society presupposes a degree of historical evolution at which
the existence, not simply of this or that particular ruling dass,
but of any ruling dass at all, and, therefore, the existence of
class distinction itself has become an obsolete anachronism. It
presupposes, therefore, the development of production carried out to a degree at which appropriation of the means of
production and of the products, and, with this, of political
domination, of the monopoly of culture, and of intellectual
leadership by a particular class of society, has become not
only superfl uous but economically, politically, intellectually,
a hindrance to development.
'This point is now reached....The possibility of seorring for
every member of society, by means of socialized production, an
existence not only fully sufficient materially, and becoming day
by day more full, but an existence guaranteeing to all the free
development and exercise of their physical and men6l faculties-this possibility is now for the first time here, but it b here,
'"Vvith the seizing of the means of production by society,
production of commodities is done away with, and, simultaneously, the mastery of the product over the producer. Anarchyin social production is replaced by systematic, definite
organization. The skuggle for individual existence disappears." (Engels, "Socialism: Utopian and Scientific," in

it

Marx and Engels, Selecteil Worlcs (MESIA, Moscotv, Progress
Publishers, v.3, pp. 74849).
Finally, in response to Brzezinski, Marxism is a scientific world

outlook-it is the opposite of utopianisrr-and Marx fought
vigorously throughout his life against various versions of
"utopian socialism" that were not grounded in reality-in the
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underlying basis of human society and its historical development.

And the socialist societies that have existed so far could not be
considered utopian by any stretch of the imagination-zor did
their leaders expect them to be utopias or decribe them as such.
But these societies do represent a great leap beyond capitalism and

all previous societies.
Lenin, and even Stalin to some degree, recognized and emphasized the fact that, while it does reprcsent such a great leap
socialist society would be full of conbadiction and struggle to
change circumstances and people, as Marx had put it. And, as
summarized earlieD Mao Tsehrng systematized this understanding and raised it to a higher level in developing the basic line
that socialist society is a long transition from capitalism to communism and that all throughout this transition thene are classes
and class struggl*most decisively the struggle between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie that is continually engendered by
the basic contradictions of socialist society itself-and therefore
there is the continual danger of capitalist restoration as well as the
danger of aggression by imperialism. And Mao insisted that, even
when humanity reached the stage of communism, society would
still be driven forward by mntradiction and struggle-in particular behnreen the old and the new and the correct and the
incorrect--although this would no longer be expressed as class
conhadiction and struggle. In what sense could such a vision
possibly be called utopian?!
But we should not leave it at that. In fact, there is an aspect in
which Marxism-Leninism-Maoism could be called "utopianl' or
"visionary." I mean this, of course, not in the sense in which these
bourgeois ideologists and apologists mean it-not in the sense
that Marxism-Leninism-Maoism promises some "perfec(' society
without contradiction+s Mao put it, without conhadiction and
struggle life would come to an end. What I do rnean is that
Marxism-[aninism-Maoism indudes, and must indude, an aspect
of looking beyond the limitations set by the cunent stage of
human society and envisioning a radically different world in
which human beings have been ernancipated from the shackles of
class-divided society.

The point is

this-to
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there is in this vision of qcmmunism a certain identity, a synthesis,
of the ideal and the rational. That is, the ideal of a world without

exploitation and oppression, without class distinctions or even
national distinctions, is, at this stage of human history, a rationala realizablryoal. But, in the deeper, fundamental philosophical
sense, this is not a matter of idealisrry but of materialism-*dialectical materialism-it is an expression of the fact that the develop
ment of human society, occurring not only through gradual
changes but more decisively through revolutionary leaps and
radical ruptures, has prepared the ground for the achievement of
such a communist society, and more than that uqgently demands
its realization. As Lenin once said with regard to the revolutionary
struggle it is not only alright, if is necessary to dream-so long as

your dreams are in accord with the course of development of
reality and if you then work tirelessly to bring your dreams into
realization on that basis. And this is precisely how we should
approach the question of communism-now more than ever.
This is my reply to the Brzezinskis, the Bushes, and the like on
the so<alled "demise of communism."

Mechanical "Historical Materialism" and
Dialectical Historical Materialism
Next I want to respond, more briefly, to a recent article in Naz
P,eoiao. This is an article which takes the point of view of many
so-called "socialists" these days in declaring that the attempt at
cenhalized planning in socialist countries has been, or has ended
iry a complete failure. I have already spoken to this general point
at some length, but there is one particular point in this article that
I want to take up. In a footnote, the author of the article, Robin
Blackburn, invokes something written by Engels in TluPasnt War
in Gomary to imply that a Marxist analysis would lead to the
conclusion that the Bolsheviks were wrcng to attempt to carry out
a socialist revolution. Here is the relevant passage from that footnote (including the quote from Engels):

I*ft

'Referring to the situation of Munzeq, the lader of the
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Peasant War of the early sixteenth century, he [Engelsl wroter

Not only the movement of his time, but the whole century
was not ripe for the realization of the ideas for which he had
himself only just begun to groPe. The dass which he represented [the reference is to the early proletariat-B.A.] not only
was not developed enough and incapable of subduing and
transforming the whole of society, but it was just beginning to
come into existence. The social transformation that he Picfirred
in his fantasy was so little grounded in the then existing
economic conditions that the latter were a prepa.ration for a

social systerr diametrically opposed

to that of which

he

dreamL' (Frederick Engels, The Peasant War in Germany', in
Leonard Krieger, d., Tlu Genrun Ranlutions, Chicago, 1967, p.
105.) The Bolsheviks [mntinues Blackburn] would have known
this passage well, with its condusion that nevertheless Munzer
was right to act as he did. From the Menshevik position the
important point would be that, whatever his dreams, Munzer
was right to engage in a struggle that could not go beyond the
horizon of some early bourgeois republic. In endorsing

Munzer's struggle, Engels was certainly not reclmmending an
attempted direct leap to communism regardless of conditions.
He would have agreed with his friend Plekhanov that sudt an
attempt in an isolated and backward country could only result
in the sort of 'patriarchal despotisurl practiced by the Incas...."
("Fin de Siecle: Socialism after the Crash," footnote 7)

Blackburn, rather obviously, identifies with the Position of the
Mensheviks, including Plektunov (and he tries to insinuate Engels
into the Menshevik camp as well!). The Mensheviks, the Kautskys,

Tiotskys, and all the rest, down to their rrodernday socialdemocratic derendanb, have consistently opposed the attempt to
carry out the socialist transformation of an economically backward county, such as the Soviet Union and China. The best that
could realistically result from the overthrow of Tsarism in Russia,
according to their logic, would have been some kind of bouqgeois
republic, with a socialdemocratic-led working class movement
playrng a significant reformist oppositional role--as indeed was
the case in Germany both before and after the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. And the worst? Well, as these people see it, it is the
imposition of some kind of totalitarianism based on a bulky, backward economy-eomething akin to "the sort of 'patriarchal
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despotism' practiced by the Incas"! This is how such peoplethrough the distord eyeglasses of socialdemocracy+ee the experience of the Soviet Union from the time of the October 1917
Revolution on.
In answering this, it is important to emphasize a point that is
central to Engels's analysis: at the time of the peasant wars in
Germany (the early 1500s) capitalism wasin a very primitive stage
of development--and in Germany especially so-and the prole
tariat was in a very undeveloped state as a social class. Although
Russia in 1917 was a backward country compared with the other
imperialist countries of that tirre, such as England, France, the
USA, and also Germany, still the conditions in Russia then were
radically different fnom those in Germany 400 years earlier! There
were, in Russia, advanced productive forces and above all there
was a proletariat which, though it constituted a relatively small
percentage of the total populatiory played a significant part in the
economic life of the country and'was capable of playing an immense role in its political life, as indeed the October Revolution
proved. There was, in short, a sufficient material basis not only to
overthrow the capitalist system but to go on and build the socialist
system and continue on the socialist road toward communism.
And, in fact, under the leadership of knin, anJ then Stalin, this
was done.
This is one of those old questions that has been spoken to many
times, beginning with [,enin's ans\ /er to the original Mensheviks,

along with Kautsky and the like. But, especially in today's circumstances, this needs to be spoken to once again.
First le(s look at what Leninls answer was to IGutsky, et al., on
this quetion. Lenin put it this way, during the first few years of the

Soviet republic:

"Infinitely stereotyped, for instance, is the argument they
learned by rote during the development of West-European
Social-Democracy, namely, that lve are not yet ripe for
socialism, that, as certain 'learned' gentlemen among them put
it, the objective ecpnomic premises for socialism do not exist in
our country. It does not ocrur to any of them to ask: but what
about a people that found itself in a revolutionary situation
such as that created during the first imperialist war? Might it
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not, influenced by the hopelessness of its situation, fling itself
into a struggle that would offer it at least some chance of
securing conditions for the further development of civilisation
that were somewhat unusual?....
"If a definite level of culture is required for the building of
socialism (although nobody can say iust what that definite
'level of culture' is, for it differs in every West-Europmn
country), why cannot we begin by first achieving the prerequisites for that definite level of ctrlture in a revolutionary

way, and tlun, with the aid of the workerd and peasants'
government and the Soviet systenn, proceed to overtake the
othen nations?" ("Our Revolution " January 76, 1923, LCW,
v.33, pp. 4n-79)
Lenin was profoundlycorrectin this. He wasprofoundly ocrrect
in repudiating this "theory of the poductive forcEs," which preEnds
there is some absoluE standard or level of productive forces that
must exist before it is possible to athmpt socialist transformation of
society; or that, in any case, it is impossible to attempt this trans'
formation in abackward country without higtly developed tech-

nology such as we see

in the so-called advanced capitalist

countries.

What Lenin said here was also related to his understanding
that it would be very unlikely that socialist revolution would
occur in all countries, all at the same tirrre, but was much more
likely to occur in one or a few at any given time. knin made the
following very important point in relationship to this and in
refutation of those who insist on some notion of a simultaneous
world revolution<r at least a socialist revolution that involves
the capture of political power by the working class in a number of
advanced capitalist countries, all at the sanre time. Here is how
Lenin put it

"I know that there are, of course, wiseacres with a high
opinion of themselves and even calling themselves socialists,
who assert that power should not have been taken until the
revolution broke out in all countries. They do not rmlize that in
saylng this they are deserting the revolution and going over to
the side of the bourgeoisie. To wait until the working classes
carry out a revolution on an international scale means that
everyone will remain suspended in mid-air. This is s€nseless."
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("Report on Foreign Poliry Delivered at a Joint Meeting of the
All-Russia Central Executive Committee and the Moscow
Soviet " May 74, 7978, LCW, v. 27, p. 372)

In other words, knin was sa)rlng if you have an "Alphonse/
Gaston" approach of 'hfter you, no after you, no after you"-with
eve{yone waiting for everyone else to break through first-then
nobody will ever break through and we'll never getbeyond where
wear€. That,ashesaid, is nonsense, and wonse than nonsense. But
what is revealed in this sbmggle betrueen l.enin and the
Kautskyite/Menshevik "wiseacres," what is fundamentally at
odds in these two different attitudes toward the October Revolution and the prospects of building socialism in the Soviet Republic,
is that l.enin had, in a scientific sense, a faith in the masse+ in their
ability to transform society through their revolutionary struggle.
Whereas the Kautskyites, Mensheviks, and so on looked at the
rrusses and saw only a backward mass-they "forgo(' the basic
principle of Marxism that the working people themselves are the
most important and revolutionary prcductive forcethey had
faith only in technology developed under capitalist relations.
From the standpoint of Lenin's basic orientation, we Gm say
that Stalin was fundamentally correct in his struggle against
Trotsky, Zinoviev Bukharin and other so-called leaders of the
October Revolution over the questionof whether theycould go on
and build socialism in the Soviet Union or whether socialism was
impossible in such a backward country without successful
socialist revolutions in Europe which could come to the assistance
(or "rescud') of the Soviet republic, by providing technology as
well as in other ways. This was the monumental struggle over
"socialism in one country," which came to a head in the period
after Lenin's death (in 7924).*
* ln "Conquer the World' I said tlnt, in the struggle over "socialisn in one
country," to a certain degree Stalin "begged the question" of what is sociali$xl.
There I was being deliberately provocative to emphasize the point that the
struggle to carry out the socidist transformation of society in any one cpuntry
must not be xparaEd from--and still less raised abov+the overall world
revolutionary skuggle of tre international proletariat, wtridr was a definite (and
more and more pronounccd) tendency in Stalin. Butitremains true that in tems
of thefundammtalquestion thatposeditself in theskugglebetween Stalin on the
one hand and people like Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Bukharin and other so-called
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Stalin did emphasize, paficularly inthatperiod of themid and
late 1920s, that they should support and assist the revolutionary
struggle internationally and that the fate of socialism in the Soviet
Union was ultimately bound up with the advance of the world
revolution---and not just the socialist rnovernent in Eurupe,let itbe
noted: one of Stalin:s real contributions lay in recognizing and
building on the fact that the Soviet Union created a bridge to the
revolutionary struggles of the peoptes of the East, and that the
international communist movement must not restrict itself to a
Eurocentric view of the world revolutionary proc€ss. But at the
same time, Stalin insisted that the socialist transformation of the
Soviet Union was possible, and necessary, without "waiting" for
"deliverance" fnrm the socialist revolution elsewhere (and particularly in Europe).
Stalin was on the right side in these struggles both in the sense
that his line, as opposed to the others, was consistent with and the
"logical extension" of knin's position and more fundamentally,
because Stalin's (and Leninjs) line corresponded to reality.*
Whatever errors Stalin did make in implernenting this strategic
orientation-and he did make a number of errors, some of them
quite serious (even grievous), as we have already summd uF
nevertheless on this fundamental point of forging ahead with the
building of socialism in the Soviet Union he was correct, and in
practice he did lead the masses in the Soviet Union in carrying out
socialist bansformation and construction.

leaders of the October RevoluHon on the other, Stalin was cprrect in lnsilsting that
in one form or anotherlrom the "lel(' or openly from the right-the line of
thooeothersamounted to arguing that the Bolstreviks should giveup on carrying
out the socialist transformation of the Soviet Union.

* It is very worthwhile to study Stalin's writings and speeches during the critical
years of 1y2y29, in particular his lively and substantial polemics. It seems that
very few of those who dmounce Stalin and distort his role have actually done
this.

Once Again on the Historical Experience
of the Proletarian RevolutionOnce More on Conquering the World
As we have seen, people like the author of this N* Itft Ranieu
article (Robin Blackburn) and in general the so-called "democratic
socialistd' of various shipes, following in the footsteps of Kautsky,
totsky, the Mensheviks in Russia, and so on, raise questions
about the historical possibilities and invoke the specter of neces.
sary material conditions in order to say, of the proletarians in
Russia and of all proletarian revolutions: they should not have
seized power, they should not have retained power, they should
not have attempted the radical tansformation of society.
The fact is that the proletarian revolution has not gone the way
the original founders of the communist movernent (Man< and
Engels) foresaw it. What conclusions should be drawn from this,
and what course of action should flow from this? With regard to
this, as with every other question-and above all every question
touching on the nature and direction of society{ifferent classes
are bound to have very different outlooks and to draw very

dif-

ferent conclusions.

Mar/s and Engels's general expectation was that the proletarian revolution would succeed first in one or a number of
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capitalist countries in which the prcductive forces (and in particular bchnological development) were highly developed and
the proletariat formed a rnajority (or at least was the laqgest single
class in society). Instead the proletarian revolution has won victory first-and so far only-in countries which were backward
technologically and in which the proletariat was a relatively srnall
minority of the population, existing in a "s€a" of small-scale
producers and traders (particularly peasants). And these proletarian revolutions and the socialist state they brought into being
have edsted in a world still dominated economically, politically,
and militarily by imperialism.
I have spoken to these conditions and their strategic implications for the proletarian revolution and the final goal of communism in a number of other talks and writings. Here I want to
focus on a few key aspects of this and dig into them more deeply
and from some different angles in light of presentday world
developments.

The Question of Productive Forces
First of all, it is very important to keep in mind that this
question of the necessary material conditions-that iq the degree
of development of the productive forces and in particular of the
proletariat as a dass in relation to the rest of the dasses in societymust not be seen in some metaphysical way, that is, in absolute
and unchanging terms.

Here it is important to stress that, considering the productive
forces in the world as a whole, they are in fact very highly
developed as compared with whatMarx and Engels were familiar
with a hundred years ago. Right now there are definitely sufficient
productive forces in the world as a whole to establish the necessary material conditions for a communist world, if that were the
only question, taken by itself.
The problem is not lack of productive forces in the world as a
whol+it is the way in which those productive forces are controlled, distributed, and utilized. It is the prevailing economic and
political systern It is the lopsidedness that flows from this, where
a handful of people in a handful of counhies rmnopolize owner-
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ship and control of the productive forces on the basis of exploitation and plunder in countries all over the globe. It is, as Marx
described it, the accumulation of wealth and power at one pole on
the part of a small minority of exploiters, and at the other pole,
among the greatmajority, the accumulation of toil and misery and
agony---and today, even more than in Marx's tirne, this is some

thing that holds true not only within particular countries but
above all on a world scale.
Not only is the lopsidedness in the world likely to persist for a
fairly long time but, bound up with this, for some time the socialist
states thatcome into being will veryprobablybegin with a level of
technology and labor productivity that will be below that of the

remaining imperialist countries and
produce the material abundance that

will not be sufficient to
will be required for com-

munisrn Further, the development of the necessary material abundance for communrsra cannot be achieved by focusing primary
attention on the development of technolory and labor productivity in and of themselves, but by taking the revolutionary trans.
formation of society as the key link and the spur to the unleashing
of the productive force*-above all, the working people-and the
development of socialist production. At the sarne time, and most
fundamentally, the necrssary conditions for communism must be
achieved and can only be achieved on a worldwide basis, through
the advance and eventual final victory of the world proletarian
revolution.*
This problem cannot be overcome quickly for the basic reason
that, at least for a certain historical period, particularly in the early
stages of the world proletarian revolutiory the prcletarian revolution is very unlikely to occur in the malrrity of counhiee-or even
a large number of them--all at once, but is more likely to occur in
one or a few countries at a time. And, as fundamental and important as proletarian internationalism is, it remains Uare as a general
principle that revolution can only be made by the masses thenp
selves within different countries, in accordance with the conditions in those countries, although in the laqger context of the world
*

I will return to these decisive questions more fully in the diruseion of the
principle fonnulated by Mao: "grasp revolution, promote production."
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situation as a whole. The proletariat, where it breaks through,
seizes power and establishes its own state, can and must give all
possible support to the revolutionary struggle in other countriesin fact it must treat its own state as above all a base area for the
world revolution-but with all that, it cannot "substitute for" the
revolutionary struggle of the masses in those other countries.

The World Revolution: Advance and Corsolidation
This brings us once again to a central question focused on in
Conquu the World: how can socialist states act as, above all, base
areas for the world revolution, and how does this relate to the
continuing revolution and the transformation of society within the
socialist country itself, as well as to the defense of the socialist
country against imperialist aggression?
Lefs look once again at the statementmade by Mao Tsetung in
1968 about the "final vicbrJ/' of socialism and what it would require:
"We have won great victory. But the defeated class will still
struggle. These people are still around and this dass still exists.
Therefore, we cannot speak of final victory. Not even for decades. We must not lose our vigilance. Acmrding to the Leninist
viewpoint, the final victory of a socialist country not only requires
the efforts of the proletariat and the broad masses of the people
at home, but also involves the victory of the world revolution
and the abolition of the systerr of o<ploitation of man by man
over the whole globe, upon which all mankind will be errancipatd. Therefore, it is wrong to speak lightly of the final victory

of the revolution in our country; it runs count€r to Leninism
and does not conform to facts." Mao, cited in the 9th Party
Congress Reryrt of the Chinese Communist Party, pp. 5,t-55)

It is very important to uphold the orientation that Mao

sets

forth here, which is, in its principal aspect and essentially, internationalist But at the same time it is also necessary as I have
pointed out before, to make a break with certain nationalist and
"linear" tendencies still reflected, as a secondary tendency, in this.
In other words, to put it in simple terms, the question should not
be conceived of in terms of "the final victory of a socialist country,"
but the final victory of the international proletariat. This is notiust
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nuance-it is not a matter of picking at minor differences of formulation. It has to do with the question of hottt the
process of world revolution is conceived: whether the conception
a question of

is one where each counhy advances from socialism to comrnre or less on its own dynamic, while at the sarrre time

munism

socialist counbies and revolutionary struggles mutually suPPort
and assist each other-which is what I mean by a nationalist and
"linear" tendency; or whethex, on the other hand, there is a fuller

recognition that the fate of the rcvolutionary struggles and
socialist societies in different countries are bound together at all
stages and in a concentrated way at certain coniunctures of world
contradictions, and that the world arena is the decisive arena and
the basic point of departure.
This is very much bound up with the question-or contradiction-of advance and consolidation within the world proletarian
revolutionary process. Given that the world proletarian revolution,like everything else, proceeds in waves ol better *id,tnspirals
and notina straightline, atanygiventinrc, and especially (though
not exclusively) at key conjunctures of world contradictionq there
will be the possibility of making qualitative advances-estab'
lishing new socialist states, making leaps forward in already existing socialist states, and so on-and then it will not be possible to
make further breakthroughs on the same level and to the same
extent internationally, for a certain period. It will then be necessary
to glve more weight to consolidating wha(s been won, while carrying forward the revolutionary struggle under the given conditions
and laying the basis for further leaps, on the international level
especially, when that again becomes possible in the future.
As we've discussed before, one of the sharpest expressions of
this whole contradictory prooess is the contradiction between
defense of the socialist countries that do exist at any given time, on
the one hand, and, on the other hand, the promotion and support
of revolutionary struggles worldwide. It is very important to have
a correct basic orientation toward this and to correctly apply internationalist principles in this regard. On the surface it might seem
as if these two things should not be in conhadiction. You could
look at it-and it has been looked at this way in the history of the
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international communist movement to a significant degree-as if
everybody is striving for world communism, everybody is making
their contributions by making revolution in their own country and
supporting revolutionary struggles elsewhere, so everything
should be moving together in the sarrre direction and there is no
contradiction, or at least this is a contradiction that can be easily
handled. But, in fact, this is a very real and complex contradictiory
one that at times has become very acute.
It has become very acute precisely at those times when the fate
of a socialistcountryhas hungin thebalance, owingto themenace
of attackby imperialist states, or achral attackbyimperialist states.
Generally this has been at times of profound crisis, upheaval, and
conflict within the imperialist worl4 all of which heightens the
prospects for advancing the revolutionary struggle in different

counties and in the world as a whole. Sudt was the situation
involving the Soviet Union in the period immediately leading up
to and then during World War 2 and the situation that found CNna
facing the veryreal threat of nuclear and other military attack from
the then social-imperialist Soviet Union at the end of the 1960s and

into the 1970s. Confronted with pmfound and acutely expressed
contradictions such as this, we cannot on the one hand say that the
world revolution is what counts, as some kind of abstraction,
while acting as if the concrete advances made in that world revolution-and in particular the establishment of socialist stateg-don't
really count for anything. This is, in '1ef(' form, a negation of
internationalism and a denial of the real tasks of the intemational
proletariat. It is a cmcial task of the proletariat internationally, and
not just of a socialist state by itself, to defend the socialist states
that do exist at any given time and to do everything possible to
strengthen the proletariat there in the struggle to carry forward the
revolutionary transformation of society.
At the same time-and this has been the geater tendency and
the greater problem in the international communist movementwe cannot say that whatever the socialist counhry does in defense
of itself is automatically-by mere virtue of the fact that it is a
socialist country-in the interests of the international proletariat.
This has to be examined concretely, and the interests of the inter-
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to be made the guiding principle. The defense of a socialist state, as truly and prcfoundly
important as it is, has to be placed in this context This, agairy is a
principle we have stated before, but it is one of those bedrock
principles that mustbe reaffirmed and reemphasized continually.
It might be asked: whafs so important about shessing this
pnnople nou,since, unfortunately, we don't even have any socialist states? But the point is this if our orientation is not correct towards
mairr questions that have posed themselves and will again pose
themselves very acutely for the international communist move
ment, then we won't be able to build the revolutionary struggle
correctly toward the establishment of socialist states and to continue i! througlr many spirals, to the final goal of world communism.
As I referred to, all this is heighbned at critical iunctures---or
conjunctures.-when the mairr contradictions in the world are
bound together more tightly and things "come to a head." At such
times, the contradiction between defense of the socialist country
and promotion/support of the world revolution as a whole becomes mor€, not less, intense and rrnre, not less, difficult to
handle. At the same time, the situation holds heightened possibilities for advance. All of this emphasizes the importance of
correctly Sasplng and handling this decisive contradiction.

national prcletariat

as awhole have

Proletarian Revolution and ntemati
The Social Base
I

onalisnr-

Here it is helpful to focus on a point that was raised by Mao in
the last few years of his struggle against the capitalist-roaders in
China, in the form of a campaign arround a classical Chinese novel

called Watu Margin That novel was used to illustrate crucial
features of the capitalist-roaders and key aspects of the struggle
then going on between revisionism and communism, between the
capitalist road and the socialist road. The point was made in that
campaign, using that novel as teaching rnaterial, that those in
China who were determined to stop the revolution halfway, and
thereby create the conditions for capitalist restoration, would also
capitulate to imperialism, particularly in the face of a growing
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threat of outright military attack from the imperialists.*
This relates to what is stressed in 'GndlBeginning" on the

question of "unresolved contradictions under socialisrn" On the
one hand there are tendencies for people whose lot has improved
under socialism--and above all for people who, as Mao put it
have become high officials and want b protect their nar:now interests as such-to becorre conservative and to try to smooth over
contradictions and suppr€ss stmggle all of which stnengthens the
forces favoring capitalist restoration. But on the other hand there
is "the positive side of unresolved contradictions unden socialisrn-the bringrng to the fore of driving forces for revolutionary
transformation in the socialiststag+forteson the cufting edge of
contradictions that are coming to the fore as decisive questions in
terms of whether society will be moved forward or dragged backward.... Fundamentally, all these are forces that are favorable to
the continuation of the revolution. By unleashing them and 'iump
ing in' with them into the swirl of struggle it will be possible to
strengthen the influence and leadership of the proletariat within
this mass upheaval and to direct the rnain thrust of the masses'
resistance and defiance against those in authority who are acting
like big shots and are seeking to restore a system based on the
oppression and exploitation of the masses" (P'eoolution, Fall 1990,
P.21).

Each of these two roads and lines-the socialist road and the
communist line on the one side, and the capitalist road and the
revisionist line on the other side-has its own social base; and it is

importantto identify, to relyupou to fullymobilize the social base
for proletarian revolution and proletarian intemationalism. And
the two are completelybound up together. Thoseclass forces whose
intercsts lie in the thoroughgoing trarsformation of society, in the
continuation of the revolution within the socialist country, are
also those who will be staunchest in their opposition to imperialism and in their support of the revolutionary struggles
* For a zumma4r of the aims ol tlis Water klargiz campaign and the struggle in
relation to it, as well as some documents from that struggle, see And lvIoo Makes 5,
Chicago Banner hess, 197& Introductior1 'Mao Tsetung's Last Great Battle," by
Raymond Lotta, especially pp. 3234; and the section "Crifidzlng Water Margtn "
pp.239-256.
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throughout the world.It is this social base thatmustbe mobilized
and relied on above all-not only in general in carrying out the
socialist revolution, but particularly at those critical junctures, or
conjunctures, when both the fate of the socialist counby anil the
direction of the entire world revolutionary movernent are placed
acutely on the agenda and can come acutely into contradictiorU
when an incorrect handling of this contradiction can contribute to
serious setbacks for the international proletariat, but a correct
handling of it can contribute to truly great leaps forward of worldhistoric importance.

Grasp Revolution, Promote Production
There is another crucial point that must be discussed in connection with all this, and that is the principle formulated by Mao:
"gasp revolution/promob production." Le{s dig into key questions involved in this principle.*

Ttansforming Relations Among Peopleand Tlansf orming Ownership
Icnin, in giving a basic definition of social

classes, explairred

how

* When

I was writing '€nd/Beginnind' and ',Ivlao More Than Ever" I also induded 'A Final Note," with four points wtridr summarize key principles for
carrFng forward the revolution under the dictatorstrip of the proletariat and
combating revisionisn and the rise to power of the bourgeoisie. The prindple
"grasp revolution/promote production" was not induded in that "Final Note,"
but it should have been. Those four points in that "note ' are principles relating
particularly to the class struggle-revolution-as such; but obviously "grasp
revoluHon/promote production" has a very cloee reladonship to, and a fun-

damental bearing on, the question those four points were sPeaking b.
Among the main trings I studiedin preparing thb section of this book werean
important pampNet by Chang Chun-chiao (Zrang Chunqiao), one of the main
revolutionary leaders arrested in the revidonist coup right after Mao's death; a
textbook on political eaonomy published tn Shanghai in the early 192)s (one
edition of this work, entitled Futrihnentals of Political E@nofly, edited with an
introduction by George C. Wang has been published by M.E. Sharpe, Inc.); and

various artides and other writings from the period of Mao's last great battle
against revisionisn, personified by Deng )tiaoping. I found these works to be
very drallmging in dealing with questions that have profound implications for
the overall question of the socialist revolution and the advane to courmrmism. I
am dnwtng heavily from these works in the summary that follows on this crucial
question of "grasp revolution /promote production."
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they are rmted in three interrelated aspects of the relations of
production: one, and most importantly, the ownership system;
two, the relations of people in the process of social labori and three,
their place in the system of distribution and their share in the
distribution of social wealth (see "A Great Beginning" LCW,
v.29,p.427).
Arrong thee three aspects of the relations of productiory
ownership is the most important. But it must not be seen as the
only important factor in the relations of production and must not
be viewed statically in relation to the others. This becomes an
especially important question in socialist society, where even after
socialist ownership has in the main been achieved, there is still the
question of significant differences and inequalities left over from
capitalist society and their expressions in law, poliry, and ideology,
which are generally summarized under the term "bouqgeois
right." Here the whole question of the superstructure and its
relation to the economic base also has to be taken up.
In an important article written in 7975, Chang Chun-chiao
pointed out

"It is perfectly correct for people to give full weight to the
decisive role of the system of ownership in the relations of
production. But it is incorrect to give no weight to whether the
issue of ownership has been resolved merely in fonrr or in
achral fact, to the reaction upon the system of ownership exertd by the two other aspects of the relations of production*
the relations among people and the form of distribution--and
to the reaction upon the economic base s<erted by the suPerstructure; these two aspects and the superstructure may play a
decisive role under given conditions. Politics is the concentrated ocpression of economics. Whether the ideological
and political line is correct or incorrect, and which dass holds
the leadership, decides whidr dass owns those factories in actual
fact" (Chang Chun-chiao, "On Exerdsing All-Round Dctatorship Over the Bourgeoisie," in And Mrc Mal<n 5, pp. 21T74)

Lefs look at this more closely. In the Shanghai political economy @xtbook and also generally in the line put forward under
Mao's lmdership, great emphasis was given to what was referred
to as the "middle link" in the relations of production: the relations
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among people in the proce&s of production (the Chinese revolutionaries used the term "interpersonal relations" as a shorthand
way of referring to this "middle link"). Emphasis was given espe
cially to what was called "the active rcle of interpersonal relations."
Along with ftis, greatimportance wasattadred b the initiatingrole
of flre superstmcture. Whatdo these oncepts rrrean?
To begin with interpersonal relations: this refers to such thi.gs

as the relationship between numagers and workers in

an
enterprise, the relationship between manual workers and the technicians and intellectual workers, and so on. The point that was
stresed by Mao in his 'Critique" of Soviet political economy (and
this is also a point focused on in the Shanghai political economy
textbook) is that in socialist society the character of the ownership
system at any particular stage sets the general framework for the
transformations that can be made in the production relations, but
within that general framework there are great changes that can be
brought about in the middle link of interpersonal relations.
Lefs look at sonre concrete, specific policies. Flaving managers,
and also leading party and state functionaries, take part in productive labor together with the masses; having the masses take part in
important sphere of the superstructure such as administrative
tasks and the spheres of education and culture; having the masses
take part in developing technology: all these break down impor-

tant aspects of the division of labor handed down from the old
- society. This division of labor cannot be overcorne all at once, but
it has to be continually "bnrught under attacK' and transformed to
the greatest degree possible at any given time, or else the society
will go backwards to capitalisrn
And, as the statement by Chang Chun-chiao indicates, such
changes in relations among people in production (or interpersonal
relations), along with changes in the distribution system, can exert
a very profound effect on the ownership system. Lefs look again
at the concrete situation in socialist China. Although in a relatively
short period they were able to transform the overwhelming part of
ownership in industry into state ownership in the countryside,
where the peasants constituted the great bulk of the people, they
were not yet able to make such a transformation. At the time the
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revisionists usurped power, almost thirtyyears after the victory of
the Chinese revolutioD it was still the case that the main form of
ownership in the countryside was collectiveownership by groups
of peasants (and not state ownership). And beyond that, within
those collective forms of ownership the basic accounting units,
that is, the basic units of production responsible for their own
profit and loss, were still relatively small "production teams" of
peasants.

In the countrysidg within the people's conununet there were
three levels of ownership: the tearn, the brigade, and the commune. And although there were a number of tasks undertaken at
the commune level and although the communists in leadership
were constantly striving to develop more things on that level, so
that there would be a laqger collectivity of people in terms of
ownership and also in terms of pooling their labor for plnjects, still
the situation could not be quickly changed where there existed not
only collective ownership among groups of peasants instead of
state ownership but where a considerable part of actual ownership
and responsibility for profit and loss was accounted for by relatively small-scale economic units.
Bu! within this overall situation, tremendously significant
transformations could be made, such as having the technicians
and experts who were in the countryside take part in productive
labor together with the masses of peasants; and on the other hand
having the masses take part in planning in technical innovatiory
and in administration. Such steps as these are not only important
in their own right in preventing the differences among people in
the process of production from growing more and more into relations that ve{ge on class o<ploitatiory but they are also important
in terms of how they react upon the ownership system.
There wasalso ongoingand attirrcsvery sharp struggle to win
the peasants to put the interests of the larger collective above that
of their smaller unit of production (and of profit and loss): for
example to undertake projects that might not, in the short rury be
as financially rewarding for their brigade or team (and the individual peasants themselves), but would strengthen the collective economy and the qcllective spirit and further uileash the Pro-
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ductive force6, drereby serving tre otwall andlong-trm interes{s of
the masses of peasants And the nrasses of peasants, and workers,
were mobilized to carry out production that was far removed from
their immediate arxt more individual needs.*ut which served their
in sEiving for world commost fundamental and highest inffi
munisrr-production gealed to supporting revolutionary strugles
throughout flre world, b serve theworld revolution
To ake another decisive aspect of social relations, the struggle
to emancipate women from patriarchal oppressiory to have men
take an equal part in household tasks while moving to socialize
many of thesetasks; to breakthe shacklesrestraining women from
fully participating in every sphere of life: all this was not only
important in terms of its political and ideological dimensions but
also represented a further radical transformation of the relations of
people in production and a tremendous liberation of the productive forces, above all the masses of women themselves.
The more these kinds of changes are struggled through, the
more the consciousness of people is raised at the same time as the
material basis is developed to undertake some changes in the
ownership systern (And specifically in the Chinese countryside,
such changes would mean having more aspects of pnoduction
raised to the level of brigade accounting or even corunune accounting in accordance with the development of the productive
forces and the economy overall.) It's not that the development of

the economy-and specifically of technology-is unimportant:
this is extremely important, and it is necessary that a certain level
of abundance be achieved at each stage before major transformations of the ownershiP system can be made. For example, looking
at socialist China's experience once again, it would have been
necessary for there to be a leap in the level of development of the
productive forces in the countryside, and in the economy overall,
before there could be a radical change to a situation where the
corunune level accounted for all, or nearly all, of the ownership
and profit-and-loss responsibility in the countryside. A still greater
level of productive forces would have to be reached before there
could be yet another great lea5{rom collective ownership by
peasants to ownership by the whole people (first in the form of
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state ownership and then, eventually, with the abolition of classes
and the state, in the form of direct ownership by the whole of
society without the mediation of the state). But the point is that
this whole process -uill proceed thrcugh stages, or spirals, and that
to remain on the socialist rcad it is necessary to unleash the conscious initiative of the masses to push forward this whole process
thrrougha dialectic of unleashing the productive forces on thebasis
of transformations in the production relations, utilizing the active
role of interpersonal relations.*
In sum, these changes in interpersonal relations, or relations
among people in the productive prccess, have a trremendous bearing, not only on the division of labor itself but also on transformations that can and will be made in the ownership system. And this,
in turn, has trremendous bearing on other important leftovers from
capitalism, particularly the persisEnce of commodity relations-

between these various collectives of peasants; between the peasant
collectives on the one hand and the state sector of the economy,
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production under socialisrn-it must notbe allowed to determine
what is produced and how. On the other hand, so long as commodity relations persist, the law of value has to be taken into
account in production and exchange. If handled correctly, this can
be a useful tool in helping to ensure that the planning and the
functioning of the economy is in conformity with the actual objective conditions and objective laws of economic development (such
as the fundamental law that thi.gs pnoduced represent a certain
amount of social labor, which will have to be taken into account
even in communist society-although then it will not have to be,
and will not be, reflected in the principle of exchange based on
equivalent amounts of labor, which is the principle that governs
commodity exchange). But the point is to utilize the law of value
precisely in the service of advancing fiom where thi.gs actually
are toward the goal of communism, proceeding toward this goal
in a series of waves or spirals.

particularly in industry, on the other hand; and even between
different enterprises within the state-owned sector.
The persistence of commodity relations means that such things
as the law of value-according to which the value of things
produced is equivalent to the socially necessary labor-time involved in their production-<annot be overcome and surpassed
right away. This law of value bears within it the seeds of
capitalism, and it must not be allowed to be in command of

Egalitarianism and Common Abundance
Under Socialism

* In considering "this whole process,' it is of decisive importane to keep in mind
thatthe advance b cpmmunisn can onlybe carried outon a worldscale, through

economy textbook yes, it is correct to be against absolute egalitarianisnU but it is not correct to be against egalitarianism in general.
To take the one aspect of this-why it is correct to be against
absolute egalitarianism-you cannot say everybody must get exactly the same pay, or frankly, many technicians and others who
occupy such positions will rebel againstyou and in various ways
undermine the socialist economy. For a certain period rnany of
these technicians, "experts," and so on will, of necessity, be people

In all this the question of abundance is very important. But the
question is: abundance for what purpose, of what kind, guided by
what line and toward what end? This is related to another very
important question with regard to the production relations"-the
systern of distribution and the inequalities involved in this under
socialism.

A very important point was made in the Shanghai political

the revolutionary struggle of Ere international proletariaU and that all along the
way the revolutionary skuggle and kansforurations within a particular socialist
country will interpenetrate and interact with the dass struggle in other counEies
and will take plae in fte larger and ultirnately decisive franrework of the world
situation and dranges within iL But tris dearly should not be taken to mean, with
regard to eifter a proletariat that has already seized power and rules in a socialist
country or the proletarians in other cpuntries who have not yet seized power, that
they shouldhave a pasive detemrlnist approach. On the @ntrary, they should
actively seize the initiative b Ere greateet degree possible at every stage to make
the greatest advancee poestble in the immediate arma (the particular country) tn
which they are skuggling while carrying this forward in zuch a way as b give
mardmum support to revolutionary struggles internationallp to serve and propel
forward the world proletarian revolution.

who were trained in the old society; and even many who are
brought up in the new society will not be willing b accept the
same wage as the less skilled workersin production. Thesetechni-
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cal positions-and intellectual labor generally-{o require mone
formal education, more time involved in the acquisition of the
necessary knowledge; and so long as commodity relations persist,
the value of this skilled and inbllechral labor will be greater than
the value of labor which requires less training. Given this, as well
as the general material and ideological conditions in society, those
who have acquired more advanced ski[s, formal education and
intellectual taining will not, in their masses, be motivated purely
by communist ideological appeals, and many of them will not
contribute enthusiastically, energetically, and creatively to the
process of developing the economy under socialismif theyare not
paid a higher wage than workers whose training and skills are not
as highly developed.
Again, this is a leftover frcm capitalism, but it can't be
eliminated right away. So the Shanghai textbook acknowledges
firmly thatyes ifs true we can't have absolute egalitarianism, we
can't pay everybody the same and everybody can't have exactly
the same conditions. And the textbook further emphasizes, in the
discussion on bouqgeois right, that in .u1y cas€, as long as commodity relations remairy and with them the law of value, even
"quali|y'' cannot really be equal, because people who receive the
same nrage for the same job do not necessarily perform exactly the
same quantity and quality of work and, at the same tirrre, some of
them have a larger family, more people to support with their wage
and so on; so it's not really equal in the end anyway. All these
inequalities reflect the fact that under socialism society still has not
moved completely beyond bourgeois relations and bouqgeois
right reflecting thern: to accomplish this is the goal of the
proletarian rcvolution.
And this brings us back to the other aspect, which is put this
way in the Shanghai political economy textbook while we are
against absolute egaliarianisrn, we are for a ganaal egalitarianism.
We are for rroving to equalize the standard of living of the people
over a fairly long period of time, step by step and rnainly by
raising the bottom level up. We are not for Sving absolute, unrestricted expression to these inequalities and allowing them to
grow into class antagonisms and to strrengthen the basis for the
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restoration of capitalisrn
In the Shanghai textbook, along with saylng we are only
against absolute qgalitarianism, and not against general egalitarianism, it is said that what we are seeking to create is common
abundance. In other words, the aim is to create an abundance that
is more and more shared by the masses of people as a whole. This
is a radical departure from the kind of situation that has existed
since the elnergence of class divisions and antagonisms: in all
previous class society, a minority, the exploiters, have contrclled
the means of producing wealth and the wealth produced, including the surplus. And the conunon abundance aimed for through
the socialist transition is specifically in direct opposition to the
situation in the world today, where the dominant relations of
exploitation and oppression mean that a small minority controls
highly developed prcductive forces and accumulates vast
amounts of wealth while the great majority of countries in the
world are "underdeveloped" and the great majority of people
in the world are maintained in conditions of poverty and

torment.
Not only is common abundance important as an overall goal
and guideline in terms of advancing through the socialist transition to communism, but at each stage in each spiral of this process
it is important to make further prcgress in moving toward such
common abundance. Understood in this dynamic sense-in terms
of movement and not in absolute terms.<ommon abundance and
general egalitarianism should characterize socialist society though
each of these stages, or spirals. The advance to communism
should involve raising the material conditions of the people from
one mone or less equal plane to another.. .and then another. . .while
continuing at each stage to narrow the remaining differences
among the people to the greatest degree possible. It cannot involve
making a principle of remaining inequalities, gr"i"S unrestricted
scope to bourgeois right and allowing differences among the
people to grow into class antagonism in the narrre of creating an
abundance that will be shared equally...some day far off in the
distant future. This was, in fact, the line that was advocated by
Deng Xaopinp the line that the capitalist-rcaders headed by Deng
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put into practice with a vengeance once they usurped Power
through their coup d'etat

What Does It Mean for the Masses
To Be Masters of Society?
Through all this it can be seen how rnaking hansformations in
the relations arnong people (interpersonal relations) and also

making transformations

in the distribution system-that

is,

reshicting the remaining differences and inequalities, restricting
the expression of bourgeois right-plays an extr€mely important
role in reacting upon the ownership system in the economy, the
overall decisive aspect of the relations of production. Similarly, we
can see how the superstructure, particularly ideological and political line and its expression in croncrete lines and policies, exerts a
tremendous influence on the pnrduction relations as a whole.
But the influence and the initiating role of the superstructure is
not limited to questions dealing dinectly with the economy. It is a
fact that, in order to carry out transformation of the production
relations, it is necessary for the masses to be mobilized to take up
all spheres of the superstructuleincluding culture, education,
science, philosophy, politics and affairs of stat*for without this
there is no way for the rrasses to grasP the correct line in opposition to the incorrect line and to wage struggle on the basis of the
correct line to overcome the resistance of those forces standing
against these transformations. But more than that, the hansition to
communism involves not only the radical transformation of
material conditions and social relations; it also involves, together
with that, the radical transformation of the world outlook of the
people. For this to occur, there must be not only theoretical work
and the education of the rrursses in communist theory but active
ideological struggle among the masses and throughout society.
Only if the masses transform all spheres of society in accordance
with the revolutionary outlook and interests of the proletariat
will it be possible for them to retain power and finally bring about
the material and ideological conditions for communism, together
with the international pnoletariat as a whole.
Here it is necessary to addres a mairr question: when it is said
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that under socialism the masses are the masters of society and the
owners of the means of production, this is h:ue; but it is true
relatively and not absolutely. Given the actual contradictions in
socialist society, the mastery and ownership by the masses is
expressed not only through the active role of the masses themselves in all spheres of society, but also through the role of representatives of the masses. This is true in the economy and also in the
superstructure of politics and ideology.
Even under communism there will still be this kind of contradiction. There will still be the need for representatives in certain
aspects. Everyone cannot do everything all the time. But in the
socialist stage these contradictions contain the seed of class contradiction and even class antagonism. In socialist society---and
this was a very important point made by those following Mao,s
revolutionary lin+power over the means of production as well
as over distribution is concentrated as the power of political
leadership. And so, too, the power of decision-making in the
spheres of art and culture, education, and all other spheres of
social life is concentrated as the power of political leadership.
This raise anew the question: what is the role of the masses in
all of this-how in this situation do they express their role as
masters of the eaonomy and rulers of the political system in
socialist society? Here a very important point was made by Mao
speaking direcfly to this in his 'Critique" of a Soviet political
economy textbook:

"On page 474 we find a discussion of the rights labor
enjoys but no discussion of labor's right to run the state, the
various enterprises, education, and culture. Actually, this is
labor's greatest right und€r socialism, the most fundamental
right, without which there is no right to work, to an education,
to vacation, ete" Qv{ao, A Crittirye of Smriet Ecozozlcs, New York,
Monthly Review Press, 1977,p.61)

But how is this to be realized? Here again the question of line
and leadership is decisive. As Mao shessed, when leadership is in
the hands of genuine Man<ists then the russes will have these
fundamental rights and powers in actual fac! when leadership is
in the hands of revisionists or other representatives of the bour-
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in actual fact the masses will not have

these fun-

Iamental rights and powers. And, in turn, whether leadership is
genuinely Man<ist and really represents the revolutionary inter6sts of the proletariat can only be determined by what line this
leadership puts forward and puts into practice. This is what Mao
meant when he said that ideological and political line is decisive.
Lines are not mere abstractions-they represent real class interests, both in a general long-term sense and as concretized in
specific policies relating to the actual conditions at hand. And, in
tum, lines will mobilize certain social bases. certainly that was
true in the last great battle in china where the revolutionary line
mobilized ma$ses of proletarians and poorer sections of the
peasantry, along with revolutionary intellectuals, whereas the re
visionist-line was able to rally more privileged sections of the
populatioo together with some more politically backward seciions of the masses who were taken in, temporarily, by the lure of
stability, the promises of higher incorne, more consumer goods,
and so forth--as soon as the revolutionaries were smashed'
The revisionists insisted that there must be stricter rules and
regulations in the enterprises, that the system of responsibility
mist be strengthened, and that workers must be assigned to and
remain at a particular posg that worker participation in manage
ment, in technical and scientific innovation as well as in cultural
activities and ideological and political struggles took too much
time away from the shop floor and undermined 'tfficieng/'in
production; and so on. All this was, however, not a matter of
;'efficieng/' but of what the role of the workers in production
would be-ultimately, what their relationship to the means of
production would be.
An extremely important point in this regard was made in the
shanghai political economy texsook if the workers do not have
ttre right to question and discuss not only how to carry out production b--ut alsowhat the purpose of the production is, what goals and
interests it is to serve, then they are reduced from masters of the
production prccess to mere cogs in the wheels of production-in
they become wageslaves, zubordinate to a production
"ff".t,
process dominated by an elite lording it over therrr-the capitalist
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relation betr.veen bosses and workers is restored. And, of course,
this is exactly what has happened throughout Chinese society
since the capitalist-roaders have seized power.
This is why the Maoist line insisbd, in direct opposition to the
revisionist line, that division of labor in the production process
must not be absolute but relative, that in fact it must be brcken
down to the maximum degree possible at any given point, and
that the working people must take part in determining the goals
and methods of production, while the managerg technicians, etc.,
must take part in productive labor. But beyond that, the Maoist
line insisted that the masses of working people must take up the
cardinal questions in society and the world and pay attention to
affairs of state. Only in this way could they remain masters of the
production prccess and rulers of the society as a whole.

Socialist Constmction
in the World Context
All this also relates to the points made earlier about the lop
sidedness in the world and the course and character of the world
proletarian revolution. In particular it relates to the situation of the
socialist states that are brought into being in different countries
through this revolutionary struggle, Urat is, the fact that ttre
proletarian revolution will not succeed in all countrie all at the
same time but, at least for a certain historical period, is very likely
to occur only in one or a few counEies at a given time, with the
consequence that, for some tirne, socialist states are very likely to
efst in a world where imperialism is still dominant
"Grasp revolution/promote production" was in part a basis
for dealing with the situation that China faced as a socialist
country sunrounded by powerful imperialist states (and their allies) and itself coming from a legacy of imperialist domination
with all its distortion and disarticulation of the countr5/s economy.
But beyond that, it was a fundamental orientation for carrying out
the socialist transformation of society as part of the worldwide
advance to communism, and it represents a universal principle
applicable to all socialist countries, regardless of their past history
and level of development of productive forces at any given time.
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This principle identifies the purpose for which production is carried out-to serve the revolutionary transformation of society and
of the world as a whol*and also the means for achieving maximum reults in economic construction serving lhls purposemobilizing the masses under the guidance of a communist
ideological and political line.
Comparisons between socialist China's economy (or any
socialisieconomy) and the "economic performance" of countries
under imperialist rul*whether Third world oppressed nations
or the imperialist countries themselves--are comparisonsbaseil on
the unong oiteria. As a matter of fact,

"Revolutionary China's quantitative growth-record as
measured againit that of oiher countries stood !P well'
Compared with th" growth rate of contemPoraty 191^'1::1
induitrial countries during the periods between 1870-1900
and 1900-1971, only Japan's performance in growth of per
capita income mayhave been better. Compared-wit\:!hg
low-income Third World countries during the 1955-75
period, China's growth rate was quite high." (Lotta, "The
Theory and Practice of Maoist Planning")
But of more fundamental importance isthe rufute and purpose of
production.
The imperialists and all exploiting classes dominate and or-

ganize the production process for radically different PurPoses
proletariat, and they bring about radically different
t-t un tt
"
results-their "successeJ' in production and consumption are
founded upon and continually accentuate the exploitation and
oppressionof the lllasses of people worldwide, the lopsidedness
in the world and all the attendant misery.Production under the
rule of the proletariat-the development of the socialist economy
serve exactly the opposite of this: the uprooting of the
-must
basis for exploitation and oppression in the socialist society itself,
as well ar tt defense of the socialist country against imperialist
"
attack and support for the world revolutionary struggle toward
the common goal of communism.*
* Here it is necessary to raise certain criticisns of the last chapter o_f tle Shangha
textbook on politi&l economy where, unfortunately, the Extbook, having very
the
well l,aid out and discussed in very living terms the actual struggle to calry out
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It is important to look at this question of "grasp revolution/
promote production" fiom yet another angle-in terms of how it
found expression in the struggle between the revolutionary forces
led by Mao and the rcvisionists headed by Deng Xaoping, a
struggle which resulted in the temporary defeat of the revolutionaries right after Mao's death, in the rise to power of the revisionists
and the restoration of capitalism. As a general background to this,
it should be recalled how, in developing the line of "grasp revolution/promote productiory" Mao made a critical summation of the
approach to socialist construction in the Soviet Union under
Stalin's leadership.

As I've dirussed before, Mao summed up that in the Soviet
Union under Stalinls leadership there was an overdependence on
line of the proletadat concerning producHon under the command and impetus of
revolutiory then begins to talk about certain 'haHonalist countries" and loses sight
of the very class criteria it has insisted on throughout the textbook. It puts forward
suggestions and discusses methods and models for how these "nationalist
countries" can develop their economies more independently of imperialism. This
leaves out of the equation the fundamental question of which class is ruling in
these "nationalist countries" and what is the actual relation of thee countries and
their ruling classes to imperialism on the one hand and to the masses of people on
the other,

ln other words, this chapter almost seeryrs to pres€nt thingp as if the variow
bourgeois fores in power in thee so-called 'hationalist counkies" are capable of
acting like the proletariatin power, asif they are capable of carrying out economic
development along the same line as socialist China. So, ironically, the very
skengths of this book are forgotten to a significant degree in its last chapter. This
is something which underlines, in a negative way in Eris case, that the guestion of
which class is in conrmand and whoee class interests are being expressed in tenns
of guidinglines andpolicies, isdecisivein debrmining whatispossibleand what
in fact will be caried out.
Even if various bourgecis nationalist forces in these cpuntries subjectively
wanted to follow the model and suggestions that are put forth in the md of this
textbool in practice they would be unable o. They would be unable to mobilize
the masses, unable to cary out the kind of transformadons and policies in
developing the economy that are called for, exactly because the underlying
production relations are not socialist but are imperialist-dominated economic
relations and because these class forces are incapable of adopting a viewpoint and
line that could mobilize the masses to carry out a revolution in the sup€rstructure
and in the eoonomic base to make possible the kind of eonomlc policies suggested here. So in this instance we find a negative example, while throughout the
book, taken as a whole, there is a very positive demonstration of the importance
of line-the importance of wtrich class different lines represent, what fundamental
relations in society these lines reflect, and in what direction Orey seek b transform

thcerelations.
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centralization to the detriment of local initiative; and in particular
there was the tendency, especially after initial collectivization was
carried out in agriculture, to think that advanced rnachinery
produced by industry concentrated in the cities was the key to
building socialism in the counbryside and in the country as a
whole. Mao pointed out how this was linked to an orientation of
grving too much emphasis to heavy industry, to the detriment of
smaller-scale industry as well as agriculture; and that, in general,

Stalinls approach was lvay too much topdown, involving a
reliance on technology and on technicians and 'txperb." Mao
brought forward and fought for a radically different approachone that relied on the masses, not on technolory and technically
trained "expertd'; that stressed the importance of initiative from
below as well as direction from the top; that gave priority to
agriculture and emphasized mechanization in agriculture on the
bisis of collectivization and in tempo with the revolutionization of
production relations in the countryside; that involved a whole
series of policies of combining large-scale projects with medium
and small+ized ones and advanc€d technology with less developed technology, giving ProPer consideration to all available
productive forces and above all the most important productive
force, the working people themselves. At the same time, and in
direct opposition to this, the erroneous tendencies Mao identified
in Stalin's economic policies were raised to a principle and integrated into an overall line for capitalist restoration by the
revisionists who rose to power in the Soviet Union and by those
who followed in their footsteps in China.*
* ln C*tquer Thc WorM and in a number of other places, I have disctrssed the fact
that a number of the specific potcies adopted by stalin, specifically with regard
to economic construction, were similar to policies of the revisionists who have
come to lrcwer in the soviet union and in china. But it rnust be stressed that there
is a qualitative and fundamental difference: stalin was proceeding without.the
beneht of previous historical experimce in carrying out sodalist consEuction;
whereas, pirticularly after Mao summed up that zudr policies were incorrect and
strengthened tfre foices of captt'list retoration, the revisionists wue cotxiously
relecting this summation and deliberately fostering these very forces of capitalist
restorafton; and firr1rer:nore, these revislonisq having come to power, are applying these policies a3 part of an overall line which gives the law of-value a

command ln lhe economy--fundammtal
prinapes specifically and eurphatically reiected by Stalin'

re['hting-role and puts profit in
".pltati"t
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In analyzing Mao's last great battle against revisionism and
why, shortly after Mao's death, the revisionists were able to win
out, it is essential once more to recall the extrerrely difficult situation-the very real problems and dangers-<onfronting China in
the period after the upsurge of the Cultural Revolution. Particular-

ly significant-in fact pivotal in this whole situation-was

the

serious threat of Soviet military attack, including nuclear attack,
on China and the policy that was adopted in the face of this by
China-the "opening to the West." This question is spoken to in

"End/Beginning," and I won't deal with it extensively here. But it

is important to keep in mind that the revisionist line and the
revisionist forces were operating within this situatiory which in
many ways created conditions favorable for them, strengthening
the basis for them to appeal to significant and influential sections
of the population, especially the more privileged strata.
The revisionists put forward a line which had an allure of
"having the best (as we have seen, this is really the worst) of both
worlds"-making production the key thing regardless of which
methods and relations are in force in carrying out this production;
making the acquisition of private wealth a motivating principle
and insisting that this is not in contradiction to serving the collective good; and, furthermore, talking as if entering into relations

with imperialism that amount to capitulating to imperialism
would make it possible both to avoid war and to carry on with
socialism---a socialism without the kind of mass upheaval and
even, at times, chaos that characterized the Cultural Revolution;
without the demand for radical changes in the relations among
people and in people's world outlook; without the insistence that
inequalities which favored certain strata at the expense of the
rursses must be restricted so that they could eventually be overcome; without the rcquirement that privileged strata and leaders
receive the criticism and supervision of the rnasses. All this was
captured very well in the simple saying by Deng Xiaoping: "\rVhite
cat, black cat, what difference does it make, as long as it catches
mice?"-what difference does it make what methods are used as

long as theybring "results"? Mao very incisively poind out that
this line makes no distinction between Marxism and imperialism
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and that it serves the bourgeoisie and capitalist restoration. As
opposed to "grasp revolution/promote prcductiory" this line
could be summd up in this formulation: promote capitalist
production/suppress prcletarian revolution.
As experience since then has shown, ever mone dramatically,
while the revisionists may have been able to mobilize a social base
of more privileged strata, and even certain backward elements
among the masses, the line of the revisionists cannot serve the
intercsts of the broad rnasses of people<r even, as a matter of
fact, come thrcugh with the extravagant promises made by the
revisionists to the more privileged strata.
Deng & Co. jealously eyd |apan and held this up as the thing
for China to emulate in its economic performance, but despite all
their slavish attempts to follow such models they cannot make
good on their ambitions-they cannot succeed in the concrete
conditions of today's world in turning China into a "modem"
capitalist country, powerful by imperialist standards.*
At the same time, it is important to note how, with regard to
China, the situation is different in some important ways from what
has gone on with the Soviet Union. For their part, the revisionists
in China have not yet at least dirarded their "communisf' disguis+in fact, in the face of the revolt that was dnrwned in blood
in Tlananmen Square, they have made a show of "reviving" some
of their old communist trappings and "ctedentials." This situation
is shalply contradictory. On the one hand, particularly among the
intellectuals, the phenomenon of the immediate negation of
revisionism being the demand for bourgeois democracy, and not
the demand for genuine socialism, has become morc prcnounced.
But there are very clear signs-which even the imperialists and
their media have to acknowledge-that particularly among the
masses of working people in China (and even among some stu* Here we see a kind of ironic twist on Mm's denunciation of Deng-trat he makes
no distinction between Marxisn and imperialisn! That is, because Deng did not
have a Marxist understanding of imperialisn (or anything else), he did not
understand what would be the actual role of China in the international network
of imperialist relations once he seizd power and set about restoring capitalism:
because his method was not that of Marxist materialis,ln, he could not recogrize

the funpossibility, under pres€nt world conditions, of realizing his 'ldeal" of
turning China into a major world (imperialist) power.
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dents and intellechrals) there are those who recognize a radical
difference between the phony "communism" of Deng and Co. and
the real, revolutionary oorununism of Mao and his comrades, and

who can once again be won

b

the understanding that, to

paraphrase Mao himself, 'bnly Maoism can save China"-and, in
the sarne spirit, only Maoism can save the world<nly Marxism-

I"eninism-Maoism points the way to real ernanciPation for the
rursses of people in China and worldwide.

CONCLUSION:
THE DEOLOGICAL CONFRONTATION
I

First of all, I want to discuss this in more immediate terms-the
ideological offensive of the imperialists and our idmlogical
counteroffensive:
The recent events in the Soviet Union, on top of the other major
developments in the revisionist countries in the past few years,
haveheightened the importance of the ideological struggle. As has
been pointed ouf through their stepped-up ideological offensive
against communism the imperialists have made communism a
broad mass question, and although the terms in which this is being
posed by the enemy, and "spontaneously'' among the pmple, arc
not themselves favorable, there is a very favorable aspect in this
which must be seized on. To repeat once again an important point
of orientation: even though, in the final analysis and overall, the
response to the imperialists and their idmlogical offensive mustbe
delivered in the material spher+and particularly in the political
struggle, taking its highest form of peoplds war when the conditions for that exist or emerg*still we must not underestimate the
importance of the ideological struggle or the opportunities for
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waglng that struggle in the current situation especially.
We must not only answer their distortions around the current
events and bring to light the actual underlyingmotive forces and
class interests, but we must speak to the laqger questions bound up

with this-involvingnotonly matters of economics and politics but
also fundamental ideological questions, such as'truman nature"
and the possibility of radically changrng human society and the
people who make it up. We must bring forward our world outlook, apply it in a living way, and popularize its basic principles.
This is where the immediate ideological battle links up with the
morc general and fundamental strugglebetween the two basically
opposd world outlooks-the proletarian and the bouqgeois.

Two World Outloola

Two Oppsing Views of Freedom
In the world today, there are only two classes capable of running society: the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The present era of
world history is marked by the strugglebetween these two antagonistically opposd classes, and this era will only be superseded

when that struggle is resolved through the triumph of the
proletariat and the advance from the epoch of capitalism to the
epoch of communism worldwide. This is a struggle without prece
dent in human history. This is so because the proletarian revolu-

tion represents a leap beyond the situation where peoplds
material conditions and correspondrng social relations and ideas
have made it impossible for them to enter into voluntary association on the basis of a conscious grasp of the real motive forces and
fundamental relations in nature, in society, and in the thinking of
people. This nevolutionrcpresents, asMarx and Engelsputitin the
"Communist Manifesto," the radical rupture with traditional
property relations and with traditional ideas. And the boulgeoisie
stands as the last barrier to making that leap the last shackle
holding back those radical ruptures.
For all these reasons, the struggle between these two forces is
bound to be a monumental one, battled out in every sphere. And
the ideological struggle is a cmcial field of battlq exerting a great
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influence on the overall conflict On every decisive question, from
the nature of human treings to the nafure and content of freedom,
bouqgeois and prcletarian ideology are fundamentally in opposition. These ideologies reflect radically different worlds: one pase
ing amidst massive convulsiory into extinction; the other experiencing the painful pangs of birth.
The bourgeois declares his system and values

eternal-but that

is merely a tautology-because he carurot see beyond the boundaries of bourgmis society. The bourgeoisie cannot recognize or
acknowledge that its hallowed ideals have aheady become hollow
because they are the expression of material conditions and social
relations which have become historically, if not yet actually, obsolete. Let us examine how this is so.
First of all, there is the whole domination of commodity relations that characterizes bourgeois society, and with it what Marx
described as 'tommodity fetishism" and, along with that, bourgeois individualism. These are all rnade guiding and sacred prin-

ciples by the guardians of the old order, by the upholders and
defenders of capitalism and imperialism.
What Marx meant by "commodity fetishism" in particular is
that the underlying relationships among people that are at the
foundation of society-the whole basic reality that is revealed by
historical materialism, the fact that social labor carried out by
people entering into definite relations of prcduction is the foundation of society and of its institutions and ideac-this is ilisguiseil in
commodity-producing society. People confrrnt each other through

the commodities they own. Thing:s are in relationship to each
other-money is being exchanged for a particular thing which in
turn is being exchanged for money, and so on and so forth-it
appears that this is the essence of what goes on in society. In these
relations, people appear to be just so many individuals who just
happen to have this or that commodity-their possession of particular commodities appears to be accidental or at any rate the
product of their own individual effort or enterprise. The fact that

they are part of a larger social division of labor and that the
particular way in which they earn their livelihood (or accumulate
wealth) is ultimately determined by that social division of labor
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and by the process of prcduction and exchange in society, and
ultimately the world, as a whole...this is obscured, concealed.
Along with this goes bourgeois individualism, the notion that
each person has to look out for her or himself first and above all
and in opposition to everyone else. This outlook of "look out for
No. 1" is in accord with commodity relations, where people are
involved not simply in exchange with others through the medium
of their commodities, but also in competition with each other, a
competition in which some prcsper and others lose out (this is an
expression of fonpmodity production's inherent anarchy, which
stems from the fact that commodities are things pnoduced not for
immediate use but for exchange, but no one can be certain how
much demand there will be for a particular commodity). The
relation of individuals as equal commodity owners-qual atleast
in the sense that they all share the corunon status of being commodity owners in a society where commodity value is the uniform
measure of exchange relations-this is still only the outward ap
pearance. And this is even the outward appearance of the relation
between the workers and the capitalists. But, in fact, this is
camouflage over the actual inner essence of capitalism and its
proce$s of accumulation-the relation of exploitation and oppree
sion of the working dass by the capitalist dass.
Correspondingly, the bouqgeois notion of "fteedom" involves
the appurance of individuality{he appearanc€ that the individual is sovereign, that the individual and her or his rights are
the highest priority and the object of politics and law. The ssence
is that individuality is subsumed in class relations<lass relations
of exploitation and oppression. And even in its outward ap
pearancre, bourgeois individuality and the corresponding notions
of freedom are cast in negative terms: in terms of the rights of one
not impinging on the rights of others; in terms of the rights of
individuals being protected against infringement by other individuals, as well as by the state.
This view of freedonu while on the one hand it involves an
aspect of illusion-in the way in which it conceals the more fundamental relations and inner essence of capitalist exploitation--at
the sarre time does reveal something of that inner essence, of the
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social antagonism bound up with capital. This is related to the fact

that although commodity relations in and of themselves do not
necessarily involve social antagonism and class exploitation,
nevertheless they contain the seeds of this antagonism and
exploitation.*
As we have seery commodity relations are not simply relations
of equality (based on the principleof exchange of equal values) but
also contain an aspect of competition and rivalry. Thus, even the

notions of individuality and freedom that correspond to commodity relations in their outer appearance and general form, and
not specifically to relations beh,veen the bouqgeoisie and the
proletariat, still find expression in terms of the dash of individual
interests and "wills." In this respect, there is a real identity be
tween such notions and the actual nature of capitalist society.
Furthet, commodity relations contain the genn, or hold the potential, of relations in which labor power itself has becorne a commodity. And, to a certain degree at least, there is a conscious
recognition of this fact in bourgmis society generally, particularly
in the understanding that in order to get rich it is necessary to go
beyond being a mene owner of commodities, beyond even a selfemployed owner of means of productiory and become an
employer (and in that capacity an owner and user) of the labor
power of others-in short, to become a capitalist exploiter. Here is
the deeper meaning of the expression: capitalism is a dogeat-dog
society and it has a dog-eatdog philosophy.
Bourgeois society and its rulers, through their media, their
educational system and culture, and in other lvays, focus attention
on the few who are wealthy and privileged: this is what is held up
for the masses to emulate or to worship from their lowly position.
The fact that this wealth and privilege are directly related to, are at
the expense of, the many who are poor and oppressed throughout
the world-the fact that the domination of bourgeois private
property in the world means conditions of privation for the
world's great mafirrity*this profound fact is covered over. The
* Mao, in
"On Contradiction " quoted Lenin, from "On the Question of Dialectics,"
on how in the exchange of c.ommodities "analysis reveals arl the cpntradictions
(or the gerzrs of aII the contradictions) of modern [bourgeoisl socie$." (See Mao,
SW, v. 1. p.319.)
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present prcduction and social relations in the world are declared
tobeeternal and the prevailing systemisproclaimed thebestof all
possible systems. The "loftiesf' goal that is promoted is to rise
within the comrpting confines of the system, in ruthless competition with others.

The class<onrious pnoletariat and its outlook and culture
worldwide<n their conditions of
subiugation and suffering, but more than that, and above all, on
their revolutionary struggles and their potential to turn the bourgeois world upsidedown (or rightside'up), to completely tran*'
form the world and the condition of humanity as a whole. On this
basis, the appeal is made to the broadest ranks of the people to
unite with the political program of the revolutionary proletariat
but also to take up its viewpoint and vision and rernold their
world outlook, rupturing with the whole mentality of surviving
(or prospering) through cut-throat competition and profiting at
the expense of others. The truly lofty goal that is held up is not to
"rise withinl' the prcvailing system but to rise up and overthrow
this system and put an end to all systems, and all relations, in
which the fortune of the few means the misery of the many: to
replace this with a human socief in which people realize their
interests in common, in which cooperation will be as "natural" as
competition seers to be now.
Thus, the proletarian-communist vision of freedom is radically
and pnrfoundly different from the bourgeois. The communist
vision of freedom involves fundamentally and essentially the
abolition of conditions of enslavement of any kind-the abolition
of all exploitation and oppnession and, indeed, the abolition of all
class distinctions and social antagonisms. It envisions, yes, the
freeing of individuals from these relations of exploitation and
oppressiory but it does not envision a situation where each individual independently pursues her or his own individual interests divorced from or over and against society. Communism continues to recognize that individuals must and will come together
in society in order to realize their collective interests (and their
interests as individuals). And that it is or[y in anil thrugh societyand fundamentally in and through the prccess of producing and
focus on the masses of people,
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reproducing the rnaterial requirements of life-that people can
realize an increasing dimension of freedom. This fundamental
principle will continue to apply in communist society, though it
will apply there in a radically different way than in any previous
human society.
In communist society there will be freedom for individuals on
a whole new level, and there will be a broadened scope for individuality, but there will rctbe inilioiilualism-tlut is, it will not
be a significant social pnoblem. People will not be bound within
the limits of the individual struggle for existence, nor motivated
by the drive to acquire wealth at the expense of others. People will
consciously, voluntarily subordinate themselves to the higher interests of society as a whole. They will grasp their true relations
with each other in society and with nature, through society. They
will act in accordance with the understanding that people's
freedom to engage themselves in spheres other than work, as well
as the nature of work itself-whether it is alienating or fulfilling a
negation of people's will or an expression of it-depends on the
character of the social, and above all productiory relations and the
overall development of the productive forces. They will be conscious of the fact that the basis exists, and with it the necessity, to
continually elevate the material, social, and cultural conditions of
the members of society in comrnon. They will grasp that everyone's
intercsts are realized through the transformation of society, to
expand the sphere of freedom for all. This is the profound point
that Marx made in his succinct statement that "Right can never be
higher than the economic structure of society and its culhrral
development conditioned thereby'' (Mara Citique of the Gotha
Programmc, Peking FIF, p. 17).
Mao spoke to this question in giving a concise description of
communisru 'The epoch of world communism will be reached
when all rnankind voluntarily and consciously changes itself and
the world" (Mao, "On Practice," SW, v. 1, p. 308). The meaning and
implications of this are dirussed at some length in the final chap
tq of Demooacy: Can't WeDoBettqTlunThat? Ttere itis pointed
out that communism understands the essence of freedom as the
recognition and transformation of necessity; that this procese*
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involving the dialectical relation (contradiction) between necessity
and freedorrr*is a never-ending one, though it finds different
expression in different circumstances; and that in communist
society this will find a qualitatively new and different expression,
because there will not be the obstructing and obruring effects of
class divisiory social antagonism, and the lack of corurpn abundance. The following passage from that chapter give a basic sense
of what is said there concerning the essential character of communist society and its guiding principles:
'"fhere

will stitl be contradictions

among the people, and

indeed the struggle to resolve these will be a driving force in
socieg, but there will not be crontradictions between the people
and the enemy...there will not be people who are enerries.
There will still be compulsion, in the sense of necessity, but
there will not be social compulsion in tlu sense of the political
ilomination of one ryrt of soctety over anotlur ot tlu ilomination of
one indfuidusl ooer another. In the absence of sudr antagonism
and compulsion, people will voluntarily unite-and struggle,
often sharply no doubt, but nonantagonistically-to continually confront and transform necessity....
'The abolition of social antagonism and political domination, and the unity of people around the basic principles of
dialectical materialism-together with the struggle over how
to apply and further develop therr*will make possible, for the
first time, the voluntary association of people in society on the
basis of a fundamentally correct and everdeepening understanding of the laws of motion of nature, of socie$r, and of the
relation between the two-it will make possible and involve
the recognition and transformation of necessity on a whole
new and far higher basis than humanity has previously been
capable of." (Avakian, Demooacy, pp. 255-66)

Moving Beyond Bourgeois Right
In the light of what has been said so far,I want to specifically
focus on a basic principle of communism: "from eadr according to
his ability, to each according to his needs." In particular, I want to
speak to what this principle actually means, and why it is realizable. First, lefs look at the following basic summary from Marx
on the necessary conditions for the realization of this principle:
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"...after the enslaving subordination of the individual to the
division of labor, and with it also the antithesis between mental
and physical labor, has vanished; after labor has become not

only a means of life but itself life's prime wang after the
productive forces have also increased lt/ith the all-round
development of the individual, and all the springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly--only then can the narrow
horizon ofbourgeois rightbe crossed in its entirety and society
inscribe on its banners: From each according to his ability, to
eadr acrcording to his needs!" (Marx, Citique of the Gotlu
Programme,p. 17)

How are we to understand the fuller implications of this? This
principle-"FnDm each according.b his ability, to each according
to his needd'-is not simply a principle of distribution or a principle describing only the relationship between production and
distribution in qcmmunist society. It does describe this, but at the
same time it reflects, in a concentrated way, definite material conditions, social relations, and ideas.In order for this principle to be
realizable the necessary truterial anilitbns have to be achievedthat is, there has to be a situation where the development of the
productive forcesand theproductionof a crcmmon abundance has
proceeded together with the transformation of the production and
social relations such that the division between mental and manual
labor, and oppressive division of labor generally, can be overcome
and the needs of society and of individuals can be met on a
continually advancing level. Together with this, there has to be the
abolition of commodity relations, including their generalized expression in the form of money, which will have to be replaced by a
medium of exchange that does not reflect commodity relations
and does not contain the seed of capitalist (or other) exploitation.+
But the necessary iilalogical anditbtts must also have been
* As discussed earlier, the adrieveurent of these condiHons
must take place on a
world scale, through a long and torfuous proess of revolutionary transfonnation
in whidr there will be unevm developlrenl tre seizure of power in different
countries at different times, and a corrplex dialecdcal interplay between the
revolutionary struggles and the revolutionization of society in these different
countri+a dialectic in wtridr the world arena ts fundamentally and ultimately
decisive while themutually interacting and mutuallysup,portingskuggles of the
proletarians in different countries crnstitute the key link in fundamgntelly trane
foruring the world as a rryhole.
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achieved-there must be a generalized communist conriousness
in society. In other words, if "abili$' and "needd' are still conceived of in terms of the bourgeois conception of freedom and in
terms of individualism, there is no way this principle can work:
people will not contribute to society according b their abilities,
nor will they be able to correcfly work out how to receive back
from society according to their needs. The whole notion of communism-and the whole notion of the first part of this slogan
"from each according to his ability..."-119tr115 that people no
longer are required to, and no longer do, work in order to meet
their own individual and immediate needs. Society will have advanced to the point where there is a corunon abundance and the
means for continually increasing that abundance, so that people's
basic individual existence is no longer a question: it will be assured
to the pointwhereitno longerhas tobe a focusof attention. People
will not work with that requirement or necessity in mind, but in
order to contribuE to society all they can according to their
abilities.
At the same time, they will receive back from society according
to their needs, not as such needs would be conceived of finm the
point of view of bourgeois society-not in order to acquire more
than others and to strive to turn accumulated wealth into the
ability to exploit others-but in accordance with the principle of
raising ttre material conditions and expanding the sphere of
freedom of the people in society as a whole and in corunon, as
discussed earlier. Here it is important to keep in mind that needs
are not absoluE or abstract but are concrete and are socially determined-they flow from what society is capable of producing at
any given stage and what the prevailing relations and ideas are in
that society. This applies to communist society as well.*
In communist society, needs will be determined in terms of
what will enable everyone in society to continue developing in an
* Human beinp do have certain basic needs for survival but the ways in which

people ateur-pt to meet these needs, the specific obfects they cor_rsume, how these
acquired, etc., are all socially detemrined; beyond that, and more gmerally,
the needs of people are determined by the draracter of the productive

ire
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production ielations-and the corresponding zuperstruchrre-in the given
society.
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all-around way, intellectually as well as physically; and what will
at the same time enable society to continue raising the level of
common abundance and continuetransforming social relations so
tllelt tl:re lanl from which the all-around development of the people
is canied forward can be continually el anted in an upward spiral.

Tech no logy-and ldeology
The bourgeoisie and its ideologists say all of this is impossible
on both technological and ideological grounds. They insist that
today's modern technology does not allow for the type of
centralism that communism involves, and that, in any cas€,
production cannot be subjected to the kind of conscious control
that communism envisions. At the same time, they insist that
people are not capable of acting consciously in the higher interests
of humanity and can only be motivated by acquisitivene*s and
self-aggrandizement as the "bottom line." They are wrong on both
grounds.
Communist society will utilize advanced technolory, and will
continue to develop it. But this will not be equated with more and
more cenhalization, and technology will not be developed in a
way that results in the domination of technology over the
people-that is a hallmark of capitalism. Nor will this be equated
with short-sighted use of technolory, at the expense of the larger
interests of humanity and of future generation+-that too, is a
hallmark of capitalism. Communism and the common abundance
that characterizes it will not mean an extension of the same kind of
social organization that now dominates, and distorts, the worldit will not be simply a higher level of output based on the same
relations and values. It will not be some kind of "mole equitabld'
distribution of "imperialist plenty." It will involve a difference not
just in quantity of output, taking the world as a whole, but more
than that a radical difference qualitatioely-in the whole way the
question of production and its connection to social relations and
values is approached.

Questions

of ecology which are being broadly taken up in

society today are very mudr involved here. It is very irnportant to
recall and to call to people's attention the great strides that were
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made in this sphere in socialist China, even in a society still
divided into classes and a world still dominated by imperialism.
They were able to make tremendous strides in converting socalled waste into useful products and in taking into account
ecological questions and the interests of future generations. They
were able to do this because they were not driven by the anarchy
of capitalism and the never<rding pursuit of greater capitalist
profit without regard to the effect on the environment on the
ecological systern
When humanity reaches communisrry the people, guided by
communist ideolory, will comrnand technology. That will open
possibilities for all kinds of thingB impossible and largely even
unimaginable under any previous society, in terms of rreeting the
all-around needs of the people and society, not only at the time but
with future generations in mind. Here it is worthwhile recalling
Marx's comment inCapital thatz
"From the standpoint of a higher economic form of society,
private ownership of the globe by single individuals will appear quite as absurd as private ownership of one man by
inother. Even a whole society, a nation, or even all simultaneously existing societies taketr together, are not the owners
of the globe. They are only its Possessors, its usufructuaries,
and, like bon i plres familits, they must hand it down to succeeding generations in an improved condition." Marx, Capital,v.3,
Introductory Section of Chapter 46, p. 776)

Communism will be a great leap forward for humanity, beyond
horizons that can only be dimly glimpsed today. Like reality in
general, communist society will be marked by contradiction and
struggle-it will be driven forward by contradiction and strugthis will not be such that the basic interests of individuals
or of groups u/ill be in fundamental conflict with each other. Class
divisions, all dass distinctions, will have been eliminated. But also
such things as the struggle for mere existence, social division of
labor containing the seeds of oppressiory antagonisms between

gle-but

groups of hurnan beingB and their eruption into violent conflict,
and an incorrect understanding of the motive forces in nature and
in society-things which have existed amonghurnan beings from
the very earliest days---all this will be eliminated, surpassed. But
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as a leap forward, communism will not mean the total or onesided negation of things fiom the past. Rather, it will mean that the
products and experience of previoushuman historywill bedrawn
from and recast to achieve a new synthesis through the cooperative association of human beings free of social antagonism and

conriously applylng a unified, comprehensive, scientific world
outlook.

Changing Society, Changing "Human Nature"
In bringing this to a conclusion I want to speak again to the
question of 'truman nature-'and what historical materialism has
to say about this.
As we have seen, it is one of the most cherished and widely

used arguments of upholders of the bouqgmis system that
"human nature" cannot be changed; that the fundamental defect
in communism and the fundamental re.rson for its "failure" is its
attempt to change "ltuman natut€"; that human bei.gs are by
nature selfish, that they are by nature bound to seek their own
individual interests above collective interests; and that it is only in
grving free expression to the pursuit of individual interest by each
against all that a higher good can somehow be served. Here
another comment by Marx is very illuminating. He pointed out
that this view merelyreflects the production relations of bouqgeois
society itself and not some unchanging nature of human bei^gs
throughout history. He made the specific point that the bourgeois
political economists Elssume ttut the production relations of
capitalism are somehow etemal, or in any case that they are the

final point of evolution of human production relations, and that
any change in society can only be made within the confines and
on the basis of these production relations. But historical
materialism reveals that not only these production relations but
the ideas that correspond to them-induding ideas about the
"unchangeability of human natute"{It in fact historically
limid, are the product of only a certain stage in the development
of human history, and will be surpassed by the further advance of
the class struggle and thereby the liberation of the productive
forces of society, first and above all, the masses of laboring people.
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Historical materialism makes dear that there is no sudr thing
'truman nature." What seems rational and
natural is not the same in all ages and among all classes: it changes
with a change in social conditions; and, in class society, it always
reflects a definite class outlook (recall Marx's comment about how
in the future communist society it will seem as absurd--or unnatural-for anyone to privately own the land as it does today for
one person to own another; and recall also the point made earlier
that the question of whether slavery appears "fational" and "natural" is bound to be answered differently by the slavemasters than
by the slaves). Historical materialism and Marxism-lcninismMaoism as a whole make clear that the prcletarian revolution can
and will bring about a profound change, an unprecedented
change in the relations among people and in the thinking of
people, in their morality and motivations.
as innate, unchanging

Historical Materialism and Making History
As discussed earlier, Engels explained why, until now, there
have been certain common characteristics to human society and to
the attitudes of people in society (what has been termed 'truman

nature"): this is owing to the fact that up until the present time
there has not been the basis to eliminate scarcity and the struggle
for individual existence. But now, as Engels said, this basis has
been established. Now, not only is it unnecessary for there to exist
relations in which one part of society dominates and exploits
another, but the persistence of such relations is an actual and direct
hindrance to the further liberation of the pnrductive forces and,
above all, of the people. Now a social revolution is possible-and
urgently demanded-to move humanity beyond all that and to a
new stage of human histoly. (See Engels, "Socialism: Utopian and
Scientific," MESW, v. 3, pp. 148-50.)
Todaywe stand atthe threshold of a new era: bringing thisnew
stage of human history into being is the historic task the communist revolution must and will fulfill. This is what historical materialism, and indeed all of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, makes dear.
People nd matqialam ! And this need is expressed acutely in
today's world situation. It expresses itself very dramatically in
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relation to major world events and to the distorted view of thern
presented by the imperialists. People need dialectical materialism

and its application to human society-historical materialism.
They need to grasp the class relations, the class interests underlying thing+ for as l-enin put it
"People always were and always will be the foolish victims of deceit and self-deceit in politics until they learn to
discover the interests of some class or other behind all moral,
religious, political and social phrases, declarations and
promises. The supporters of reforms and improvements will
always be fooled by the defenders of the old order until they
realize that every old institution, however barbarous and
rotten it may appear to be, is maintained by the forces of
some ruling classes." (Lenin, "The Three Sources and Three
Component Parts of Marxism," in Marx, Engels, Marxism,
Peking, FLP, p. 73)
Beyond tha! people must also understand what is the underlying foundation of these class relations and what is necessary to
abolish class divisions and antagonisms. This is expnessed in a
pithy and powerful way in what is known as the "four all'd'which were put forward by Marx in a famous statement in which
he said that the socialist revolution and the dictatorship of the
proletariat represent the transition to "the abolition of class distinctions generally, to the abolition of all the relations of production on which they rest to the abolition of all the social relations
that correspond to these relations of production, to the
revolutionizing ol all the ideas that result from these social
relations" (Marx, MESW,'The Class Struggles in France, 1&[8
to 1850," p.282).
These "four all'd' must be popularized, especially in these
times, to gtve a cl@r, basic sense of what communism means and
involves. They should be popularized in both senses: they should
be made known broadly among the rnasses of people; and, while
sometimes using these formulations e:actly as Marx stated them
in order b familiarize people with them, they should also be
translated into more conunon Erms. In this way, people will get
the essence of what this is about and take it up as their own, so that
through all the struggle of today they will be fircd with the vision
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of what these "four all's" repr€sent.*
People need the sweep that only the dialectical materialist
outlook and rnethodology of Mancism-kninism-Maoism can give
thenFan understanding of historical development and its underlying motive forces (contradictions). It is this outlook and methodology that can enable the rnasses of people to grasp the fact that
through all its complexity and its tortuous course of development,
there is in human history the "coherence" of which Marx spoke. It
is this outlook and methodology that can arrn them with the
ability to recognize the potential that now exists, precisely because
of previous historical development, for a radical ruphrre with--a
liberating leap beyond-all previous property relations and their
corresponding institutions and ideas. It is this outlook and
methodology that can inspire and ernbolden them to act to bring
this into being-b consciously struggle to carry out and carry
through the communist revolution worldwide.
It is this that gives substance and life to the slogans "Revolution
Is the Hope of the Hopeless"; "Serve the People"; and 'Tear
Nothing Be Down for the Whole Thing." It is this we must
popularize. We must seize every opening to bring this forward in
opposition to the foul and degrading outlook of the ruling powers
and the old order they uphold. And even while today our focus,
politically, is on the destruction of the old world, we must bring
forward a vision and the seeds of the new world, including in the
ideology we uphold and the way in which we give living expression to that ideology.

AsMao Tsetung said:

'A Communist should have lalgeness of mind and he
should be staunch and active, looking upon the interests of the
* In connection with all this, and in partiodar on the relation between historical
materialisur and "the dirty little secret of capitalism," it is interesting to note a
statesrent by Engels ra ,4,rti-Dilhriag that was cited by Stalin in "Economic
Itoblems of Socialisn." Engels poinbd out that, in order to make a thorough
critique of bourgeois economy, it was not enough to have an rcquaintane with
the capitalistform of production, exdrange anddistribution; itwas alsoneessary
toexanrine the forms whidrprecededcapitalism or existedalongsideitin theless
developed countries. This was important in enabling people to put capitalism in
perspective and in its true light, and therefore to w byottil it. (See Stalin,
Ecowmb Problems of tucialbn iz tha U.S.S.R., Peking FLB p. 73.)
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revolution as his very life and subordinating his personal interests to those of the revolution; always and everywhere he
should adhere to principle and wage a tireless stmggle against
all incorrect ideas and actions, so as to consolidate the collective life of the Party and str€ngthen the ties between the Party
and the masses; he should be more concerned about the Party
and the masses than about any private person, and more concerned about othens than about himself." (Mao, "Combat

Liberalism,"

SW, v.

\

p. 33)

And, as the Constitution of our Party sets forth, the basic
orientation for communists and the first requirement for Party
members is that they must:
"Keep constantly in mind, base therrselves wholeheartedly
on and dedicate their whole lives to the proletarian revolution

and the historic mission of the international proletariat the
achievement of communism throughout the world." ("Constitution of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA, Membership, Artide3,l," inNao Programfie afldNeut Constitution of
the Ranlutionary Communist Party,lJSA, p. 118)

Let the bourgmisie, old and new, cling to the old order and
declare that humanity can do no better. We know better. The
proletariang more than ever, have a world to wiry a new world to
bring into being, and in so doing they will emancipate not only
themselves but all humanity.
Mao More Than Evert
Long Live Marxism-Leninism-Maoismt
Phony Communism Is Dea4 Long Live Real Communism!
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